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C. T. Watson of Lamosa, Texas,
who la county agent of his county
and also secretary of the commercial
club at that place spent a few hours
in Clovis Wednesday between trains.
Mr. Watson was enroute to Phoenix
to negotiate for a number of dairy
cows which will be distributed among
the farmers of the Lamosa country
through the county agent, and the
commercial club at that place. The
dairying industry is becoming such
an important factor in the devol.ip- ment of the plains country that the
farmers are endeavoring everywhere
to secure a better gruilu of dairy

cattle
A new doctor arrived in Clovis last
Sunday and has located permanently.
He came via the stork route and is at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Clyn Smith.
The genial doctor is receiving the
congratulations of his friends this
week and is all smiles.

J. H. Shepard has been on the sick
list this week, suffering from an attack of grip.

CLOVIS WILL NOT
LOSE TRAINS
Many trains are being discon- tinued in the west on account of
the coal shortage, but fortunate- ly for Clovis, the train service
through here will no be cur-tailed. The only change will be
that trains No. 21 and No. 22
will be operated only to Albu- querquo instead of being thru
trains to California. At Albu- querque they will connect with
other trains going west
'
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Clovis voted on the proposition to
issue flOO.000 worth of additional
achool bond Tuosday and the propo
sition carried by an overwhelming
majority, the vote being 214 for the
issue and G9 against. The vote was
light because everyone seemed to take
it for granted the issue would pass
and let the other fellow do the voting. The vote by wards was as follows:
"
WARD NO. 1
For the Bonds
Against the Bonds
23
WARD NO. 2
For the Bonds
81
Against the Bonds
17
WARD NO. 3
For the Bonds
Against the Bonds
WARD NO. 4
For the Bonds
Against the Bonds
COURT HOUSE
6
For the Bonds
11
Against the Bonds
The plan it to utilise the money
from the sale of the bonds In eon
itructing two new school buildings
In Clovla. On the east aide the Eu
Kene Field building will be torn down
nd the material used in a new and
aubstantial structure to be erected
there, larger than the present build
In it and modern in every respect. In
II probability work will commence
on this building about March 1st
school being held for the lost two
months in temporary quarters. In
addition to this, a ward school will be
erected somewhere on the west side,
small but substantial, to be used by
the Spanish speaking pupils.
The plan is also to possibly put an
other story on the La Casita building
on th west side, giving more school
capacity there.
Bonds 14 be Sold Jan. 14.
The bonds will be 'mmodiately ad
vertised for sale on January J 4th, and
it is expected that they wilT sell for
above par.
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JohnBan's Band will give a band
concert and enterfcuinmont on jthe
19th. It will be held at the High
School Auditorium and the proceeds
will go toward purchasing new suits
for the band. In addition to the band
music, there will be quartets,
solos and readings, giving a
varied program that will be appreciated by all. There will no doubt
be a good attendance at the entertainment as everyone is interested In
seeing the band boys bedecked in
about the propel fashion when they
begin their public entertainments
next spring.

.

W. I. Luikart has recently purchased the Interest of his partner, Claude
Miller, in the Luikart & Co. dry goods
store and ia now sole owner of the
business. The Luikast firm has enjoyed a good business during the past
few years under Mr. Luikart'a management and he is to be congratulated
upon becoming the sole owner of the
business.
CHICAGO

GETS

HEAVIEST

Work is progressing nicely on the
excavating for tho basement for the
two buildings J. H. Barry will erect
on North Main. These two buildings
will hav a basement for the entire
140 feet back to the alley line, which
basement will be used by the Barry
Hardware Co. as storage for stock.
Mr. Barry saya Clovis Main Street
property is getting to be too valuable
for owners not to utilize it in every
way possible. Much of the dirt from
the basement is being hauled to South
Main where the street is low and will
save much filling in when paving is
done next spring.

saxa-pho-

BUYS OUT PARTNER

BUILDINGS

NEXT

New York, Dec. 9. The cost of
living as based on ninety staple commodities advanced 1.3 per cent during
the last month and now stands at 131
per cent above the pre-wlevel, or
the highest ever known, according to
figures made public today by
Brad-street-

s.

Textiles, provisions and groceries

constitute the bulk of the

commod-

ities.
Price advances in England have
been much greater than those in the
United States, however, for at the
close of November they were 2.8 per
cent over those for the end of Octo
ber, 12.4 per cent abort those of a
year ago, and 172 per cent above
August 1, 1914.

815

The Elks will have their annual
Charity Ball. on Thursday, Dee. 18th.
The price of admission will be one
DESTROYED 0T FIRE dollar and the proceeds, as is the
custom each year, will go toward purchasing Christmas cheer for the needy
SCHOOL TEACHERS
in Clovis and vicinity.
The Farwoll Inn was destroyed by
ARE ENTERTAINED
fire early Tuesday morning, the blaze
MUCH WATER IS WASTED
starting from a defective flue. The
Th? Hustler,Class of the Christian
fire was discovered when it first
Sunduy School, entcrtuined the school
G.'W. Chalfant, manager of the teachers last Friday evening at the
broke out but on account of no water
to fight the flames with it wits im- City Water and Light 'ant says much High School gymnasium.
Nearly
possible to save the building. Much water is being wasted in Clovis, caus- every member of the class was presof the furnishings of the building ed by people leaving their hydrants ent. The teachers were met at the
were saved as the building burned open to prevent freezing. This, he door by a receiving line. Many
says, is causing the city to use much games were enjoyed by all and at
slowly.
The Farwell Inn was erected when unnecessary coal in pumping water. late hour delicious refreshments were
Farwcll waa first started by the Cap- This is a time when every man should ' served.
itol Frtehold Land & Investment Co. help conserve the fuel supply, for
and was one of the best hotel struc- should the production of coal not get
Jerome C. Miller and Miss Dora
tures in this entire section of the normal soon, the matter of getting Estes were married Wednesday at
country. It is a severe blow to the enough coal to run the city plant will
State Line City at this time, as well be a very serious one.
the service.
I conducting
as this section of the country, for it
will not likely be rebuilt for it is
said the Syndicate people have never
realized interest fr m the investment,
The building cost in the neighborhood
of $40,000 when it was erected and
would possibly cost twice ai much if
erected now. It waa partly covered
by insurance.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 10. The ment, the date of it effectivenes-and
strike of 400,000 bituminous coal its duration also to be decided
COAL SHORTAGE WILL
by the
miners
of the country was settled commission.
LAST ALL WINTER
here today when the general commitThe miners, in a statement given
Coal dealers in Clovis say that re- tee of the United Mine Workers of out oy Acting President John L. Lew
gardless of how quick conl produc America agreed to accept the plan is of tho United Mino Workors,
tion gets back to normal at the mines offered by President Wilson.
that the president's proposal
The members voted to accept the was agreed to because it
there will be more or less of a sliort-air- o
contninn a
of cohI In ull towns in this sec- proposal of President Wilson shortly definite, concreto anoSprnctleal methtion from now until spring. The rail- before three o'clock this afternoon. od of adjustment
of the minors'
roads are practicolly out of coal and At that time it was said no votes had claims for increased wnpos. It nlso
there will be no chunco to get a sur- been tuken on the question of holding states that the United Mine Workers
plus before spring wonthor comes and a convention of tho union. The com have full confidence In the president
mittee was still in session at that of the United States and a profound
cuts down the consumption.
hour.
regard for his will and judgment.
The plan provides that the miners
ROSWELL TO HAVE
After reviewing tho terms of the
A NEW BANK shall return to work at once at an in- plan for ending the strike the statu-mecrease of 14 percent in wages; that a
says that "neither operator i nor
Roswell is to have a new bank to commission of three persons be
miners will be allowed to change the
be known as the Bank of Commerce.
to'invcstigate and determine basis and no discrimination by the
It will have a capital stock of $50,000 within sixty days, if possible, a basis coal operators will be permitted." ft
and surplus of $125,000. The char- for a new wage agreement.
was these specific propositions, it
The conference was made un of In wes said, which made the proposal
ter has already been secured.
ternational and district officials and acceptable to the minen.
EQUIPMENT ARRIVING SLOWLY members of the executive board and
It was stated after the meeting that
scale committee of the organization. an extra session of the general con
C. W. Loftis, principal of the St.
Immediately following tht return venti on of the miners probably would
Vraln school, wai in town last Sat- of the miners the president will ap be held later but that nothing definite
urday. Mr. Loftis says the St. Vrain point a committee of three men in waa decided upon.
school has been inconvenienced very cluding one practical miner and one
The proposition being considered
much this year on the failure to re- operator or mine owner in active by the miners provides that they re
ceive equipment which was ordered business, which will consider further turn to work immediately
under a 14
last summer and baa never been re questions of wages and working con per cent advance in wages and for apceived.
ditions at well as profits of operators pointment of a commission by Presiand proper prices for coal.'
dent Wilson to adjust wages and coal
TEXAS MARSHAL HERE
The duties of this commission will prices to conform as to wages, with
include readjustment of both waees the Increased cost of living. In deD. McMahan of McGregor, Texas, and coal prices if it decides advisable. ciding on
coal prices the commission
o the
was here last week attending the
readjustment to include differen would seem to arrive at figures which
of his
James D.
tials and Internal conditions within would give the operators a reason
who was seriously Injured In, and between the districts.
able profit without imposing too great
the Santa Fa yards one day last week.
The commission's report, under the a burden on the consuming public.
Mr. McMahan is city marshal of Mc agreement will be made within sixty The body would
be composed of three
Gregor, a position ha has held for
days, If possible, and will be accepted members, Including one practical
number of years.
a the basis of a new wage agree-- ! miner and one operator.

Coal Strike Settled;

Miners Back on Job
i

I
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S. M. Ramsey, whom the News staled last week' had accepted the portion of Secretary to the Chamber of
Commerce, has reconsidered the matter and thia week in a letter to C.
W. Harrison, president of the local
organization, said he had decided to
again assume tho editorship of the
Amarillo Daily News.

OF THE
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People have traveled a greater dis
tance to trade at Clovis this fall than
ever before. The automobile haa nut
the eople in the rural districts and
the smaller towns surrounding in
closer touch with Clovis as a trade
center. Clovis merchants renort that
they are having the fineet holiday
trade they havé ever had. Every day
now, the stores are all filled with
busy shoppers who are taking advantage of the excellent stocks here to
do their buying. Last Saturday and
Saturday before last, the News man
saw automobile after automobile
leaving Clovis filled with newly wrapped bundles.
There are two or three reasons for
this increased business in Clovis. In
the first place the merchants of the
town are wide awake and have filled
their, stores with up to date merchandise, and again they have used printers ink to tell the people what they
have. Not in any other town in New
Mexico are there as live a bunch of
advertising merchants as there are ia

The Skarda Hardware Company
has been purchased by the
Hardware Company of
Carlsbad. The deal waa closed several weeks ago but was not given to
the public until this week. The new
owners of the business will assume
charge on January 1st George O.
Roberts will be manager of the business and is thia week moving from
Carlsbad to Clovii. Mr. Roberta has
spent quita a bit of his time here as
he had charge of the sale of Molina Clovis.
tractors for the company in this ter
SOME COLD WEATHER
ritory last summer.
Roberts-Dearbor-

Washington,
Dec.
10.
Chicago
was selected today as the place for
the republican national convention
next year. June 8 was selected as
the date for the convention.
The selections were made by the
republican national committee. The
contest for the convention city was
narrowed to Chicago and St Louis
and the vote was 14 for Chicago and
9 for St. Louis.
ELKS CHARITY BALL

bed-sld-

RAMSEY NOT COMING

SKARDA HARDWARE CO.
SOLD TO CARLSBAD FIRM

Col.

BUSINESS

BY

III
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COMMANDER OF BATTERY
"A" DIES AT ROSWELL
Chas. DeBremond
died at
Roswell on Sunday of this week. Col.
DeBremond was commander of Battery "A" on the Mexican border during the trouble there, and as such won
the love and respcet of the men serving under him. When he went to
France, in answer to the call for
trained men, he was made Lieutenant
Colonel, and as such commanded a
number of batteries.
Colonel DeBremond was born in
Switierland in July 1863 and came to
Roswell in 1894.

111

The plumbers were kept on the
jump in Clovis this week on account
of burst water pipes. Monday and
Tuesday nighta gave this 'section the
coldest weather of the season, the
gauge at Barry Hardware Co., registering four above zero each night.
This weather has made a decided hole
Hardwick Bros, of this place closed in most every man's coal pile right at
a deal the past week whereby they are a time when there is A mighty little
now owners of the picture show at bit in the country.
Hereford.
This is a fortunate deal
for our neighboring Texas town as
DIED FROM INJURIES
it insures that they will have an up
picture show with clean at
James D. McKinley, who was so
tractions that will be appreciated. fcadly injured by being
run over by
he Hereford show will be under the
an engine at the coal chute last week,
management of C. F. Hardwick, who
died Sunday at the Santa Fe hospital.
says he is going to put the same serThe remains were shipped to Moody,
vice into the business that has made
'
Texas, for burial.
the Lyceum in Clovis the best picture
venin
show
the state, and tho News
tures the assertion that the people of
Hereford will soon be proud of the D.
JONES TO BE
movie service they are getting.

h
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WILL START AN
' .
INDEPENDENT

C. OF C.
OIL CO.

W. Howell has resigned as mafia- -

S. M. Ramsey of Amarillo having
decided not to accept the secretaryship of the Chamber of Commerce
here the board of directors met Wednesday afternoon and elected D. W.
Jones to the position. Mr. Jones is to
roe Avenue and will have his ware assume the duties of the position
the
house nour the Maslerson Mercan- first of January.
tile Company.
Mr. Jones is well qualified for tho
position he has just accepted and will
TO ATTEND TAX CONFERENCE
no doubt succeed in doing much good
for Clovis. For tho past few years
County Commissioner J. D. Flem- he has been District Highway Engin?
ing and Tax Assessor George Roach eer and as such has been instrumenwill attend the conference of commis- tal in giving eastern New Mexico tho
sioners and assessors to- be held in best roads in the state.
patita Fe on the 17th to 19th of this
month. This conference
has been
STORE BROKEN INTO
called by the Stato Tax Commission
to discuss tax matters.
On Inst Saturday night after clos-

ger of the Texas Oil Co. at this place
and about the first of the year will
commence an independent oil busi
ness here. Mr. Howell will have of
fices at his present location on Mon-

-

LOCAL FUEL ADMINISTRATOR
City Manager Oscar Dobbs is now
in charge of the coal situation in Clovis and it is necessary for all pur

chasers of coal to get an order from
him to the dealers before coal can be
secured. This plan is necessary in
order to get a fair distribution of the
coal that comes in.
The Senior Christian Endeavor of
the Christian Church have reorganized with Ernest McDaniels as presi
dent, Mary Boyd vice president, Es
ther Watson secretary, and Mrs. Min
nie Walker treasurer. The Endeavor
meets every Sunday at 6 p m.

J. G. Griffith, who owns a farm
near Claude where he has lived for a
number of years, has moved to Clovis.
Mr. Griffith says that he was com
pelled to quit the farm and rent out
as he waa unable to secure the neces
sary labor to run hia place.
Job Printing at the New

Office.

ing hours, Juckman Dry Goods Company was broken into, the thieve
making their entrance by breaking
out one of the rear windows. An officer was attracted by a man inside
the store but before he could get to
the rear the thief or thieves had
made their
It is not known
whether the thief secured any goods
or not as it was impossible to tell on
account of the goods naturally being
disarranged on account of the days
business of the clearance sale going
on there.
get-awa-

NO RELAXATION IN
COAL RESTRICTIONS
Washington, Pec. 10. There
will be no relaxation of restrictions on the uso of coal for the
present as the result of the ending of the coal strike, Fuel Administrator Garfield announced
today.

'
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CALLED
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It

Bemice Weathers Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Claud Bell has purchased a jitney, My, how he will ride.
The young people's entertainment
will be held Friday night, the 12th.
This is the end of the contest. All
members come and be dressed tacky.
A cold wave arrived last night,
which is getting to be very common.
SHU FLY.

FAflY

HER

HER

She MlgLt Die, Sayi

Well, StroDj Woman

BEDSIDE
Tent Ulj, Est

Kow

and fraisei Ciidtd Far

CAKE

FRUI

Hi

Her Recorery.

For Your

LOCUST GROVE NOTES
Roysa City, Tex.

the better. That was tlx years age
of thli placa, says; "After the and 1 am still here and am a well,
strong woman, and I owe my life ta
d
fetrth of my littls girl... my side
Cardul.
I had only taken half the
to hurt na. I had to go back
bottle when I began to feel butter.
to bed. We called the doctor. Be
The misery in my side got less... 1
treated me... but I tot no better. I continued right on taking the Cardul
got worae and worse until the misery until I bad taken three bottles and I
raj unbearable.,. I was In bed for did cot coed any more for I was well
and never felt better In my life... I
three months and suffered such agony
have never bod any trouble from that
that 1 was Just drawn up In a knot. . .
day to this."
1 told my husband If he would get
Do you suffer from headache, baclo
ese a bottle of Cardul I would try it. . . ache, pains In sides, or other discomI commenced taking It, however, that forts, each month? Or do you feel
racing I called my family about weak, nervous and tagged-out- ?
If so,
au... for I knew I could cot last give Cardul, the woman's tonic, a
May days unless I had a change for trial.
J. 7
Mri. Mary

Kll-sna-

.
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RANCHVALE CHIMES

There was preaching at Ranchvale
Sunday night. A very large crowd
was present.
Sunday School is progressing fine,
large attendance every Sunday.
Mr.and Mrs. Fenrick, Mr. and Mrs.
D. Bowie spent Sunday afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith.
Ethel Kelley and Raymond
taok supper with Miss Gladys
and Samuel Groves Sunday night.
Miss Willie Long, Misses Roxie and
Mary Smith and Monroe White took
supper with Misses Mattie and Ethel
Bell Sunday.
Ohj my, but wouldn't we like to
kelp eat a twelve dollar pie.
The threshing machines are in this
neighborhood now. A lot of grain
is being threshed.
We wonder where the new roadster
was Sunday. 'It failed to reach
Ranchvale.
The weather has been so disagree
Buch-anna-

U"'"
511!

I

I

n

able that very little feed hauling,
stacking and threshing has been done.
Do you know where the guy is that
put the tax on pie?
The pie supper was a success. A
sum of $111 was raised for the purpose of getting suits for the basket
ball teams, both boys and girls. We
want to t'nank the adjoining communities for their help, especially Havener. We are more than thankful
for your help. When you have an
entertainment, we will do the best we
can by you.
Watch for Santa, he is liable to
come any time these days.
Wonder what attracts Norvell
Tate's attention now to Tatum's residence? Surely it isn't the Dairy.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke, and Mr. and
Mrs. Orr were pleasant callers at Mr.
and Mis. Davis's Sunday.
Rev. Belcher filled his regular ap
pointment here Sunday evening.
Mr. Robinson, who has purchased
the Anderson residence is batching
this week. There is a chance, girls.
Ethel Kelley, Raymond Buchannan
and Jack Graves called at the home of

4

HAVENER ITEMS
4
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Henry Eshelman and Dewey Mitchreturned last Saturday from a
trip to Negra, N. M.
Alton Home is much better and
will soon be able to attend school
again.
Mrs. Hartline of Kansas, who has
been visiting her sister, ,Mrs. C. C.
McGee, returned home last Saturday.
The party at Mr. Home's last Saturday evening was a pleasant affair.
A car load of coal Inst Thursday
switched here, lasted until Sunday
afternoon.
,
Next Saturday evening, beginninr:

-

jryV

Hundreds of dealers who drove new Cleveland Sixes
from the factory in Cleveland to their home cities have
written the factory expressing their admiration and confidence in the car. What they all say is summedup in this
sentence from one of them, "I can look any man in the face
now and tell him the Cleveland is a regular automobile."
washouts and desert sands where
And that's what the Cleveland
an

unusual automobile.
Hundreds of Cleveland Sixes,
within the past four months,
have undergone long, gruelling,
cross country drives, with honor.
They have passed over great
hill drives and long mountain
climbs, plowed through mud and

other cars stall and stop.
Its power and endurance have
already won the Cleveland an
enviable reputation.
This is
net surprising, for skill and sincerity arc built into this car
who have contributed their
genius to the building up of one
of America's finest quality cars.
by-me- n

Three Passenger Roadster $1385
Five Passenger Touring Car $1385.
(F. O. II. Factory;
CHANDLER-CLEVELAN-

Phone 157

CLEVELAND

D

Ciovn joaicery
1

G. C. Falkner, Pinnp Technician,,
regulating ami repairing pianos ana
POINT ENTERPRISE
player pianos. Representing the Baldwin faetones, the world's greatest
Baldwin, Ellington, HamilMr. J. C. Carnshun and family at- product.
ton and Howard sold on terms if
tended the program at Fairfield TuesLeave orders for tuning at
day night. They complimented the
Lyceum Thtutre.
Fairfield folks very much on the excellent program they rendered.
We had the pleasure of having Ed
McGregor und A. S. Walker visit our
school one day the past week.
Misses Hazel and Mildred Rambo
of Hereford were the guests of Miss
Claudia Meador Saturday and Sunday.
A large crowd from here attended
the Rally day services at Fairfield
Sunday.

ter."

An Enviaje Reputation
Already Won

a regular automobile,

4

ell

M
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i.nrisimas winner win oc rompiere without some 01
Clovis Bakery's delicious Fruit Cake made from Candied
Fruits and fresh nut meats, fresh butter and eggs, and in
fact everything that it takes to make the better Fruit
Cake. Place your order early for all Christinas 'akes and
we will be sure to please you.
mi

at 6:30, there Will be a debate at
Havener school house. Subject:
"The world is growing bet-

Pi
Six

mi
--

"f"l 'l"'U
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Christmas Dinner

We have been having some very
disagreeable weather the past week.
Our pie supper was a great success
in every way. We wish to thank those
from other communities who came
in and helped us. We made about
$95. The box of candy for the most
populnr girl brought $30, Miss Ruth
Bell received the candy.
Mr. and Mrs. Owens visited at the
home of Mr. Boss Sunday.
Mrs. M. A. Todd of Texico visited
at Mr. Bart Osborne's Saturday night.
Mr. McDaniel visited at Mr.
Sunday afternoon.
There was a birthday dinner at Mr.
Randol's Sunday in honor of their
son, Sam. All the children and grand
children were present.
Misses Hewitt and Reldell of Texico spent Saturday night and Sunday
with Miss Mildred Hagler.
There will be a Christmas tree discussion at Sunday School next Sunday. All interested are invited to
come.
CROSS-EYEJANE.

SALES CO.

ROMIE H. JONES, Manager
Office Over Denhof Jswalry Co.

ClovSi, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO

Singing at Havener every Sunday
nijiht. We will be glad to have people attend and help us sing.
Protracted meeting begins at Havener next third Sunday by
of Clovis.
Earl and Roy Anderson are enjoying a visit from their cousin, who is
just home from the navy.
On Christmas evening there will be
a Christmas tree and program at this
place. We hope the weather will be
more favorable than Thanksgiving.
Quite a bit of business in this city
the past ten days. Grain coming in
on all SJrts of conveyances, carts,
wagons and trucks predominate.
Debate by pupils of the advanced
room every two weeks.
My, how
those boys and girls search for proof
of their points. Go on pupils, this
will make ysu something.
Vernon Elliott has been on the sick
list. No wonder, he isi batching, but
he '11 be well for a while, for on Sunday evening his mother sent him a
"small" package of grub, about the
size of a half bushel.
Who is it at this place that wishes
for a strong clothes linet
Who is It that always has ear trouble?
Who is it that got a Ford imtead
of a Maxwell?
What two Havcrner girls did not
go to the pie supper at Ranchvale?
What young man's motorcycle
would not go all the way to the party?
What young man is fond of pulling
a toy wagon around the house at
midnight?
For whom will the wedding, bells
ring soon?
What lady here knows how to carpenter and by New Year will she h;iv
ull the tools she borrowed returned?
Twelve miles west of Cbvis greets
you, Pleasant Hill. Your enterprising
spirit and hospitable nature has won
for you the admiration of the county.
Anyone who visits you wants to go
back. To know you is to love you.

mm

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Carnnhnn left
Saturday for a several days visit with
friends and relativos at Tulia, Texas,
They made the trip in a car.

. .
rrt
wno went to the pie supper
i nose ...t
from here at Locust Grove Saturday
night, report having a good time.
We now realize Christmas is near
at hand, for Mrs. Celia McGregor whs
Christmas shopping in Clovis Sntur
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Crump of
Clovis spent Sunday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hyman.
We will have our Christmas tree at
the school house on the night of De
cember the 23rd. Everyone is in
vited.
Mr. Sears of Clovis visited at Mr.
Welch'a Sunday.
Mr. Joe Roberts and family of
Moyc spent Sunday at Mr. Jack Rob- -

erts.
Dale Strublo spent Saturday night
in Clovis at the home of his sister,
Mrs. Katie Hughes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Meador railed at

the Dsris home Sunday afternoon.
Miss Alma Est.-was the Sunday
guest of Miss Mona Roberts,
Are you cold?. Did you sny you
had plenty of coal, hog and pumpkin?
If you have you arc fortunate.
We hear a little whispering about
some weddings in the near future.
Mr. J. X. Dunlap and family will
soon mive to Arkansas to make their
NUFF SED
home. We regret very much to lose
these good people from our commuHindenburg kissed Ludendorf on nity.
both cheeks. There's no limit to the
There is no place like home, sweet
things either one of those fellows is home. A certain person
missed a
capable of.
very important "telephone call" Sunday morning on account of being
If Its news Tha News wants it away from home.
Fhona us. No. 97.
BLUE EYES.
I

s

PHASE

Vou will fintl them

the Ladies'
Department.

at

Exchange

Special
Reduction
on Ladies
Hats
To last from now until
Hie holidays.

Have you tried some of
the California Toilet
Articles? Our patron-ngf- i
along

i

it rowing

f,s

i110

js

daily.
Miss

Lucy Turner
'

S. Main

Street

Swarta Building
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Jewelry Offers You the Supreme Gift of all Gifts. It is a Lasting Tribute of
Friendship and Love.

Howard, Hamilton, Khiin,
Wnlthani and South Hend.
All the best makes.

Tin iicni of (lifts. (J vi
licr n Diamond, (let it here.
H'ift you
The most
ompU'tc assort
can buy.
incut of tint finest stones.
Priced from $.0 up. Some
wonderful values.
am-ptabl-

e

--

1

Our exquisite assortment
of Kings, Cameo Kings,
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Cuff
Links, Pearl Neclaees,
Etc., is the most
beautiful vou have ever seen.

Beautiful Wrist Watches
from $7.00 to $73.(X). All
fiuarnnteed.

Community and Rogers
Silverware in single pieces
or chests, Sandwich Trays,
Tea Sots, Water Pitchers,
are only a few of our practical pieces for gifts. Come in
and see them.

Quality Counts at This Store
nnnnniVWiiAAAA'

.
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i
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Silverware

Jewelry

Men's Watches

Diamonds

pys
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Jewehrv Co.

Open Evenings
Till Christmas
rmM

mm.

by tbo nu corn to market last Saturday.
bouts. A world record for destroyer ularity has been attested
AMERICAN NAVY SEC
S. E. Hill and R. T. Harmon wenk
gi'.vn
hf r lust
functions
social
merous
secretary
OND ONLY TO BRITAIN construction was made, the
to Havener after coal last week.
war
During
th"
honor.
in
her
week
at
Reid
the
building
of
in
the
said,
Mr. R. I. Duke took a load of com
Mrs. Roberts had charg" cf the Junior
Dec. 8. Incompar- Squantum, Mass., in 45 working days.
Washington,
Red Cross work in Cnrlubad schDols, to market last week.
ably stronger und more efficient thnn
Nash Duke is helping his brother
and hiJr work then put the Junior
ever before, the American navy DEPARTURE OF MR. AND
Red Cross activities on a high piano Ira Duke, stack feed.
ROBERTS
O.
MRS. GEORGE
emerged from the world war "second
Georee Cooper was in this neig- fof usefulness.
or.ly to that of Gnat Britain and far
one day last week.
Mr.
borhood
Mrs.
and
bid
Carlsbad friends
in advance ot any other foreign navy
This week marks the departure for
G. W. Wright, who lives on
good cheer and '.ha bvnt of
Roberts
in ship3 find men, and every element Clovis of Mr. and Mrs. George O.
place wil; remain there anluck in their new home, and hope tint
in
of strenfith," Secretary Daniels de- Roberts, a departure not lightly tJ be
they will frequently return to Cam- other year.
clared in his annual report.
considtred by their niuny friends. The
The son of G. W. Wright, who
bad and keep old friendships green.
capital
ships
company has acWith eighteen
e
been overseas returned home recentCurrent.
CarlsUd
and ríx quired a third Store in Clovis, and ita
twelve superdreadimughts
ly.
eiant battle cruisers under con- - logical manager is George Robert,
e
The farmers of this communilf-'artruction. nil representing the last who has been identified more, or less
WDrfc;
with
their
behind
farther
word in ne.vul construction, and sev actively with the loci store, ever
BRYAN ITEMS
than ever before.
eral superior to any fighting vessels since he was able to sell an avticl; Df .
It looks as thouirh the steam thres- kthe navy is hardwure over the counter. Twi in- now in commission,
mnchines were going to have to- ing
'pressing forward to greater things," terruptiona only mark his absence
u me com suuuu-doos- n't
J. P. Harper hauled two bads of quit threshing
Mr. Daniels said.
from the store, those marked by his
get
better.
week.
Recomniendutions by tho secretary enlistment in the navy and Ilia ser-- I wheat for Ed M. White last
W. E. Mills made a business trip to
Quite a crowd of Bryan young
for the betterment Df the service in vice us asiftnnt whitr of the Stata
the first of the week.
Clovis
at
supper
pie
the
cluded:
National Bank. Since his return folks attended
Harmon took a load of core
R.
T.
Extension of the course at the na from service, Roberts returned to his Ranchvale last Friday night.
Monday.
market
to
to
trip
business
l
a
made
S. E. Hill
val academy to five years so that mid first love, the hardware business. Ril
1
made a business facia
Harper
1
P.
J.
shipmen may upend one year afloat bids fair to become one of the fore- Clovis Saturday.
Monday.
Havener
R. T. Harmon made a trip to Clo- to
as enlisted men.
most mei chants in that line in the
Immediate enlargement of the na state. Friends are equally regi'.'tful vis last week after coal.
Job Printing at the News Offi:
Mr. Sam Lockmiller took a load of
val establishment on the Pacific coast loiing Mrs. Helen Roberts, whose pop
to take care of the new Pacific fleet.
Temporary increases in pay of of
ficers and enlisted nun and increase
y
in amounts albwed for commutation !s
of quarters and other allowances.
Expansion of the naval air service
CD
and continuation of the present policy
of separate air service for the navy.
Construction of new buildinirs. in
cluding a new memorial clinpcl at the
served
naval academy.
tijiiMMHtMX
We are preparing a Special Dinner for Christinas day. You can be
Chanire of the names Df the bu
with the fnltnwinir menu:
reaus of navigation and steam engin
eering to personnel and engineering
Soup
In Pawn
MARGUERITE
bureau, respectively.
of Oyster
Cream
jQcramounüiiiavli Qtdiu
Mr. Daniels made no recommends
Celery
nc"
Olives
probuilding
you
jyment
onj
an
to
annual
as
tions
might spoil a lot of the
HER LUCK WAS IN HOCK
Chestnut Dressing
Baked Turkey
the recomthat
pram
, explaining
umisuui
tnis
seeing
by
get
would
AT A PAWN SHOP
Cranberry Sauce
nt tho Lyceum mendations of the navy general board
Presented
and that
consideration
under
were
"Jiiiiin
:iv inirrt. lecimner
Tk.
of Pork with Brown Sauce
ham
Ruuit
m
When you m'C the siun of three
'
'stimates wmld be prepared soon for
Thousand Island Dressing
Salad
gilded bulls over a pnwn thop, you 13th.
Merry Widow
to congress.
presentation
Asparagus Tips
don't Renerully consider that as a
Princess Potatoes
The actual cost of the navy to tne
good luck iijcn, do yju? It'g the hard-ea- t
If lis news The News wants it nation during the war was placed by
c"'lied Yan,i
New Beans
kind of luck to moft people. Thono us. No. 87.
Dur
Wheat Bread
$2,982.000,000.
secretary
at
the
Rolls
Muffins
Clark
Maritueritc
whut
That's
ing the fiscal year, he said, the nnvy s
Lpn,on rie
She
Tawn."
In
thought in "Luck
Home Made Mince Pie
needs will be approximately
Coffee
hntcd to enter one, but it was a qui
Milk
Tea
or approximately $40,000,-00- 0
ao she did. And her
, tion of eating
dur,
Rjquefort Cheese
asked
for
sum
the
than
less
COMPANY
L. ANSEL WHITE
By afternoon of the
luck broke.
year.
fiscal
present
the
ing
rAweni Tivr. GEOLOGISTS
same day the was having a winderful
Price Only 75c
Commenting on the construction
We make a specialty of Field
Dinner Served From 12:30 to 2:00
rldo on the yacht of a young million
secretary
the
war,
the
during
records
Consul
Surveys, Appraisals and
re. Bv evening she was engaged to
said that during the 12 months ended
tations on New Mexico Acrcaga
him. And then everything started to
Mnin
Street
last October 1, 159 vessels of all
119
a
C.ith
trn wronff airnin and the old pawn
classes were completed for the navy.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.
shop saved hev life and brought her
These included 103 destroyers, 1 bathnnnlnnss. How did It all nappenT
tleship, 32 submarines and 52 Eagle
Well, we can't tell you that for it
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ANTLERS CAFE
Snecial Christmas Dinner

g

.f.
V-- J'

CLARKV luck.

a

.

.fr.

rr

$573,-131,25- 4,

-

Mrs. S. Overton, Proprietor
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ASIA BIRTHPLACE

CHRISTMAS

SUICHILAS

OF
Contrary

to General Belief
This Country, He Was Not

Hark! I litar dlstnnt bell,
softly ring;
And now a chlme-th- ey
Wli.u joyful
(to tlu'y lull
An buck nnd lortli they swing.
TI

CENTURY

SKTU

IN

who rlniis those bellsf
nine doves there nestling,

mid of night

And while euch Hule btmuin swells,
And warm, (hey touch with Kuiule wing
The tuneful metal, and It feed
flo Incubated It would awing
To life, and wuk liic world with penis
king.
Uf liludiieur an lor

of German Origin

BORN

YULETIDE BUSY

BELLS

Hark!

in

Those midnight lulls, how aweut they
chime;
The welkin vibrates with their sound!
To beans attune they nr sublime.
Nor spread they ill end uluriii urouud.

Worshiped by Italian Sí Traders as
Their Special Protector Played
Double Role in Thl Country
In Early Days,

Lo! now 1 see, from Kant
A light lililíes through

.Tust why no ninny Americans think
of the good Siilnl Nicholas ns n ticr- mnn KHlnt, and on si nil guess nccred- It him Willi I Much ancestry, Is not
tiiulmililt'tll)' the genknown. Kut It
eral belief in out- ooutil ty Unit the
nilnt, whose birthday, December 0, I
celebrated In some cniinl rii'H us t lift
"Klft festival" of the your, was of Ten- tonic extraction,
The Christmas saint nmlly was horn
In Asia Mliuir, In l'liuihem, lu the
province of I.ycln, some time In the
sixth century. St. Nicholas of Hurl, Iib
Ik oftenost called by Kiiropeans,
but
only the hones uf Si. Nicholas reposing
for eight centuries In the crypt of it
handsome cntheilnil nt Hurl, luily, invo
given lilin that title, lie never lived In
nl in
sen trailers,' who worI'a rl.
shiped him ns their especial prntei'lor,
Mole his binly friin lis resting place In
Mym In the twelfth century nuil
brought It to the Italian seaport. Since
that time the celelirnllon helil there In
the saint's honor is iinliue,
The Kiistein wui'ttl knew ami loved
hi in first, but It Is from Western Ku-- !
ropo tluit we learn of iniiny of the
quaint customs conuecleil with the celebration of his hlrlh. In I.yelti he lived
to a good old nee. filling his days even
in childhood by doing iinnil deeds and
giving lavishly to the poor of the for- tune he Inherited. It was Christ like to
(Ive. no, r a steward of Hod. his
wealth belonged to God's children,
Nicholas believed,
Finally lie was
made bishop of Myra, where he went
to lire after a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land.
It was not trance that after such a
life of charity be should become a
Hint of the common people, even as
St. (eorge was it saint of knighthood.
He was Invoked by the laborer lulling
for his dally bread, by mariners, by
merchants. He was protector of the
weak against the strong, the poor!
against the rich, the captive, the prisoner, the slave.
He was especial
guardian of maidens, schoolboys, the.
orphan poor. Throughout all Culholle
Kurope children ate taught to rever- encp hi in. mid to believe If they are
docile anil attentive lo their dill 'es he
will (111 Ibe cap or stocking with iltiltities; If they life nnughly of Idle. h"
certainly ha a rod In pickle to bring

afar

the steeple's
frame.
star,
brightest
Tls tirlKhter than the
It gilds the bells with gulden llame;
There, too, I see some cherubs cling
Tnst hold the ropes. How fair they be!
They swing the bells and sweetly sing
"This Is the Christ's nativity."

I

-

j

1

Wake every heart, Join In their aong
King;
Of praise to Christ, our new-bor- n
To him our sweetest strslns belong,
And his, our richest offering.
When wakes the god of day, and shines
Athwart the heavens, what of glee
Will wake ss well? With box nnd pines
And flowers gay, yon house will be
Adorned, nnd while the anthem swells
With organ's voire, all Christendom
Will vibrant he as are those bells
That Christ's nativity has come.
J. William Tope.

11

along for them.
Saint Nicholas has found his way to;
America In .double role of benefactor!
lind b nun I a hi. Among the Pennsylvania
liiitch parents still admonish, cblhlreu :
"I'.o good, Ivixnlckel will net you"
I'elztih kel being ll species of unkind '
Santa I'lans and closely related to the'
Mek."
In some sections Kris!
Krlnglc appears In eomblneil role of
Santa lints and Christchlld. He has!
other names Samlclaus, riawes Nig-- :
lo, Mkolo.
Although strangely little Is known of
hi. Mellólas In América, a few
churches scattered over the country
bear his name. No saint of the calendar has as mini y churches, altars and
rhapels erected In his honor. Most
towns in Knglnnd boast churches beating St. Nicholas' mime.
There are
more than a hundred In Kclglum ami
thousands scattered over liurope. Hut
wherever he Is Worshiped and his

ANCIENT

CHRISTMAS

TOYS

Dolls That Delighted Children of Roma
and Greece in Early Daya Recently Excavated.
Hag dolls are as old as the bills and
so are dolls with movable arms a'id
legs, toy dogs, rocking horses nnd n

host of other things that bring delight to the children on Christmas
morning.
Kecent

excavations In the ruins of
ancient Rome. Oreeee and Kg.vpt have
placed the British museum In posses'
aion of an Interesting assortment At
these relics of early Christian daya,
aoine of which ma; possibly have
been given to the children of the followers of Christ at a time when the
observation of Christmas day was an.
Innovation.
In the nursery of a newly excavated
house at Behnesa, Kgypt, a fairly well
preserved rag dull was found with
arms nnd legs still Intact and painted
face. The doll is by no means a beauty and does not compare with the
Christinas dolls of today, hut nevertheless it must have brought Joy to a little girl's heart nearly 2.0(H) years ago.
The Jointed dolls of long ago were
made to sit down, stand up and move
their arms, but they didn't close their
eyes or squeak "manimn." Among the
toy tings, horses and donkeys are some
made of stone and baked clay and
others carved out of wood.
A CONVENIENCE.

I

Charity at Christmas.
There can be no holier sentiment
io a gift on Christmas day
than charity, tor charily combines all
that is good and tender In liuurin
Ideal. Impulse and emotion.
There !s
a double Joy In charily, for ll Id esses
two. It not only gives happiness In
the ai t ilself, but t quickens and dei
velops, fur
ntier life, pure, pre.
clous iialltles of inltid and heart that
are a
of peace. Charity
comes nearer to spanning (he
space between the sin of this
world and ihe holiness of heaven
than any other blessing that mankind
e

knows.
An Ideal Christmas which wntil'l
really mean genuine good will among
men Is one In which none should be
cold, hungry, shelterless or friendless
one In which they who have would
think first of them who have not.

Christian Herald,
Boxing Day In England.
Is little known In America, hut Its observance Is general In
Oreat Britain. It la the day after
Christmas day, nnd la observed ns n
holiday, Christmas being reserved for

Soxlng day

religious observation,
A feature oí
the day is the giving of gifts by employers to employees.
These are
called Christmas tnxes.

Christmas Joys,
get most of Ihe enjoyment of
Christmas out of the dreams that!
come before and after. Oh, to drenm
of It before It cornea, to enjoy it while
It la here, and to appreciate It when It
H

has gone I

TIUEJOB

FOR

POOR

"So you think the Santa Clans myth
Is a good thing?"
"Yes, It's a great convenience
to
have some Imaginary person to take
the responsibility when the children
lire disappointed Christmas morning."
A Christmas "Suppose."
We would not change the children's
Christmas. Hut suppose nil llic grown- lli people were to say to one another:
"This year, Instead of my giving you
a present and your giving me a present, let us club together and give our
present to some poor child who will
not have any Christmas.
There are
hundreds of them somewhere.
Or, If
we do not know of such ft child, Set ns
give our present to a hospital for children, a home for crippled children, for
Incurables, for the aged, the blind, the
feeble-minded.- "
This to he, of course,
In ti'ldl t Ion to what we usually give
to charities at this son son. Why could
we not try this as an experiment, and
aee what the result would he? Chris-

tian Register.
Touched Hla Heart, Not Purse.
very ragged individual Invaded
the office of a millionaire one Christmas eve and started describing hla
woes nnd sorrows In so graphic a manner that the millionaire was more affected than he had ever been before In
A

19Í9

i

Some Christmas Love Superstitions, Customs and Practices
in the Old World

PURSES

II,

mr; ft m

CUPID
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B&IDES

Money Collected and Presented In a
Way So aa Not to Offend Girls-Flo-wers
Used in Proposala by
8hy Young Natlvea of Alps,
Ootid St. Thomas, serve' me right
And send mo my true love tonight.

That 1 may gnse upon his face.
Then him In my fond arms embrace.

After placing a piece of holly under
her pillow, many a girl, In the north nt
England especially, repeats these lines
to herself before retiring to rest on
Christmas eve, according to a writer
In London Tit Bits.
Cupid playa an Important part In
many of the superstitions nnd customs
thnt lire still extant at this season.
Another queer custom In the north,
although It la not now an prevalent us
it was, is that of gathering inuldcns'
purses. The money for these purses la
collected some weeks before Christmas
from the iiiluibllnnla of the mining
towns, and they are given ns inui'iiiige
portions to the poorest among those
girls who are soon to be married. On
Christinas uve it full purse Is quietly
thrown in at the girl's window, so that
her feelings shall not be wounded by
an ostentatious distribution.
A Christmas practice ninong superstitions girls who wish to dream about
their future lovers is that of abstaining from food or drink or speech dur-lug the whole of Christmas eve. Then,
after all the family have retired, they
moke a cake of flour, salt nnd water,
called a "dumb cake." Thla they ent
Just before retiring to bed. In the he-- !
lief that their somewhat Indigestible
slipper will cause them to dream ot
their future husbands, t
In the Alps there exist aeveral
charming Yulctide customs of propoa- Ing marriage by the language nt flow-- 1
era. If a girl accepts
bouquet of
edelweiss from a man during thai
period from Christmas day to New
Year's eve the action denote thnt she
accepts him as her future husband.
Another Christinas custom in Swltz-erlnnd Is for Ihe young man to place a
flower pot containing a single rose, and
a note on the window sill of the girl's
room when she Is absent from home,
He then waits for a reply. If the muid
accepts the flower before New Year's
eve, then the young man hnldly enters
the bouse to "ask papa." If, on the
other hand, the rose Is not touched,
but Is allowed to fade away, the pro
posal Is rejected without a single word
of love having been exchanged between Ihe couple. This Is a useful
custom for bashful bachelors!
lu Sardinia Christinas wooing Is fur
more complicated. If a Sardinian father has a marriageable daughter, the
would-bsuitor applies to bliti for per- mission to speak lo her by means of a
species of telephone thnt has been In
use for the purpose for centuries of
Christina sea.
It Is a long string with a wooden
knob at each end. The girl drops one
knob nut of her window and, the shatter being closed, places the other knob
to her ear. Down below her would-blover pours words of undying devotion
Into his knob!
On every New Year's day in Rnuma-nl- a
a fair of marriageable girls la
held. The girls are nil drawn up In
one line and the men In another, with
the parents of both behind them. If a,
young ufan likes the look of any particular gll'l he steps out of his line,
goes up to her and enters Into conversation. If he Is favorably received by
the girl, bis parents ami her parents
compare notes as to the marriage set- tleuieiit mid similar practical mailers,
Many iunlnt supers! II Ions are asso- elated with the festive season lu vari- oils purls of Crllaln In Hertfordshire
Ihe wearing of new shoes on Christ-tunday Is considered to be very unlucky; wlille In oilier purls It Is
thought to be inviting III lin k to allow
any lien leather In Ihe house during
Ihe whole of Christmas week. Somit
folk say that "a green Christmas
makes a fat churchyard," hut In I lev- onshlre they say that a green Christmas makes a prosperous year.
Superstitious people assert that one
should be careful about the choice of
the holly for the decorations. Part
should he smooth and part prickly.
Then, providing both kinds are carried
Into the house at the same time, alt
will be well. Hut should the prickly
variety be taken In first, then the
will rule the household during
the coming year; If the smooth la
brooght In first the wife will he "top
dog."

4&

1

1
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"bl

birthday observed It Is always In
of the fact that he Is a follower nnd disciple of he Christ, whose
coming was the greatest gift f nil.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

"Give Me Something To Wear
For Christmas"
Here's what a famous man says: "When

I

lad I always wanted a Christmas present

I

a stock cap, a good suit, a nice warm overcoat

A BELL.

Had I the power
To oast a bell that should from some
grnnd tower,
At Inst, with tears In his eyes, he
rang the bell for his servant, and when At the first Christinas hour.
Outrlng,
the latter arrived, said to him In n And fling
broken voice; "John, put this poor fel- A Jubilant message wide,
low 'out at once.
He's breaking aijr The forged nieials should be thus allied:
Not Iron of pride,
heart."
d
Itut soft humility, and
hops
'left from ii sunny alope;
Ami there should be
Their Annual Resolve.
Probably the girls nre saying the While charity.
silvery love, that knows not doubt
same thing this year that they have And nor
fear,
anld every year In the past : "Well, I'm To make the peal more clear;
making
presenta
going to start
right And then to firmly fix the line alloy,
I
There should he joy.
away for next Chrtstmna."
-- Clinton Seollard.

I've

never gotten over it;. if no one gives me something
of the kind at Christmas time,

1

luiy

ii

myself."

He had the right idea; he still has it. Most every man
and every boy wants something he can wear; something
We have the things men and boys buy for themselves; and our mark in the merchandise tells them of your

useful.

good judgment; they know our standard.
Here are some sBggcsl inns fur

gifts to the men in your family

s

hut-ban- d

was a lump
could wear,

Handkerchiefs; a man
can't have too many.
(1 loves

Hosiery
Hnderwear
Neckwear; silk knitted ties
are the smart thing.
Mufflers
Hhirts
Belts
'
'

1

A Hart Schaffner & Marx suit or
overcoat; the best gift of all.

.:..;.

his life.

MANDELL'S
The homr.of Hart Sehaffner

&

Marx. clothes
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A FRIENDLY SUGGESTION

.

Albuquerque, N. M.
November 25th, 1910.
In view of the fact that with- in the past three years over a
million and a half dollars of ruad
work in the tato huí been positively wasted, duo to delay and
- lack of proper system of maintenance, I would suggest the following New Year's resolution for
the administration at Sur. ta Fo,
the republican newrpapers, and
my republican friends throughout the state:
Resolved, "That we hereafter
do less planning and more real

building."'
Yours for better roads

BELLVIEW CHIMES

1

every-

where,

D. K. B. Sellers.
December 8, 1010.
Hon. D. K. B. Sellers,
Albuquerque, N. M.

We Positively

Quit Business
No Shams

Up! Up! Up!

IN FULL BLAST
THE QUIT BUSINESS SALE

Xo

make believes
hut an absolute
complete

Jump the prices
on cotton ami
woolen poods, but

not at this Quit
Business Sale.

JACKMAN DRY GOODS CO.

ClosingOutSale

Main Street

DownGo Prices

Clovis, N. M.

-

Dear Sir:
I have just received one of your
tards, "A Friendly Suggestion." I
fully agree with you as to the value
of road maintenance and deplore the
great damage done to the State Highways System by the unprecedented
floods and storms of last winter and
spring, but wish to take issue with
you that the money spent on' State
Highways during the past three years
'has been positively wasted."
For instance, three years ago it
was almost impossible to get from
Clovis to Fort Sumner in an auto;
today State Highway No. 19, from
Texico to Fort Sumner (78 miles) is
really a good road the sand has been
fills have been made
across the low places and bridges and
ulverts installed.
.
Beyond Fort Sumner conditions
A trip to Albuwere even worse.
querque was almost an impossibility,
yot today hundreds of autos are
this trip in one day. From
Vaughn to Clovis (137.6 miles) can
now be easily made In half a day.
From Fort Sumner to Santa Rosa,
an auto trip was a nightmare, yet
today people think nothing of eating
dinner in Santa Rosa and supper in
Clovis, after having traveled 120

.

Three years and a half ago few
would venture to go in an auto from
and Clovis to Portales and
Krnna, yet today tourists and trav.
ling men pronounce this State High
v. iy (No. 18) to be the bet 70 miles
if continuous road in the state,
trip from Clovis and Porteles
110 miles to Lovington in I.ea
;uity and on to Carltibad (over 80
miles) was considered as preposterous as flying across the Atlantic. The
trip to Lovington and Carlsbad is
now easily accomplished.
I c,ould give other roads but these
are sufficient to illustrate the idea
1 am trying to convey,
that
while three years ago It was almost
impossible to get out of sight of enes
parage with a car, we are today traveling long distances In a very few
hours, hence the work of the State
Highway Commission has not ben
wasted, but much has been accomplishedwork that will nut have to
ba done again. Hence the new funds,
as they cime In, can be used to bring
these roads up to a higher state of
efficiency and open up other sections.
In this connection will say that the
State Highway Engineer has completed a system of Patrol Maintenance on the State Roads for 1020 Cwt
will surely get results that will please
you and all good road enthusiasts.
I join you in "yours for better
roads cverwhere."
D. W. JONES.
REDUCTION IN SIZE OF
CHICAGO NEWSPAPERS
8. Announcement
was made today by the publishers of

riilrairn.

Dec.

all daily newspapers here that beginning today there will be a voluntary curtailment in the size of the
publications.
The action was taken to meet the
existing shortage of white pap,r and
to contribute toward the saving of
coal. The curtailment will be on a
uniform basis and will effect a reduction ten per cent greater than that
imposed by the war Industries board.
LEGISLATURE TO MEET
IN SPECIAL SESSION
ON JANUARY 13, 1920

Santa Fe, Dec. 8. Governor 0.A.
Larras olo announced today that he

would Issue an official call, probably
thinweek, for a special session of the
te legislature to begin January 13.
The legislature is expected to consider
the ratification of the federal woman
suffrage amendment and enact legislation to deal with the high coat of
living and radicalism and repenl the
present law prescribing maximum
salaries for teachers.
Notice to Fnrmers Quote me price
on car load (00,000 lbs.,) of threshud
maize In sacks, F. O. B., Clovis. C.
V. Forbes, Route 1; Onterlo, Califor12.4-.t- p
v
nia,

MEN'S AND BOYS'
CAPS

Affair. Let you and me and a few more
that saving of dollars, dimes and cents means the
same as working.. The nnn in the office or millionaire are no better than the
men with the pick and shovel they must save and put enough away for a rainy
day to overcome both age and the mishaps. Up jumps the opportunity to save
and why Because the Jackman Dry Goods Co., owing to illness of Mr, Jack-mahas decided to QUIT BUSINESS and compelled to sell out lock, stock
and barrel, and don't figure cost or profit, only has one aim in view and that it
to sell this stock REGARDLESS TO COST and no doubt every item is a
bargain each and every dollars worth of merchandise is being sold for less
than any merchant can duplicate same, or buy it at today's market. Now good
shoppers, make your money do double duty by shopping right before the holidays at prices that talk on the best grade of merchandise in the U. S.
Hand-Trigge-

r

Men's Caps; one lot of Odds
and Ends, 75 c values

come to our senses and realize

Quit Sale Price 43c
MEN'S FLANNEL
NIGHT SHIRTS
Men's Flannel Night Shirts.
These cost today $24.00 a dozen
in the factory they all go at
Quit Sale Pric. $1.89

n,

MEN'S TIES
Men's Wash Tics in latest designs, with white
ures. 25c values
4-

fig-

Quit Sale Price 11c

SHOES

CHILDREN'S SHOES
Black Kid Shoes are now telling for $2.25, but go they must

only, and dandies;
$4.00 values

these

are

Quit Sale Price $1.45

Quit Sale Price $2.85
LADIES' SHOES

Quit Sale Price $2.95

One large lot of broken lota in
Button and Lace, black and colors, values up to $6.00; all go
at a price less than leather

Minos' Shoe In all sizes. Calf
Skin, selling now at $4.00, and
extra well made

extra well
made, with leather soles, and
selling at $U.00
Boy Scout Shoes, in

Quit Sale Price $1.95
Boys' Gun

Metal Shoes, lace

LADIES' DRESSES
Ladies Voile Dresses, extra
nicely made and in desirable
colors. Every dress is this
year's style.
Quit SU Price $4.85
These snappy Serge or Silk
Dresses every one is hand
tail ored and is worth double.
Look at the low price
Quit Sale Price $14.85

Quit Sale Price $2.98

Ladies' Kid Shoes, in Black,
Military and Cuban Heel, the
latest styles. $6.50 values

Quit Sale Price $4.95
LADIES' COATS

Ladies' initiation Silverton
with plush collar, belted back
und they are iture dandies,
$25.00 vilues
Quit Sale Price $15.65
Ladies' Wool Velour, in gray
and brown, in the latest
style, with belt and loose
back Regular $30 values
Quit Sale Price $19.45

SHOES

of Odds and Ends in
Black and Tan, in English, Button and Lace Shoes; values run
up to $7.00
One lot

Ladies' Uti & Dunn, the best
shoe made in the U. S., and absolutely all leather, and today's
wholesale price upon the same
shoe is $12.00; in Brown Kids;
they go at

Quit Sale Price $3.95

Quit Sale Price $9.45

The Best Men's Shoe Made, and
everyone guaranteed to give
absolute satisfaction; shoes that
today the factory price is
$12.75, in your choice of 350
pair, black and tans

MEN'S SHOES
Beacon Shoe in Black and
the latest styles
shapes, values up to $8.50

Rus-sett- a,

and

Quit Sale Price $9.85

Quit Sale Price $5.85

LADIES' SWEATERS

LADIES' SKIRTS

Sweaters in
Ladies' Mixed
Brown and Blue; these are wonderful for cold mornings; Tegular $3.50 values

made Skirt in
Blue, (iray or Plaids . These
are dandies.
Quit Sale Price $3.65
Extra

well

Quit Sale Price $1.95

LADIES'

Ladies' Serge or Fancy Silk
Dresses; some trimmed and
fiw made plain; this year's
style, $10.00 values
Quit Sale Price $6.85

PETTICOATS
Ladies' Heatherbloom and Sateen Petticoats, in black, regular
$2.25 values

Quit Sale Price $1.69

Only A Few More Days and Then the End
Ladies' Gauze Vests In Cumfy
Cut with tape around the neck;
these are 20c sellers

Quit Sale Price 12c
Ladies' Fleece Lined Underwear, the Genuine Hygenic
Fleece, regular $1.50 values

Quit Sale Price 95c

LADIES' HOSIERY
Ladies' Black Hose in extra
good value, regularly 25c

Quit Sale Price 17c

Standard Dress Ginghams, and
also Apron Checks in latest
shades and stripes, all best colors; these always sell far 85c

Piece Goods, over 2000
yards will be sold at prices that
will astonish you.
Sheeting, 86 inches wide, extra
good quality, at a price less
than cast

Quit Sale Price 23c

Quit Sale Price 19c

PIECE GOODS

BLANKETS

LADIES'
UNDERWEAR

These are double and wool nap,
in gray or tan, regular $:t 50
values

Quit Sale Price $3.35
CHILDREN'S HOSE
Now, here it goes Children's
black Hose in all sizes, and they
are dandies

Quit Sale Price 18c
CHILDREN'S COATS

Children's Coats; these are
dies, in cloth, dark colors,
ues up to $6.00, all go at

danval-

Quit Sale Price $3.19

these are the choice
patterns and every piece has
been selected by the most careful buyer; 35c values

Men's Blue, Brown and Gray Suits, all well made; the N. B.
They are known to sell ull over at $22.50.

& M.

Make.

Quit Sale Price $14.85

Quit Sale Price 29c

Quit Sale Price 47c

PANTS

QuitSale Price $18.65

Quit Sale Price $3.49

$2.15
MEN'S HATS
175 Men's Felt Hats; these hats
are assorted in style, and values
as high ns $2.50. They all go
at the

Men's Black How in extra good
grade.
These are fast color,
20c value

Quit Sale Price 11c

UNDERWEAR
Men's Heavy Ribbed Underwear
these are dandies and sell for
$1.25 and $1.50

Quit Sale Price 15c

MEN'S
UNION SUITS

,

Balbriggan Union Suit
or white; dandies at

in ecru

Quit Sale Price 25c

Quit Sale Price $1.95

Hurry! Hurry! Right Now

got

your share

and

In Gray and Tan, also Khaki
colors, regular $3.00 values.
Look at this low price

Quit Sale Price $1.69

Quit Sale Price 98c

Men's 50c Suspenders. They all
go during the

tomorrow

Quit Sale Price 95c

DRESS SHIRTS

John B. Stetson Hats in black
and light colors, $8.50 values

today,

Men's $1.50 Work Shirts in
blue, and they certainly arc
dandies. They are the heavy
grade of Chambray. All go at

Dress Shirts the entire stock
of Winchester and Richardson
Dress Shirts; $1.50 values

Heavy Ribbed Union Suits, c'os-ecrotch, full length and the
best made, 2.50 values

D.

Quit Sale Price $8.45

Quit Sale Price $1.19

SUSPENDERS

Conic Ladies and Men,
now w your ehanee. Call

The latest style and well made,
in plaids or plain color

FLANNEL SHIRTS

Quit Sale Price $1.79
Quit Sale Price $5.45

Quit Sale Price $33.45
BOYS' MACKINAWS

WORK SHIRTS

Quit Sale Price 95c

Quit Sale Price 49c

'

MEN'S

500 Dozen Men's Lisle Thread
Hose, any color you may
choose; ,25c values
Men's Wool Hose in all colors,
natural brown and black, regular 76c values

MEN'S OVERCOATS
Extra good quality Overcoats;
every one is this year's style
and some just arrived from
New York; regular $40.00 coat3

Men's Wellington National, perfect fit, assorted stripes anad
colors. Regular $".00 values

Men's Wool Brown Suits and Blue Serges. These are hand tailored and workmanship cannot be beat; $32.50 values.
And a number of other Odds and Ends which will be sold regardless of cost. These are mostly hand tailored. Don't fail to see them.

Men's Union Made Overalls, the
best m .de New State Indigo
31uo, ; ow wholesale cost at the
factory is $33.00. Quit business sate

Quit Sale Price 23c
Oil Cloth in all shades, regular
65c seller, the best American
on ciotn

Quit Sale Price $1.69

MEN'S HOSE

35c

Fancy Tol De Vol Ginghams,
double width, and French Ginghams, all swell designs

Woolen Pants. These are the
fast color kind; the dyes, ara
very hard to get. Regular $8
values.

OVERALLS

Bleaching, extra good quality
and the best that can be sold for

Quit Sale Price 21c

MEN'S"

MEN'S SUITS

WEILLER, SUCCESSOR

TO

Jackman Dry Goods Co.
Mala Street, Clovis, N. M.

The Bcllview Baptist Church gave
$2,225 to the 75 Million Campaign
that ended Sunday, Dec. 7th. Our
quota was $1,000.
The Misses Gallagher and Wingo
called on Misses Anderson and
Sunday afternoon.
Geo. Simpsor. and Arvil Edmond- son returned Sunday froi.l out west
near Cedarvale, N. M. George estab
lished residence on his claim while
there and Arvil filed on a section of
land.
Singing at (George Pulliams Sunday
night was well attended.
Lee Brummett and wife, Gabriel
King and wife took dinner at Mr.
Trapp's Sunday.
Mr. Yell has purchased a new
truck.
Leird and King went to Clovis Mon
day anl purchased a new thresher.
Ethel King called on her mother,
Mrs. Edmondson, Monday afternoon.
Her six weeks stay at Hot Spring!
did her rheumatism but little good.
We are glad to welcome our new
neighbors to our community, Mr.
Monroe and family, who have recent
ly moved on the Phillips place.
Den-nis-

GRADY SCHOOL NOTES

Wool

Creton;

Is?

Why James looks to frightened?
Why Mr. McKinley looks so solemn?
We noticed in last week's Grady
school notes they said "When we start
out to do a thing, we do it and then
talk about it." Then Jlhey ipeak
about their Christmas program. "We
intend to make it a success." Now
what do you think? We think they
surely got their wires crossed.
Miss Wingo and Miss Gallagher
went shopping in Clovis Saturday
with Mr. Laird.
Earl Trapp la on the sick list
Mrs. Ira Colter has been sick for
some time but is better at this writing.
Master Bobby McKinley has
ton-solit-

Just A Few Items Taken Here aod There At Random

mak-maki-

tiriles.

cret

Sale That Eases the Hard Times
Civilized life is a

Pleasant Hit! boys and girls will
play basket ball with Bcllview boyi
and girls Friday on the Bellvicw
court.
Bcllview literary society gave a
program Friday night. It was a vary
good one.especially the play. There
was a large crowd. The literary so- :iety meets every two weeks on Fri-ia- y
afternoon and is showing a won
derful improvement each time.
The school if planning on giving a
program Christmas Eve at the Methodist Church. They will also have a
Christmas tree. Every one ii cordial
ly invited.
Do you know?
What the Junior high school's se-

Monday morning will probably be
more gladly welcomed by the Geometry and Latin students than was last
Monday morning, for examination
have come and gone; the crucial test
is over.
Christmas will soon be here and
great plans are being made to welcome Santa Claus to our school. The
auditorium is to be decorated with
the olors of the societies and a
Christmas program will be rendered,,
part of which will be an interesting
debute betw'een the two societies,
Curry and Claxton.
An election of new officers was
held in each society last Friday aft
ernoon, which was followed by unusually good programs. The aim of
the societies is to "Make the good better; make the better best."
If the patrons have a few moments
to spare, they could not put them to
bettor advantage than by dropping
into our school room and watching
the growth and development of some
of the future leaders of the nation.
The only reason we are getting impatient for our basket balls to arrive
is to prove to the ball players from
other districts that we are not "lying
down on the job" but are merely biding our time.
We are expecting a visit soon from
our county superintendent, Mr. Bick-leNeedless to say, he will be gladly
welcomed by all.
The plans for our waterworks are
still rapidly progressing and the day
is not far ahead when we will be able
to say "our last little difficulty is
gone ; it has been swept asido like the
rest of the obstacles that sought to
impede our forward march."
Services were held Sunday in the
Million
interest of the Seventy-fivBaptist Campaign. We have not yet
learned the amount Grady raised, but
we are confident she went "over
which, of course, would only
be the natural thing for her to do.
OLGA CARTER, A Tupil.
'

y.

e

You aro the judge as to

whether we mean business or not. So why
'

'

the-top,- "

LAMPS
HAND
HARDWARE CO.

AT

BARRY

THE CLOV1S NEWS,
Lots of good used heatert.

Furniture

EARLY
SHOP
And
It At
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG

00.

It Starts in a Pawn

suc-

Shop-E- nds

a Millionaire's Yacht.
Good Luck Comes When She
Hocked Her Jewels.
on

tfc

Miss Mary Mur,ry of Coleman,
Texas, is here for a vÍ3t with her I
brother, Slaughter Murry.

1

I treat all diseases and disorders of
women
and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

foyXJaJlSL Store

The

Clovii

Co.

Flu and iU after effects are
cessfully treated by Osteopathy,

Get
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L
J. M. Love was here from Amarillo
the latter part of last week visiting
friends and transacting business.

GIFTS FOR ANYONE AND EVERYONE ARE
TO BE HAD IN OUR LARGE AND COMPLETE
STOCK.
Seta, Book, Bible, Testaments, Children'

i

Book, Etc.
Kentucky Grain Drill and Osborne
Disc Harrows.

Columbia
Grafonola
ft

QU--

?r7
-

:' !'

7t

j

7

TAVLOft
EYTON
OiRECTEO BY

BY MARVIN

.

Chat Reichart has resigned his position at chief clerk to the Master
Mechanic and plant to move toon
from Clovii tj Hobart, Okla., where
he will be associated with hit father,
who It in business thure.

.

i

rTyTTTryir'srTr
With everything pawned hut her nerve, she wmt a
sleuthing among Hoeieties 400, foiled some, thieves, c up-

turn a lover and found a mine of pure

i
'
'
'

'

O. R.

Galle of Hagerman was a'

Clovis visitor the '.utter part of lust
Mr. Gable spent quite a bit
week.

of his time here last summer working
with the Great Western Oil Company.
There is plenty of money in the
country now and everything at the
public sales being held over the county now is bringing a good price. Ilent
sold for $1.90 each at the B. L. Hawk
sale last Wednesday.

FOUNTAIN PENS We have the well known Conkliu and
Plain and Siler and Cold trimmed. From

Elbows,
Shovels.

Stove

Polish

and

W are ellinf many of thee, and they still continua
to be the same high grade KODAKS that EASTMAN has

always made. In addition to a mot complete stock, ranging In price from the little Brownie at $3.25, up to the Pot
Card iie, with Automatic Shutter and AnUtigmat lens.
We also have all of the necessary accessories, such a Film,
Platee, Paper, Developer, Album, Etc.
"If it isn't an EASTMAN, it isn't a KODAK."

DECEMBER 13th.

First show 6 :30, second 8

Will H. Puttison is visiting in
iana, hit former home.

Ind- -'
.

j

Many patterns, and all

Absolutely fresh, and the well known WHITMAN'S,
CHOCOLATE SHOP and McDONALD.

Hand Bags, Pocket Books, Card Caaes,
LEATHER GOODS
Pillow Tops, Moccasins, Souvenir.

We solicit and fill promptly all mail orders.

town Saturday and while here pur
chased a Fsrd truck. Mr. Blackburn
says trucks solve the marketing prob.
Just received "Christmas Chimes,"
lem to a great extent. Threshing in
voice or piano. Also many other
for
the Bellview neighborhood it not all
done yet, Mr. Blackburn says, there latt lists. Come in and hear them.
CROFT MUSIC CO.
having been considerable delay on ac
count of the shortage of coal.
Ray Powers came home last week
Kansas City, where he hat been
from
Genuine ROUND OAK Ranget and
attending a school of Pharmacy. He
Heaters.
will be home to spend" the holidays.

The News is indeed gratified nt the
regular subscribers are renewing their subscriptions these days,
t: say nothing of the list of new ones
that are being adiU'di weekly. A
growing subscription list is one nf the
greatest incentives for work that
comes an editor's way, for it makes
him feel tfiat the paper it really
way our

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO,
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

DON'T FORGET to ask for your WEATHER CALENDAR.

vis

Editor Fears jf Farwell was a
visitor Tuesday.

(

lo- -

x

Mail Orders

dandy, and we have one for you.

Prices 10c and 27c plus tax

,,
Luther Lynn returned tins wee j A. Wi Skar,tt ig in Kanw city
from Uklnhoma, where ne spent two St Louii on bugi,,M trÍD tl , W(.,,ki
J, Z. Isler was in from the Cameron or three duys on business.
neighborhood Tuesday. Mr. Isler had
Phil Lyans has returned from a
Every music pupil should have a
a public sale of cattle Monday wh'ch
few weeks' stay in Amarillo.'
was advertised in the News last week Music Roll in which to carry their
and he said it turned out very satis- music. Nice for Christmas presents.
C. W. Harrison made a business
factorily at hit cattle brought moro Come in and see our large assortment. trip to
l
last Saturday.
CROFT MUSIC CO.
than he expected. Mr. Isler ayi his
neighborhosd it short on coal and if
J. R. Denhof is driving
brand
Stove Tipc, Coal Hods and Fire new Stevens-Siwe should have continued cold weath
auto.
Shovels. Phone 72.
er there would be much suffering.
C. B. Blackburn of Bellvicw wat in

most complete.
Singly or in eats.

10.

Texico-Farwel-

THERMOS BOTTLES are surely fin. Keeps coffee hot in the
winter, and water cold in summer. A large stock, all sites. Also set.

French Ivory

:

Fire

Kodaks

i

gold in a pawn-

broker who actually had a heart.
(lay doings at a fashionable watering plaee, intrigues of
designing dowagers, adventures of romantic youth a
story crammed to the brim with fun, love and excitement.
and the witching spell of the little star who puis a smile in
your heart.
SEE IT AT THE

12-1- 1

a

CANDY
JOHNSTON'S

rf

s

:

ia

r

Husbands, pive your wife a pleat- lakiiuia uy i cavii.mg
nuipiinc
her with a piano or player-pisnSeveral
Special Holiday prices.
slightly used pianos at a bargain.'
CKOFT MUSIC CO.
tfc

Opera and beautiful ymphonk-- will
all combine to give your friends and
family many happy days and evenings
every day of every year.

Our stock
kind of piece.

V t

Mill,

i

and the coming year crowded with j
trr
; i
v,
j"j
,?
ol drand
popular song hits,

i.

EDWARDS

jJQammounl

GRAFONOLA,

with Columbia Records means
fi .nrisi
cu vwiu iilciiv uiuaii.
iii.in

n

ALICE

BY

WALTER

W. H. Musick of near Hollene was
a Cbvis visitor Saturday. Mr. Musick had planned to have
public
sale this week and was going to move
to Friona. However, he hai changed
his plans and will call off his sale
and stay with the farm.

-

COLUMBIA

mm

R

yC-d

--

Joe Hewitt has recently sold his
new home in the Liebelt addition,
which he erected alst summer, to D.
L. Moye.
Mr. Moye has leased hit
farm southwest of town and will move
to town soon.

A Merry Christmas
and a Happy NewAYeaf
A

LUCK
Jn IN

.'V

1

Fire Chief Jack Lewis left Sunday
morning for Emporia, Kansas, to attend the bedside of his sister, who is
serbusly ill and not expected to live.

i

.

ú.X.

Bale Ties and Broom Corn Wire.

n

t

?

1

SCENARIO

M.

I 'WIS?

'V

mi

Misics Ethel ar.il Beatrice Johnson
of Clnuil were Clovis visitors

Hand Painted China, Silverware, Perfume, Toilot Water, Cuius

f jr

III.--

Rugs! Rugs! Rugs! A beautiful assortment at Clovis Furniture Co.,
successors to R. II. Crook.

It's

Mrs. J. E. Miller of Covingtin,
Tenn., it here for a visit with her sister, Mrs. C. Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk have moved back
to Clovis from Vaughn where they
have been for tome time.

E. R. Hurt of MuleshoB wat
vis visitor Friday of last week.

Clo

W. O. Oldham of Portales wat
Clovis visitor Friday of last week.
HAND
LAMPS
HARDWARE CO.

AT

a

BARRY

Cl iud Kelly is planning to make a
to California in the near future.

trip

Miss Marie Singleton left last Sun- -,
day for a two weeks visit with her
mother at Plainview, Texas.,
Mrs. J. H. Thornton returned last
Sunday from Vaughn, where the had
been to attend the Kelsey-Ward

Joe Hewitt, who recently told hit
residence in the west part of town,
Ray McDanivl of Ranger, Texas, is
plans to commence ihe erection of a
here visiting hit cousin, Dec McDan
new home soon.
iel.

ChriHlmanis coming.
A ukulele,
violin, guitar or music satchel at a
firat of next week for a visit with
Rift to that boy sr girl will bring;
relatives in Missouri.
Rev. Ted P. Holifield i in Albumuch joy and pleasure
to them.
this week attending the
querque
Mothers and fathers, come in and
Miss Mnrjorip Noble has accepted
meeting of those interested in the
make a selection before tho ChristWorld Moveqient. Mr. a position with the First National mas rush.
Bank.
Holifield goes as a representative
12
CROFT MUSIC CO.
County.
Curry
from
The News has it on pretty uood
Mr. and Mrs. Hale S. Duncan left
authority thnt several new brick
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Loehofer of
Monday for Ashgrovo, Mo., to tpend
buildings will go up in Clovis soon.
Vaughn arrived here last Friday to
the holidays with relative!.
make this place their home. Mr.
M. A. Townsen, who owns a farm
wat a former resident of Clovis
District Highway Engineer D. W.
moved
north
of
town,
this
week
to
Jones-lefand was transferred from tho Santa
Wednesday for a week'
Adamtville, Texas, where he expects
Fe shops at Vaughn to this place.
Dusinest trip to Santa Rota.
to spend tho winter.
Inter-Churc-

Mrs. J. H. Thornton

will leave the

h

11-tf- c

Ljc-hof-

t

Stove Boardt, Coal Hodt and Stove
WOVEN PICKET FENCE FOR
WOVEN PICKET FENCE FOR
George Harshaw returned this
Pipe.
STACK LOTS, THREE AND FOUR
STACK LOTS, THREE AND FOUR
week
from Bisbce, Arii., where he
FOOT HÉIGHTS.
FOOT HEICHTS.
hat been on business. George will
Qpfhrxiraj leave fir there toon to take a position with the Phelps-Dodgpeople.

Ifarp Dimkr

e
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PANDQLFO CONVICTED:

ELKS HOLD

ANNUAL

;,
1 1

ASKS

REP

Paper of U. S. Land Office

Official

TRIAL

MEMORIAL

Chicago, Dec. 6.
S. C. Pandolpfo,
convicted today in federal district
court on a charge of using the mails'
to defraud in the promotion of the1
Pan Motor Company of St. Cloud,
Winn., through his uttorney, filed motion for a new trial and hearing was
set for 10 o'clock December IB. His
twelve associates were acquitted.
I'undolfo, president of the e impuny
was convicted jn four counts of the
eleven returned against him ly the
Brand jury. Two counts were
early in the trial.
"I guess it might have been florae,"
was Pandolfo's firt comment.
The counts on which he was found
guilty were the first, second, third
and fifth.
rimdolfo was tho promotor of tho
company of which he became president and fiscal agent.
The Jury reached the decision after
deliberating for eleven hours. In dismissing the jury, Judge Landis, ex
pressed his appreciation
for their
services.
Worn by the long trial, some of the
defendants wept when the verdict of
"not guilty" was announced.
"I'm glad you fellows got off,"
said Fandolfj.
Pnndolfo will be under his old bond
cf $10,000 until the hearing of De
cember 15.
The counts on which he was found
fcuilty are all concerning acts of vio
1st on of the mail laws and he was
found not guilty with the jther de
fendants on the conspiracy charge.
"The problem now is to handle the
Pan plant in the best way to make a
sticei'M of it," the St. Cloud directors
of the corporation declared.
Defendants who had been acquitted
shojk hands w'th Benjamin F.pstcin,
assistant I'nited States district attorney, and declared his prosecution hud
been a fair one.
Organization of the Pan Motor
company of St. Cloud, Minn., began
In New Mexico in 1916 when S. C.
Pamlolfo, who had been in the insur
ance business in New Mexico and
Texas, decided t) build up an automo
bile corporation.
He told tome stuck in the southwest, came to Chicago, incorporated
early In 1917 and decided to build the
plant in St. Cloud. He secured eight
business men on his board of direc
ch stock of the new
tors and s.ild
company all over the western half of
the country, using the money above
commission to build a plant and to
promote and advertise the company.
It is in these stock selling operations that he and his asa.iciatcs ran
pfoul of the I'niled States postal
laws. The prosecution charged he
took 50 per cent commissions.
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SERVICE:
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$1.50 PER YEAR
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Tha Dregs and the Wine of the World:
All That Is Fine, All That Is Sorrowful,
All That Allures in the Act of Living-- Are
Told in "The Miracle Man."

An impressive Memorial Service
was held by the local Elks' Lodge last
Sunday afternoon
at the Lyceum
Theatre.
The custom of the order
once each year is to hold a service of
this kind. The Sunday afternoon
service was conducted by Exalted
Ruler J. C. Nelson, who was assisted
by other officers in the oldge, consisting if 0. A. Campbell, J. S. Noble,
F. Pi. Herod. W. H. Duckworth, E. E.
Tairadcr. C. N. Hardy and R. R.
Smith. The following program was
carried out:
Intrcduétory
March
Clarence
Pries and Bro. Verdi Croft.
Opening Ceremony Exalted Ruler
Invocation
Rev. Ted P. Holifield.
Violin Solo Clarence Pries.
Rill Call of Deceased Brothers.
"That
Beautiful
Land" Elks'

i,

,i

Quartette.
Ritualistic Services Officers of
the Lodge.
Vocal Solo Bro. E. E. tagadcr.
Rev. R. B. Freeman.
Oration
Vocal Solo Mrs. David Isles.
Song "Auld Lang Syne" Lodge
and audience.
Closing Ceremony Exalted Ruler.
Benediction Rev. Ted P. HolifieW.
The oratbn by Rrv. Freeman was
an impressive one. He paid tributes
to the memories of the departed members and told of the good works of the
Elks Lodge, as well as gave a short
account of how this grout order had
its jrigin.

li(lir

HOCKENHULL TO HEAD
FAIR PRICE BOARD
J
IN CURRY COUNTY
Appointment of fair price commissioners for every county in the state
was practically completed Saturduy
by Governor Larrazolo as the result
of the high cost of living conference
held at the state house Thursday.
The conference adapted a resolu
tion, after John D. Atwood, special
assistant to the United States Attorney General had recommended the
fair price committee as one of the
chief weapons to be used in fighting
the high cost of living, asking the
governor ti appoint one commissioner for each county. The commissioners will appoint county fair price
committees to work under them.
The commissioners will operate under the direct supervision, of Governor Larrazolo and will make reports
to him and also to United States District Attorney Summers Burtihart at
Albuquerque.
A. V. Hockenhull has been appointed by the Governor to head the
fair price board in Curry County.

Ü
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From darkness to dawn, from the depths
to the heights, this story mounts with fascinating realism.
simung scenes or tne underworld; wood m
stirring physical conflict; the thrills of j
crime and eun plav: love that is cood and 5
love that is evil: the lure of the sea., of the IV
gamblers luck, of fields and flowers of sum
mer; all the sweetness and bitterness of
human souls knit so naturally into a great, A
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CHEWING CUM AND SCHOOLS

Stove Pipe, Coal Hods and Fire
Sluivcb. Vhone 72.

Tlie record show that the people of
this count')' pay more for chewing
gum th in for school; and that there
are quite u number of fathers who
will display mere bad temper over
buymg th"ir children a
arithmetic for a year's use than over n
CARD OF THANKS
week's supply of tobacco. Hon. M.
To the Indies of the Eastern Star: L. Bi ittain, State Schjol SuperintendI wirih to thank the Indies of the East- ent, Georgia.
y
ern Star and friends who sj gratefully remembered me with beautiful
GOOD ROADS
flowers during my illness.
MILDRED MAE SPENCER.
Good roads are nocessary if the
bert people are to be kept on the
I have started my Raleigh wagon farms. Good roads eliminate disand will be on the road at all timet tances between the country home, the
,
with a full line f goods. R. H.
social center and nvn. With the bar218 North Connelly St Phone rier of Inferior and many times im273.
tfc passible roads rem. wed, people will
If its news The News wants it. bu willing to make their permanent
home on the farm and in the open
Phone us. No. 97.
country. G. I. Christie.
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ANYTHING
48 BUSHELS OF CORN
TO THE ACRE
J. P. Hodges marketed forty- six bushels of shucked corn in
Melrose Wednosday 'that brot
him
$40.30. This corn was
gathered from exactly one acre
of ground, he said. Melrose
Messenger.

"Doctor, I've just received your bill
for the operation you performed on
me. Would you cut anything off for

t

cash?"
"Yes, my dear sir, anything
an
arm or a lug, or what else you may
wish removed."
A beautiful assortment of rugs at
Clovis Furniture Co., successors to
R. H. Crook.

ZZLu,

jX,

Tuesday

JX.

Wednesday

iVNy

Thursday

December 16th, 17th, 18th
You Will Say That It's The Best Picture You Ever Saw

THE CLOVIS NEWS.

The Clovis News
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PHONE SYSTEM

Official Taper of Curry County.

TAKING DEFINITE
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and PublUhtr

Boys and Girls Club work is a

de-

partment of Extension Service of the
Entered at the pestofflce at Clovis, State Agricultural College at State
New Mexico, aa aecond elaaa matter College, N. M., the United States Department of Agriculture nd Curry
nder the act of March 3, 1879.
County

Its purpose

ia

to

interest the

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
boya and girls in
the activities
One Year
f l.so of farm and home, and to develop
Six Monthi
.76 them into men
and women whose purpose is not to leave the farm, go to
Every wife hai a sunny company some town and spend their lives eek-in- g
out a mere existence by working
disposition and a chilly home disposition. The same is true of husbands. for some one else, but rather to as
sist the community and nution in pro
No matter how lazy a man may be ducing and conserving farm, field and
he will regard you as an observing cit- home products, thereby helping maizen if you tell him ho is working too terially to improve the agricultural
conditions in our country, and at the
hard.
same time make noticable gains for
themselves physically, financially and
Another good rule for the average
educationally.
man to live by is this: Never give
Club work is educational in the
advice unless you are sure it will not
broadest sense of the word. It en
be fallowed.
ables the boys and girls to put into
actual practice, on the farms and at
Holiday trade is lively in Clovis home, the things
they learn at school.
now. The stores arc full every day
Club work is the very best organand buyers are apparently getting ization for systematic work in agri
their Christmas shopping out of the culture, made so by record keeping
way early. Never before have Clovis rnd other rigid requirements.
merchants been so well prepared to
Club work develops responsibility
take care of the holiday trade.
and honor in each and every boy and
girl who conscientiously carries out
Condemnation of women's clothes his project.
Club work teaches team work,
is always a good subject for the moral
uplifters. When they wear 'em too thereby developing loyalty and mak
tight, they are too tight; when they ing cheerful losers as well as winners.
Club work offers the boys and girls
wear 'em full, they arc not tight
to become acquainted
opportunity
enough; when they design them to
button around the neck, they are un- with and interest in the problems of
healthy; too low in front and behind, his own community, and he can and
will help to solve them.
they are immoral. What are the
Club work stands for 'no anarchy,
poor dean to do?
but greater loyalty.
Club work stands for efficient citIT SURE WOULD
izenship.
Let us "Make the Best Better."
There are too many
MRS UNA V. STEED.
and too many food profiteers.
If
County Club Leader.
men would work as hard aa they
scheme to keep from work, it would
Many a girl who acta like
Hum
help a whole lot. Ft. Sumner Re ming Bird can stow away as much
view.
grub aa a Pelican.

...

!

The farmers, no doubt, will be interested in knowing that the proposed
telephone system keeps drawing a
littl nearer a realization every day.
People are beginning to wake up to
the fact that there will no doubt be
a telephone system built in Curry
County in the very near future. We
have already had a telephone engineer go over the ground, and he has
now furnished us his estimate so that
we can figure out just what it is going to cost to build this system. Several companies have asked that we
give them the privilege of bidding on
tnc matír"l
nd construction when
ever we are ready to do business
The matter of the rural telephone
will be taken up at the Farm Buro.u
Meeting to be held in Clovis, Dec. 13,
and it is hoped that some definite action will be taken. This is one of the
Farm Bureau's big problems and one
of the most urgent needs of the rural
communities at the present time.
It will take the
of all
the farmers to get this system worked
out as it should be, and we feel sure
that the rural communities are ready
for this great public utility. The
telephone will place every farmer a
great deal nearer town, and will save
him a great many useless trips to
town every year, and then socially
there Is nothing more beneficial than
a telephone.
Let us be at the Farm Bureau
Meeting with our minds made up to
put this project across. Farm Bureau
News.

It is unhealthy and temporary prosperity which is confined to the cities
of any community. Such prosperity
cannot be permanent. The man who
actually tills the soil is the man who
is the foundation of our entire structure, and if the life of the community is such as to eliminate him, all
the rest of the community will, in the
end, pay for his elimination.
Theo
dore Roosevelt.

to pancakes, muffins, biscuits.
The same with children. They eat
lots of sliced bread when there's syrup

on it the flavor is the reason.
BRER RABBIT is a delightful "sweet,
but it's the country made ribbon-can- e
flavor of BRER RABBIT which makes the
children noisy.
Give them lots of BRER RABBIT; it's
absolutely pure and the most wholesome
nourishing food you can buy.
Housewives everywhere know that the name "PENICK& FORD '
on a food means Always the Bett,of its Kind, 23 yean of quality.
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YEARS AGO

SUFFERED SO SHE COULDN'T
USE ARMS AT TIMES TANLAC
RELIEVED TROUBLE

WW

"If I had gotten hold of Tanlac
twenty years' ago I would have been
a happier and healthier woman, instead of suffering like I did," said
Mrs. Kate Wisdom, who formerly liv
ed at Norman, Okla., but now resides
at Clovis, New Mexico.
"For twenty years," she continued,
"I hud been a sufferer, off and on,
from indigestion, rheumatism and
After eating anyother troubles.
thing I would bloat up with gns that
kept me in misery, my heart would
and I would
beat like a
I didn't sleep
get short of breath.
at all well and would ften have to
sit up in bod before I could breathe
with any ease and by morning I would
be all fagged out.
Rheumatism in
my arm and shoulder hurt me terribly and my joints would get so stiff
I could hardly use my arms at times.
"Soon a&er beginning with Tanlac
my appetit&improved and I can now
eat anythlna I want. I soon got rid
of that bloating and the pressure on
my heart was relieved. I tried many
other medicines for my 'roubles, but
found no relief till I took Tanlac. I
am now feeling all right and Tanlac
has been such a benefit to me that I
havf told many others about it and
they say it is helping them too."
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mean
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
& Pool
(Advertisement.)

f?c a package
k9
before the war
c a package

during the war
'c a package

NOW
THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

THE FOUNDATION

something about fried
THERE'S
with BRER RABBIT syrup
which just makes ycu forget your mariners and pound the table with knife and
fork, especially if you're still pretty
young and crave sweets.
You can't get away from this fact:
You eat syrup because you like itnot
merely because it's sweet, but because
it's delicious and gives a tantalizing zest

í
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HUGE LOTTERY LOAN MAY
BE FLOATED IN FRANCE
London, Dec. 9. The proposal of
the French government to' issue a
huge lottery loan has aroused inter
est here to the extent that the chancellor of the exchequer has stated in
the commons that he would not offer
objections to a British lottery loan If
he were satisfied the people really
wanted It. This statement was made
in the face of the committee report
advene to such a loan submitted to
parliament at the last session.
Some newspaper
commentaton,
particularly the Daily Mail, say that
if the French adopt
the proposal
Great Britain should do likewise, fo"
two reasons: to keep at home money
that undoubtedly would be invested
in French bonds and because they believe such a loan would be a great
success here. In this connection they
point out that the five per cent Victory loan, to boom which American
Liberty loan publicity methods were
adoptetl, did not reach the amount
hoped for.
The French proposal is for the issuance of bonds of $100 each, which
entitles the holder to a full number.
Once every two years a price of
$250,000 will be given away. Besides this there would be weekly
prizes ranging from $75,000 down to
$1,000.
"Mrtny a man who would not be
interested in the average government
bond at high interest, would hnve a
few numbers in this huge lottery and
money would be called out that the
government could not get otherwise,"
observes one writer.
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NINE MILES OF
PAVING FOR ROSWELL

Now Handling

Koswell is to do $7Hfi,975.85 worth
of paving, which consists of about
nine miles. The work is to commence
just as soon as the necessary legal
prucvedure can be gone through with.

GROCERIES

MONEY IN ECGS
Eggs are not bankable but the
I am not much for advertising but
money from their sale is. This money
have always paid the top price for
is yours for the effort. How do you
treat the hen that lays the Golden
' ggs, chickens, hides, and all kinds of
Eggs? B. A.'Thomns' Poultry Remedy
will keep the poultry in gojd condi- produce.
Now I am adding a freah
tion and increase the yield in eggs.
We guarantee this and refund your line of groceries which I will Sell a
money if not satisfied. For sale by little cheaper for
spot cash.
A. B. Austion & Company.
12-4t
1

What better Christmas present for
a friend this ywir than a year's subscription to the New Send it to the
folks back yonder. It will be 52 letters from Clov - and they will appreciate it.
(f

STRANGE INDEED

"It is strange that a newspaper
man should be compelled to solicit
advertising, or give arguments for its
use," remarked one who knows what
he Is talking about. Funny, isn't it,
that a man who thinks he is a business
man, will get up In' the morning from
an advertised mattress, shave himself
with an advertised razor, using advertised shaving soap, take off his advertised pajamas and put on advertised underwear,
advertised hose,
shirt, tie and an advertised suit, seat
himself at the table and eat advertised breakfast food, drink advertised
coffee or substitute, put on an adver
tised hat, light an advertised cigar, go
to his place of business where he
turns down the advertising solicitor
or salesman on the ground that advertising does not pay. Strange indeed.
Longview
Times-Clario-

It doesn't pay to be careless. The
only day that you look shabby and'
need a shnve Is the day you will meet
every one you ever knew.
If its nevi

The News
No. 97.

Clovis Cream &

Produce

. , :imt.n
nnr. runt
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now in progress aro for shorter hours. Phont l33
Thirtv-fou- r

Phone us.

ON THE SIDE

ants

it.

U

ariam
1920 acres of farm lands,
five miles from

county seat town. Shallow water,
level as a
floor, good house and outbuildings,
two wella
and windmills.
320 acres of crop sold
off
$25.00 per acre this year in

this place for

the field.

Only $35.00 Per Acre
,

L. ANSEL WHITE COMPANY
CONSULTING GEOLOGISTS
We make a specialty of Field
Surveys, Appraisals and Consultations on New Mexico Acreage.
113 South Main Street
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

O. M. Rmm, Propt

Terms, if desired.
Land located in Texas.

C. W. Harrison,
Clovis, New Mexico.

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
'Business is Good'

Annual Stockholders

Meeting
Election of Officers of Plains Huyinji ami Selling
Association will he held in Clovis December 1:5th,
1919, at

10:(K)

o'clock a. m.

Building of a Fanners'

Elevator will

be discussed.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Members holding trade slips must file same at uptown store in Clovis or Earwell, before January 1st,
1920, in order that dividends may be apportioned.

Present no trade slips dated later than Dec. 1.
J. X. I'AKHKTT, President.
A.

L

191!).

D1CKKV, Secretarv.

NOTICE OF SUIT

plaint. You are further notified thst
unless you appear, answer, demur or
omerwise plead in sum cause on or
before the 3rd day of January, 1920,
plaintiffs will take judgment by de
lauit against you and each of you
and will apply to the court for the
relief prayed for in said complaint.
In witness whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of .aid court this 17th day of No
vember, 1919.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk, and
Clerk
of the District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.

i

Adulphui J.
To the defendants
Sampson and M. E. Sampson, if living and to all the unknown heirs at
law of the laid Adolphus J. Sampson
and M. E. Sampson, if deceased, and
to all unknown claimants of interest
in aad to the property hereafter described :
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico, in which F. C. Herbert, H. R. Neal and R. A. Megert,
partners doing business under the
firm name of F. C. Herbert & Co.,
are plaintiffs and you, the above
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE
rumed persons are defendants; that
said suit being numbered 1542 on the
Notice is hereby given that letters
civil docket of suid court and that1 of administration upon the estate of
Pntton and Hatch, whose business and John A. Anderson, deceased, have
potofftce address is Clovis, New Mex- been granted to me by the 1'robut
ico, are attorneys for plaintiffs.
Court of Curry County, New Mexico
You will further take notice that and all persons having claims ugainst
tho general objections of suit are to said estate are required to present
obtain a decree of the court to quiet same lor allowance within one year
plaintiffs' titl in and to the South-- ' from this Jlrd day of December, 1919,
west quarter of the Southwest qunr- - or they will be forever barred,
ter (SWU of SW',) of section twen- J. c. NELSON.
Administrator,
ty (201, Township two (2) North of,
(37) East, in
Range thirty-seveCurry County, New Mexico, and forHORSES FOR SALE
ever establish and quiet plaintiffs
1
Registered Perdieron Stallion,
title in and to said premises against
you all the above named defendants six years old.
1
and each of yo'i and any and all perPerdieron filley, 3 years old,
sona claiming any interest in and to colt by side.
3 Percheron fillies, 2 years old.
aid premises adverse to plaintiffs
The above stock can be seen at the
and for further decree of court find-Ing and adjudging that "F. C. Her- farm of Jas. F. Mitchell, 3 miles north
bert A Co." named as grantee in a west of Havener, N. M., to whom all
certain deed of conveyance of the bids may be submitted.
Will sell on 12 months time, if deabove described premises from Adol
to give bankable
phus J. Sampson and M. E. Sampson sired, purchaser
coma
constituted
notes.
Robt. Byrnes,
posed of F. C. Herbert, H. R. Neal
Jakchomon, Tex., Owner.
and R. A. Megert and for other reJob Printing at the News Office.
lief prayed for in plaintiffs ci m- -
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IN 1920

Washington, D. C Tho record'
billion dollar congresses of ordinary!
peace times faded into the past last
week when Sec. Gluss, presenting!
the annual estimates, proposed ap- -'
prcpiiiilior.s of approximate'- - five,
billion dtlluri for conducting the!
peace time ac'ivities of the govern
ment during the fiscal year 1920.
According to these figures it will
cost more than five times as much
to conduct the peace time affairs
of government as it did in the year
immediately preceding the war.
The greatest individual estimates
for expenditures, of course, go to the
army and navy. The yearly interest
en the war debt, however, is
which sum alone is greater
than all the appropriations for all
purposes whatsoever of any peace
time congress.
The estimated appropriations for
principal government
departments
were presented as follows:
Legislative
(congress)
$9,025,- 297.25.
Executive (White House and gov
ernment
departments), $149,111,- 463.77.
Judicial, $1,634,190.
Army, $989,578,657.20.
Navy, $542,031,804.80.
Tensions, $215,030,000.
Public works, $283.921,810.17.
Miscellaneous, $833,717,637.96.
Foreign intercourse, $11,243,240.- $1,017,-000,00-

1

Build It Now!
That, building work that you held off during the war
should he your lirst consideration during those hustling days of peace.
This town needs more un to date and hotter homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to

present day standards.
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Telephone

era

2.').

Clovis. New Mexico

MONUMENTS

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.
200

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Than a Modern, Thoroughly Equipped Farm

91.

For the shipping board nearly
$448,000,000 is asked to wind up its
nrrgrnm of restoring the American
flu to the seas.
One item, which has appeared perennially in estimates without ever
becoming an actuality appears again
this year with promise of being taken
seriously. It is an estimate of
0
toward a sinking fund, which
ultimately Is to retire the public debt,
which includes some 30 billions spent
in war.
The total of all estimates, including some comparatively minor items
not included in the foregoing is
$4,485.841.172.22, the greatest sum
ever asked of any congress when the
country was not actually at war.
The normal peace time for the
army before the war was between ten
and fifteen billion. The $542,000,-00- 0
estimate for the novy includes
provision for the program of increase
and is comparable to annual esti
mate of sime fifteen millions before
the war.

A connection with a strong, friendly bank is the most essential
of all farm "equipment," and is something the MODERN
FARMER cannot successfully do without
We cordially solicit the accounts of farmers and invite them
to make the freest use of every facility

$287,-500,00-

OIL OPERATOION
IN QUAY

COUNTY

n

i

THE WORLD HOLDS
NOTHING BETTER

Th. ....ttin

.trin

nf
casing at the McGee has
been completed and the new drill is
working beyond the 2800-f- t mark. It
is claimed that faster work can be accomplished with the eight-inc- h
drill
and with greater safety. The last 100
feet has been quite trying on the operators on account of the continual
caving from the soft formation above.
It is said the formation now is more
solid and considerable darker. Two
weeks more will bring some change
and it is thought business will again
pick up. The oil scouts for the big
companies arc returning and within
a few days they will be back on the
job like they were when the large
pocket of oil wan encountered a few
weeks ago.
Prices for leases have held their
own but there have been but few
sale on account of reaction from the
false ri ports sent out in regard to the
McGee being a gusher. The formation is yet very good and when the
right depth is reached it is hoped the
News cun truthfully repcrt a gusher
at the McGee. No ninn can tell what
is under the ground but Mr. Drill will
Drove within a chort time whether the
first wild-ca- t
well in Quay county will
bring forth oil. At times there is gas
fumes coming out of the well but the
liquid gold is yet an
unknown
quantity.
Tucumcari
eight-inc-

in

f tho ln

h

much-covete- d

News.
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NOTICE RETURNED SOLDIERS

laking - the

1920 census will

re-

quire abo'.it 250 persons for New
Mexico, which work will last for a
period of a month or so and each
man will get $0.00 per day. The returned soldier has the first preference, and the only requirements necessary to fill the position of census
taker is that the man has an ordinary
education and can write a fairly
legible hand.
To get one of these positions each
man has to make a written anplira-tio- n
to the man in charge of the disAddress Commander, Ameri
trict.
can Legion Post, Clovis. N. M.
Why is it that a working girl will
go on a strike for an eight-hou- r
day
until aho wins her fight and will then
go and marry and work eighteen
hours a day?
Phone No. 97 for job printing.

First National Bank
Of Clovis

NOTICE

TO THE PUBLIC AT LARGE

1

NOTICE

1

NOTICE!

We are now able to rehandle, re.
We want to thank each and every
one who has assisted us in the United grind and hone straight blade razors,
Charity fund work and for the many
packuges that have been donated, and
we want to Insist on the good ladies
to continue this part of the work, as
we have calls continuously for clothing, shoes, hats, caps and stockings
most any thing that has been outa
grown or discarded. On account of
having our own affairs to attend to
we have adopted the plan of gathering up the parcels on Monday. Any
one who has anything that they wish
to give, can telephone 173, 105 or
'.

254.
R. M. Hall, President.

Bert Curless, Vice President
Miss Mary Knight, Secretary.
Mrs. A. J. Rodes, Treasurer.
CLOVIS WILL DOUBLE
ITS SCHOOL CAPACITY
The doul ling of the capacity of the
schools of Clovis is nlanned before
the opening of the term next full, ac
cording to word received by the state
department of education. The board
of education is making arrangements
for u bend issue for the building of
two new schools, the addition of
which will enable the schools to house
comfortably twice as many children
as the schools' normal capacity. The
old schools are overcrowded and the
board wants to relieve the situation.
Santa Fe New Mexican.

safety razor blades, and anything in

the line of surgical Instruments. All
work is guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Southwestern Drug Company.
Phone No. 97 for job printing.

A TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles,

grav-

el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
2926 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

Tiger
SLucky
lfy&Murea

Ma-dol- e,

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acuta and
chronic. Office In New Tila
building on corner north of Fir
Station and east of Lveeum
theatre.
Office pbone 383. Residence 390.

t Clovis,

New Mexico.

'

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
West Otero Street.

Phone 45.

Clork

N. M.

Dandruff)

ÍA

T--

VT"VJ

í

bOLU BUND

l'mrUI,l..-rrywili!'- -

ADMIRAL
WELDING
D. BRYANT, Prop.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico, November 3, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Robert
S. Eason, of Hollene, New Mexico,
who, on October 27, 1916, made home
stead entry, No. 020316, for North
east Quarter, Section 28, Township
6 North, Range 36 East, New Mexico
Principal Mcredian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three year
proof, to establish claim ta the land
above described, before C. A. Scheu-ricU. S. Commissioner, at Clovis,
New Mexico, on the tenth day of
Janunry, 1920.
Clnimant names as witnesses Arthur B. Hickman, of Claud, New Mexico, Robert E. Sheridan, of Claud
New Mexico, Andrew J. Hill is, of
Texieo, New Mexico, James A.
of Texico, New Mexico.
R. P. DONOHOO,
Register.

Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 209

200

SHOP
JEFF

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Dr J. B. Westerfleld

wld

any break of any
lie, In any metal, at any time.
We

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr.,

MD.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat
Office Over 3unshiue Shop.
Office Pbone 46 :
Rea. Phone 18

DR. C. O. WARRIN'ER

CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Mala St.

PHONE

101

We buy and tell used cars.

Used Car Specials
This Week
Or.e Ford Touring Car
$400.00
Ono Ford Touring Car
$300.00
Ono Ford Touring Car
$275.00
One Kissel Kar
$500.00

Studobaker, 7 passenger
A-$650.00
l condition
We burn carbon. C us.

dr. c. l. McClelland

Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Guiding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeoa
Phone 831
New Mexiee

Clovia,
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The Leading and Popular Drug Store of Clovis

Our prascrlptioa dapartmaat ia charga of
at all tima.

possible for the farmers of this section of the country to
borrow money on their land, the fund from these loana
being used to purchase stock and to make substantial
The Union Mortgage Company of Clovis ia the
pioneer in the ban business in this section of the country.

This garage It equipped to handle all classes of repair work on
any make of automobile and specializes in electrical and battery
work. Extensive line of automobile tires and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed in this
repair department. Complete vulcanizing plant. Batteries repaired
and recharged.
Distributor for the Willard Storage Battery
Pcnniylvania, Racine, McGraw and State distributor for Amazon Tiret.

farms his friends thought he was crazy, and often
enquired what he expected to do with all the farms that he
would huve to take under foreclosure, but they could not
Mexico

Marry the Girl and We Will Furnish the Home f
and want naw furniture T
to bo found anywhere in 1
it good at thu store and
installment plan. Second

he kept right on loaning money
Mr. Dennis loaned the

farmers

pl. Laita
Wholeiale

X

farmer

That's why we're called THE FARMERS' FRIEND.

TheCitizens Bank of Clovis
4444444444444444444444444444444

t

I
urocer 10., inc.

Croceries, Flour Produce,
Grain and Feed.

SANTA FE

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Inspect Our Extensive Line of Holiday Goods.

in the early days of the coun-

I

at that time they were enabled to make a little and as they
made money they either bought more land or mdre cattle.
The result was that Mr. Dennis not only helped the farmers

X

As good a grade, milled from the same grade of wheat

Com-

f

s

Clovis Mill & Elevator Co,
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

New Mexico and have clients buying their loana in almost
This substantial

Kan-sa-

tha traasportatioa ckargaa. Eiteaeive dealers ia graia, food aad coal.

The busincaa of the Union Mortgage Company hat

every state in the Unipn.

a

aad Minnesota flours and sold cheaper aa tba local oa ajamar taras

steadily grown until now they loan money In ten counties in

NEW MEXICO

The Home Manufactured Flour

SUNLIGHT

pany was organized, as stated above in December, 1912.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS
uv

1

but hia business grew rapidly in four years, until it waa
necessary for more capital and the Union Mortgage

NEW MEXICO j

CLOVIS

here, as they would take the money he loaned

i
Hay

Wa are enlarging our stock of merckandlte and ara new la a
poiitioa to supply tha entire retail trade ia the Clovis trade territory.
We are installing completa linea of groceries, canned goods, sundries
and smokers supplies.

Í--

tj stay

Street
Cut Glass, Diamonds
Watches, Souvenirs

Official Watch Inspectors

The money

t

E. T. Jernigan & Co., Jewelers
112 North Main

all he could muster of his

them and buy cattle, and as the grass cost the settler nothing

That tha Citisena Bank of Clovis is directed and man
aged by succeuf ul farmers and business mea who have been
so engaged since this County's organisation, and ara at all
times ready and willing to advise and assist you ia business
matters.

We're always ready a hand to lend,

ty had a great deal to do with making it possible for the

Opposite Postoffice

j.

i DO YOU KNOW

shake his faith in New Mexico land and its possibilities, so
own and all his friends were willing to risk.

Harris Furniture Company

I

E. A. STORY

1908, Chas. E. Dennis established his loan business here
and the Union Mortgage Company, with Mr. Dennis as its
active head tosk this business over.

When Mr. Dennis first began loaning money on New

A

'

THE CASH SHOE STORE

The company was organized in December 1012, under the
name of the Union Mortgage Company, although it waa
really established four years earlier, for in December of

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
Ill SOUTH MAIN STREET

T

aot

surprised at yaur complaining at tka H. C. L.

The men who have really helped Curry County and
eastern New Mexico, have been those who have made it

Anything Wrong With Your Automobile?

r

so, I'sa

Bay a skoa tkat is guaranteed to be all leather.

NEW MEXICO

And to thoia who ara already married
wa carry onv. of the moat extensiva stocks
this taction of new Mexico. Tour credit
you can pay for your new furnitura on the
hand goods bought and sold.

If

By buying other tbaa a fall leather shoe?

ragialarad

CLOVIS

i

Are You Playing "The Game of Chance"

Company

Southwestern Drug Co.

I

191

florlgago

Tlio Union

Carrying everything to be found ia metropolitan Mor, including nationally advertised merchandise, such a Eaalataa Kodak),
Victrola, Graphonolas, Caadles, Cosmetics and Teilat good.

II,

loan company

can justly feel proud of their record which ia OVER TWO

Ou r to ck Is Bigger and Better
Than Ever

f

DOLLARS

T

i

The City Drug Company

LOANED WITHOUT

A

LOSS OP EITHER INTEREST OR PRINCIPAL
FORECLOSURES.

Under new manat-emen-t
tha Citv Drug Company will Install
additional lines, increase tha stock and do everything possible to make
this the most complete drug store in New Mexico.
Improvements
win o euora inrougnoui.

L CLOVIS

MILLION

PENNY

i

equalled by any loan firm doing

business in the southwest.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

thorough knowledge

A

satisfactory hia patrons,

FARM LOANS
Representing 'he T. K. Collins Investment Co , of Oklahoma City.
NEW MEXICO
CLOVIS

and

both among the farmers

people for whom he has handled money, have been dealt with.
a

H. F. YOUNG

.f eastern New Mexico values

has enabled Mr. Dennis to make this record, which shows
how

NEW MEXICO

New Mexico

And there is no more independent way to got it thaa through a
farm loan and with a company whero the red tapa is cut out and the
borrower gets all the money ba applies for without miscellaneous deductions. Atk mea bout it.

Tl.is record certainly cannot be excelled

and it is doubtful if it

f

The Sheep Industry Is Growing In

Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time

AND NO

4444444444444444444444444444-

The Union Mortgage Company now has branch offices
in Clayton,

Portales,

Melrose, Fort Sumner,

Grady and

House, and in this manner is Sirving a very broad territory.

j

THE SCHEURICH AGENCY
Always Plenty of Money to Loan on

The officers of the Company are:
There is a great field for
this industry here and these

intarested ia tha industry
should call on ma for

President

Vice President

Henry G Coors, Jr., Assistant U. S.

District Attorney of New Mexico, Albaquurque,

sheep

X

CLOVIS

and

wool.

Offices

and Manager

Secretary-Treasure- r

44444444444444
44444444444(.

N. M.

Chas. E. Dennis,

Baker Bros. Agency

First Assistant Secretary

First National Bank Bldg.

Second Assistant Secretary
Directors

of Clovii

Miss Addie Chenworth.
Miss Azlete

Floyd.

S. A. Jones, W. A. Maupin, Coe Howard,

Fred E. Dennis, E. J. Dennis, Henry G. Coors, Jr., Chas E.

MEXICO

lome

new mexico

clovis

Clovis, N.M.

maintained in Clovis, rear of

J. FRANK NEEL
new

1

Farm.

Hail and Fire Insurance

Fred E. Dennis, Attorney, Clovis.

i

Vice President

I buy and sell and producá

We Will 1 lelp You To Build a
Call on us for puticulars

S. A. Jones, Cashier of the Citizens Bank

of Clovis.

in-

formation.

-

Dennis.

Farm Loans, Abstracts, Real Estate and Insurance
Representing seventeen of the moat reliable old line insurance
companies. We write automobile and bail insurance in reliable companies. An institution with a record since its establishment ia 1907.

C. C.

H. E. BAKER

BAKER
Clovis, New Mexico

vmtwwmwwMtTWfwwmwtHtwí

.

he Uiioi nortease Gomia?
We have plenty of money to take care of all good farm loans
and can give you the same quick service that has made our
company popular with the public.

I

Í

MAIN STREET
.

44444

...

,

-

-

-

-

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
i
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Oil and Oil Prospects in Curry County
Oil hat been the one center of activity among certain classes in the
great Southwest sine the opening of
the extensivo fields in Texas during
the last two years. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been made
by some and an equal amount lost by
others In wildcatting for oil. Dcvel-- .
opmcnt of the oil possibilities around
the Clovis country hus naturally had
its effect upon tne business condi
tions of this section, but unlike many
other localities, the people of this
section have not "lost their heads"
over the possibilities of striking oil
Bud making this an ail center, although the indications for oil in this
jec'ion are just as good as in any
of the Texas fields or any developed
oil fields, for that matter.
There is probably not an acre of
land in Curry County jr the adjoining counties upon which an effort has
been made to secure a lease. The
lease sales have not, however, been
out of proportion to the development
activity, and as a result while the
foundation has been laid fir oil development there has been no noticeable increase in land vttlues as a result of the activity.

There is a reason, however, for the
sane methods are being adopted by
those interested in oil development in
this section. To begin with this country was settled up by a class of people who were far seeing and realized
that development of possible resources would be fraught with hardships and troubles. They have worked
r .insistently i.i the building up of this
section and this building has been
free from booms and boom methods,
hence it la builded on a sound foundation and fret from the (instability
which booms bring.
The owners of land in this section
realise that the opportunities for development, the natural resources and
everything in general, will make it
possible for Clovis, Curry County and
this entire section of New Mexico to
advance and develop even though oil
is never discovered. The agricultural possibilities, stork raising possibilities and the many natural advantages
affords ample field for development

hence the oil activity is a secondary
"!
consideration.
The writer does not dcire!to
y
the idea that interest is not being
shown but this interest is developing
in a sane manner and not inflated by
the money crazed brains of some few
who attempt to mislead, to eneouraiw
sale of leases and ither activity along
the lines of oil development.
The geological reports turned in
on the formations in this section of
New Mexico are very favorable to
the finding it oil.
The development of this field from
the standpoint of ascertaining wheth- er oil does or does not exist is purely
a wildcat proposition.
Those who
have been instrumental in the organi
zation of oil companies in this section
hove freely stated that the game is
purely a game of chance. No encouragement is offered those who aYe
not financially able to invest their
money in oil development.
The
money that is being put into the wells
which have been located in the Clovis
country is money that the owners can
afford to lose in case oil is not found
and the failure to find oil will not
have an effect of retarding development in this section as it would in
sections where money needed for
other purposes was put into the oil
business and where inflated reports
and flattering plans were made for
this oil development and then it prove
to be all a myth.
cm-ve-

The Great Western Oil Company
of Clovis has erected a rig' at Kenna,
fifty miles from Clovis and has been
drilling.
This well has been shut
down for
while but drilling will
start again soon.
As stated in the opening paragraph
of this article, the oil situation is
strictly an unknown quantity In this
section. Of course the more enthusiastic take a more optomistic view of
the situation and pin their faith that
oil will be found in extensive quantities on the gological reports but
there remains merely the fact that the
entire proposition is strictly wildcat,
however a good one from the standpoint of precedence in the development of the Texas fields.

Clovis will continue without oil
or it will make one of the most attractive oil centers in the southwest
if oil is found. Regardless of oil
however, is will continue to be the
leading commercial center of this section with the development of natural
resources occupying the center of the
stage.
The deepest well in this section of
the country is the one north of here
near Tucumcari, known as the McGee
well, whicr is down 3000 feet.- - Gas
and some oil indications have been
found there.
The Mesa Oil Company, which is
drilling south of Tolar on the Hart
ranch southwest of Clovis, is awaiting casing after drilling 700 ft. They
mukii.it
experienced a slight cave-in- ,
the immediate use of casing necessary They also claim to have found
a showing of oil at 823 feet in suffi
cient quantities to skim it off the
slush pit.
Two standard rigs have been un
loaded at La Lande and will be located within a few days on leases of
Olliver and Sullivan in the immediate
vicinity of La Lande, one going (sup
poscdly) north of town and the other
just south of that place.
NEW OIL RIG
UNLOADED AT PORTALES
The drill machinery and tools for
the California Company who are to
put down a test well near Redland,
arrived this week and is being unloaded and hauled to their location. The
machinery is all new and is competent
to go the required depth.
This makea the fourth outfit in the
county at the present time and it
it expected that as many more will
be here within the next thirty or
sixty days. Let the good work go on,
Portales News..
A man doesn't care three hooraws
in Halifax about having a reputation
for nerve when he is waiting to have

a tooth pulled.
The Marriage Ceremony often
transforms two warm friends into
two bitter enemies.

HISTORY

OF Oil

DEVELOPMENT

l!i N, HI.

(By B. V. Ellzey in Dallas Texas,
Oil Weekly.)

"Efforts to find

oil in New Mexico

Mexico, orne going so far ar tu sgf
that the next great oil field would to?
found here, and the citizens of Cotry-Countowe
much to the Oxfaed
OF MELROSE SOON Brothers, who have worked to faiUfe-ful- ly

Oil NORTH

y

(Melrose Messenger)
The untiring efforts of the Oxford
Brothers to bring oil drilling into this
county have at laat been crowned by
success, according to a letter from
B. H. Oxford, who writes from Texas
and says that he has closed a contract
for drilling on the Melrose block. The
contract provides that actual drilling
operations will begin not later than
April 1st, 1920. A standard or rotary
drill is to be used and the test is to
be drilled to 3,600 feet unless oil or
gas are found in paying quantities at
a lesser depth.
In conversation with L. G. Oxford,
the writer is informed that the contract for drilling has been signed by
one of the strongest Eastern companies in the oil business, and Mr. Oxford expressed hit belief that they
would be here within a few weeks to;
start operations.' When asked about
where the test would be made, Mr.
Oxford said "Somewhere in township
4 north, range 32 east. This," he said,
"is the most solid part of the Melrose
block and is the location the company

x

t
t

X

Our hardware store is filled with useful things for the
whole family. We cannot begin to name everything in
our stock that is suitable for gifts.
"J

Washing Machines

Pocket Knives
Electrical Appliances
Boys Wagons
Bicycles

Percolators

,

.

Stoves and Ranges
And hundreds of other things.

Skarda Hardware Co.

ttsr-happ-

increase in pay

for census takers;

Washington, D. C.

of Ut'

Increase

rates for the pay for enumerators sF
the fourteenth decennial cemnnr. t
four cents for each person enumérate
ed and 30 cents for each farm- - roport--e- d

go back to 1 890, when the first test
in the state was made near the town
of Farmington, in the San Jaun Basin
has been announced by Directw
where a small amount of gas was
Sam L. Rogers. Approximately 8T-0- 00
found. In 1907, another well was
enumerators are affected- drilled to 2,700 feet in the same vicinity, which developed a little oil, but
MEAT PRICES SLUMP;
not sufficient to be of commercial imHAD YOU NOTICED ITr
portance, During the past few years
renewed efforts have been made in
Chicago. The Institute of
practically every section of the state,
Meat Packers in a statement
and test wells are now sinking from
recently, declares that the arer- Aztec to Union County and south to
age weekly wholesale price of
Eddy County, twenty six wells are re
,
ported under way at the present time, wants."
beef for the entire country decrease'
This means that the first test for 34.2 per cent between May 3 ;inl N- This activity is due to a combination
of circumstances. The development oil to be made in Curry County will vember 22 of this year.
.
of west Texas aroused interest in the be made about tix miles eaBt of Mel- g
rose.
No matter how smart you are, mosfc
neighboring state, and
Noted geologists have given very any small boy can ank you a hundnej
extends in Texas as far south as the
New Mexico line. The high price of flattering reports on Eastern New questions that you can't answer.
crude during the past three years is a
factor in stimulating efforts of pro
duction, not only jn New Mexico, but
On March
throughout the country.
17, the New Mexico legislature passed
House Bill No. 180, introduced by A
We offer the following prices for hides:
H. Carter of Magdalena, providing
Green hides, 20 cents.
oil,
for
lands
leasing
of
state
the
for
Salt cured at Value.
gas and mineral exploration and de
velopmcnt, and immediately the state
Salt cured, 23 cents.
land office became swamped with ap- Dry Flint, 30 cents.
olications for lease under the new
our expense when you have
Phone or wire
law. These are the main contnba
to
offer.
quantity
tory causes for a campaign of wild'
We want to handle your hides and must keep
catting in New Mexico now second
touch with you.
to no efforts in undeveloped sections
Phone 101
501 Grant St.
of the country. Several of the major
companies have recently taken large
Co.
Coal,
blocks of acreage in the state, especially along the Texas side, and
AMARILLO, TEXAS
tests will be made all the way from
Prices subject to change without notice.
Clayton to Carlsbad. Many of these
tests are being made by stock com
panies or individuals, but some of
them arc financed by the major opcr
ating companies in other states. New
Mexico has been geologized. Possibly
no state in the Union has had a more
detailed study by "the rock scientists
than New Mexico. A geologist re
turning from there during the post
summer said he met more real geologists in New Mexico than he had ever
itory at the same time
seen in one
The surface indications are being
studied in every part of the state and
by men whose clients are among the
best known producing organizations
in the southwest. And from the stand
point of geology, New Mexico has
good prospects for oil proi'iction.
The Pcrmain and Pennsylvania sands
both underlay the eastern part of tthc
state, and at depths which will make
It is
their exploration profitable.
believed the Permian will be found
at about 2.&00 feet, and the Pennsyl
vania at slightly more than 3,000 ft.
Going south, drilling will not have to
be so deep, and oil showings have
been found at less than 2,000 in the
Carlsbad section.' A well known geologist, whose name is used by more
operators in the southwest than any
other man in the profession, mude the
ttat ment recently that if oil is not
found in paying quantity in New Mx-icgeologists may as well pack th'
o4
bags and hunt a new profession.
Roughly speaking the whole state is
under lease, although of course, scat
tered tracts in every county ore not
yet taken, mar.y of them being the
Double-Breosted
Suit For Young Men
claims of setter not yet proven up
estimated
that
is
Ii
und patjnttd.
two thiids of the ttal nereage of the
state is now under lease."

dress'

wild-cattin-

H
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Part

any

at
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Grain and Hide

American

i

ra

tn

t

on securing this drilling- - whacfci
costs the land owners absolutely eraCfc
y
ing. If oil it found we will all be
recipients of that efforts, tatC
enjoy prosperity that no other project could bring to our doors.
It might be added also thaC fber
have entered into a contract for drifting on a block of their leases
of Taiban.

Well-Design-

ed

IQKSCHBAUM

Mr. Farmo., you are likely to be
plnnning to have a public sale this
fall. If so, let the News print your
sale bills. We will give you prompt
service.
Remember Old Friends.
"What? A hollilny greetings enrd
with old Bills name scribbled Herons
Itt . . . Good old mill Why, It's
11 years almost tluee we saw each
other, and here he's not forgotten me
even yet I . . . Hub. Mary, you
proud of that
needn't be so
scarf Aunt Susie sent you. Tins may
be only a colored postcard, but, by
George, It's from Bill I . . . Well,
well this sure Is Christmas!"
, The First Christmas Csrd.
The Christmas card cannot claim
to have been established mi long as
other of our Chrlstnuis customs. The
first Christmas curd ennie Into the
world In l&iO, when Sir Henry Dole.
n Englishman, sent Yuletldo greetings to bis Meads,

THE LENWOOD
A sharply curved, high-swaist-line- ;
raised
sleeve-headIf you
et

s.

,

go in for the smart and
the practical, here is a
Kirschbaum model we
should like to show you.

W. I. Luikart
CLOVIS

8C

Co,
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FARM BUREAU

Keeping of Friends
One of the element!

and

how can one have

of friendship

U

steadfastness

thai characteristic when one hat no

STEADY PLACE FOR LIVING?
Uour children will not be able to make letting friend
You
and your wife can at beet make "acquaintance" during
your "rental period of one place."

if

you keep moving them around from place to place.

land-lorA long as you live at the whim of
a long
a you thow by not owning a "HOME" that it U not the
BIG THING IN YOUR LIFE) just to long will REAL,
STEADFAST FRIENDSHIP be extremely difficult to
d

Do You Own Your Own Home?

Clovis, N. M.

ON

A preliminary report of farm bureau acti- ities in New Merico covering the past 18 months shows a gain
of over $2.000,000 to the agricultural
industry of the state.
The work of the 18 farm bureuus
has been of such great value to the
farmers and stockmen that a campaign will soon be launched to increase the membership in these organizations and to develop plans of
action for 1920.
At present there are 3,200 members in the state and during the campaign which has been scheduled for
November
13,
drive
will be made for 7,600.
Details of the campaign have already been perfected and the various
county executive committees are now
meeting to make final arrangements.
A plan is under way to federate
the 18 county farm bureaus into a
state farm bureau at the time of the
week
at State College, January
-

are in a class by themselves easily the
the most likable cigarette you
ever smoked. You can prove that ! Simply compare
Camels
with any cigarette in the world at
!
any price Put quality, flavor and cigarette satisfaction to the utmost test I

CAMELS
puff-by-pu-

Camela ara told awry-wher- e
in aoiantifioally aealed
pedíale of 30 cigarette or

BIG HOTEL ACTUALLY
REDUCES ITS PRICES

in a
carton. We atrongly

d,

glafine-paper-covare- d

More To Build It Right"
Phone 15

recom-tnen- d

d.

thia carton for tha
homa or office aupply or
whan you traval.
R. J. Reynold

Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after taste or any
unpleasant cigarett odor makes Camels as unusual as they are

Tobacco Co.

Winston-Sale-

ff

Made to meet your taste, Camels never tire it, no matter how
liberally you smoke them I The expert blend of choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos mukes Camels delightful so
yet so fascinatingly smooth and mellow-milEvery
time you light one you get new and keener enjoyment I

tanpackagaa300oitarattti)

Chicago, Dec. 9. A large hotel
has reduced prices and the manager
said it wns hoped the move mitrht in
itiate a general drop in prices. Sur
prised patrons found reductions rang
ing from 10 to 50 cents on the menu
cards and room prices cut from $3 on
a $10 room to 50 cents an a $2.50
room.

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costs No

fl

12-1-

If not why not plan now to build. You will find not
only a step to happine
but a step to prosperity.

1

--

DRiVEIS

The Making and
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enjoyable.

In fact, Camels appeal to the most fastidious smoker in so
many new ways you never will miss the absence of coupons,
premiums or gifts. You'll prefer Camel Quality I

,

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico.
R. M. Jones, Plaintiff.

'

No. 154

ALL TIRED OUT

G.T.VILSON
is still in the ring

pairing clocks,
machines
graphs.

and

re-

:ving
phono-

I have no phone,

but a postal card will
get me.

G. T. Wilson
Clovis, N. M.

Hundreds More in Clovis in the Sam
Plight.
Tired all the time;
Weary and worn out night and day;
Back achei; head aches,
Your kidney are probably weak
ened.
You should help them in their work,
Let one who knows tell yau how.
R. D. Barton, machinist,
218 S.
Mcrriweather St., Clovis, says: "You
'can't beat Doan's Kidney Pills for
they are good. Some years ago, my
hack caused me a lot of annoyance
and every time I tried to bend over,
sharp pains caught me. I always felt
tired aut and had 1:0 unibition and my
sleep didn't seem to refresh me much.
My kidneys were didordered, too, until I began lakintr Dean's Kidney Pills.
They soon helped me. Continued use
cured me of all signs of the trouble."
fiOc, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

j

Fotser-Milbur-

n

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT

9100

Reward, 9100

Creditors and all others interested
in the estate of Laura E. Flourn jy,
deceased are hereby notified that the
probato court of Curry Caunty, New
Mexico, has set the 6th day of JanuInfluenced by rnimtl'uttonnl
condition
. require
constitutional treatment Hall'
ary, 1920, at 10 o'clock A. M., at the
Oatiirh Medicine taken Internally and
County Clerk's Office in said County,
thru the Blond on the Mucoui
e
of the System thereby destroy ntr as the time and place for final seth foundation of the dlneato, Rlvtnf the
tlement and hearing of said estate
.patient itrength by building up the
an J Mtlatlng nature In doing Its
and to hear objections thereto, if any.
work.
The proprietor
hnve to much
faith In the curative power of Hair
JOHN W. FLOURNOY,
"alarrh Medicine Hint they offer One
Administrator.
Hundred Dollar for any cane that It fall
cure. Bend for Ibl of tcttlmonlals.
to AddrcM
R J. CHKNEY ft CO., Toledo.
Afciilo. Bold by all Drugklit. 75c
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
rradrra of this piper will be
"Th'
lfljed to Irarn that there
at leatt
ne drtadtd disease ttiat science has
n ble to cure In ill Its auges anu
hat la catarrh. Catarrh helns; greatly
I

I

Bur-facI

Condensed Statement of the Condition of

The Clovis National Bank
CLOVIS, NEW MKX ICO
.V Made to tlie Comptroller of Currency at tlie Close of
Uusiness November 17) li, Y.iVJ.

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
$308,190.13
Bonds and 5', Fund
49.000.00
iSUck in Fed. Res. Bank
1,500.00
Other Real Estate
6,500.00
Furniture and Fixtures..
6,000.00
Bankiny House
14,500.00
War Savings Stamps
840.00
Cash and Sight Exchange 160,693.43
Orer 84 "ft, the law requires only 10

Capital Stock

$ 25,000.00

Surplus Fund

25,000.00

Circulation

25,000.00

Undivided Profits

3,296.64

Rediscount!

NONE

DEPOSITS

468,927.02

$547,223.56

$547,223.56

Tim .Move Statement is Correct,

J.C.XKLSOX, Cashier.

In Point of Strength We Stand First
Only Bank in Curry County Designated by the TJnited
sStates Treasury Department as an Honor Boll Bank.

Isaac D Christian, Mossie M. Chris
tian, Eala Buckey, Joseph E. Wal
ton, the unknown hcira of anv do
ceased person and the unknown
claimants of interests In the nre
mises adverse to the plaintiff, de
fendants.
To the defendants, Isaac D. Chris
tian, Mossie M. Christian. Eala Buc
key, Joseph E. Walton, the unknown
heirs of any deceased person and the
unknown claimnnts of interests in the
premises adverse to the plaintiff, in
the above suit.
You will take notice that a suit
has been filed against you and is now
pending in thp District Court of the
Fifth Judicial District in and for Curry County, New Mexico, in which R.
M. Jones is plaintiff and Isaac D.
Christian, Mossie M. Christian, Ealn
Buckey, Joseph E. Walton, the unknown heirs of any deceased person
and the unknown claimants of interests in premises adverse to the plaintiff, are defendants, and numbered
1547 on the docket of said Court.
You are further notified that the
general objects of said suit are as
follows: To procure a Judgment of
the said Court finding and declaring
piaintifT to be the owner in
of the following real estate, to- wit: The South half of the Northeast quarter of Section twenty-fivin township three North or Ranee
thirty-on- e
East of the Mew Mexici
Meridian, in Curry County, New Mexico; and for a funner order of the
Court correcting, approving and con
firming a certain tax deed conveying
said land to the plaintiff and all nro.
cecdings had and done in connection
therewith and for a further order and
judgment of the Court establishing
plaintiff's estate ami title in fee-siple in and to the real property above
mentioned against the adverse rlulma
of defendants, and barring and forever estopping defendants from hav
ing or claiming any right or tltli to
the premises above mentioned adverse
to the plaintiff, and forever quieting
and setting at rest plaintiff's title
thereto; and for an order finding
Eala Buckey. defendant, and Mrs.
Ella Buckley mentioned in said tax
deed, one and the same person and
the true name to be Eala Buekcv.
You are further notified that if
you fail to anncar or nlead in this
causo on or before January 19, 1920,
Judgment will be rendered against
you in said cause by default and the
plaintiff will apply to the Court for
the relief sought in the complaint
herein.
W. A. Havener
Is
attorney for
plaintiff and his post office and business address is Clovis. New Mexico.
In witness whereof. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court, this 20th day of November, 1919.
(Real)
W. C. ZERWER.
County Clerk.
e

e
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
UCt rOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY COUNTY

MILK
GOAT baby
pood

NO

Tim PRRFfcrr
Nearest to MaKr's MiSi

Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Ee, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pur-
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Ull MANN'S GOAT
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MILK

We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovis. There is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best
service and plenty of good
things to eat.

LAbUKAIIIKIIJ

Piii.cuh RM., Su ItiKm

dructnli

jos-sib- le

V. Steed

C.

OPEN ALL NIGHT
We have adopted a new pol-

of keeping our restaurant
open all night. This will give
tho wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting In
t night or how early they want
to get out In the morning.
icy

Undertaker and
Embalmer
Manager Clovii Ometery
Pbons

14

Both Day and Night.

0gg& Boss Cafe
Open All Night

After you eat always take

ATONIC
(TÓR YÓUR ACID-S- I ÓMACg)
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
edCatsy Feeling. Stopt fond .turning,
repeating, and all stomurh n.lseries.
Aids diaettion and appetite. 1. 1. ts tmnnrh
Vitality
l'cp.

CO.,

HI
O

r.
--

1

O

w
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co

i
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
Phone us. No. 97.

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.:

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211

AMBULANCE

SERVICE
Night Phone 235

mmmmwkwmmmmmmmma

October 1st,

1920.
Witness my hand and the official
seal of the State Land Office of the
State of New Mexico, thi nitrhth luu
of October, 11)19.
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of New Mexico.
First publication Oct 16, 1019.
Ust publication Dec. 25, 1919,
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and
iriitrueset
l!!.VrONIf!lth'ih(t remedy. Tens 'if
wonderfully UtnsntH. Onlyct-itn- a
rrit
ertwna dy to usalt. F'MiUvulycunruii'ot'd
or w will rufimd mousy. Oil a Ug
to
box today. Yua will den.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG
Clovis, N. M.

C

O

went anil strong1,

The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his atrent hnldimr inrh an In
.
serves the right to reject any and all
okis oncrca at said sale.
Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tracts will S
be given on or before

io rV .

rjrmlt it'iat't
m..k -- II

suant to the provisions of an Act of
CoiiKres
approved June 20th, 1910,
the laws of the State of New Mexico,
and the rules and regulations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer at public
sule to the highest bidder at 9 o'clock
A. M., on Tuesday,
January 6th,
1920, in the town of Clovis, County
of Curry, State of New Mexico, in
front of the court house therein, the
following described tracts of land,
viz:
Sale No. 1.M0 All of Sec. Í1G, T.
2 N., it. 35 E., containing
(40 (JO
acres. The improvements consists of
houses, barns, corrals, well, windmill,
tank, fencing, orchard, value $5,100.
Sale No. 1351 All of Sec. 16, T.
6 N.. R. 36 E.. containing
(tin (1(1
acres. The improvement consist of
wen, ana lencmg, value saoU. 00.
no Ditl on the above described
tracts of land will be accepted for
less than TEN DOLLARS tlnnnt
per acre, which is the appraised value
thereof, and in addition thereto the
successful bidder mnut nav fnr thn
improvements that exist on the land.
Each of the above described tracts
will be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will hn mk.
ject to the following terms and conditions, viz
The Successful hiHrler mnat nnv to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding such sale,
of the nrinn nffn
him for the Innd. four ntr ni.nt intur.
est in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, curh mi, I nil
Of Sllid amounts must hn iliinnuifml in
cash or certified exchange at the time
oi snie ami wmcn
amounts and
all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the Slate of 'nw Mnvi
if tk..
successful bidder does not execute a
contract within thirty days after it
has been mailed to him by the State
Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option
mane payments or nut less tliun
of tlincl
nr.l punt rf
the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the date of the
contract and to provide for the pay
ment o i any unpaid naiancc at the
exniratinn of thirtv v.. or o tmm tu
date of the contract with interest on
deferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum payable in advance on the anniversary of the date
of the contract, nartinl ntumoni. t
be credited to the anniversary of the
naie oi ino contract next following
the date of tender.
The above sale of land will ha mh.
ject to valid existing rights, ease
ments, rignts of way and reservations.
All mineral rights in thi. shnva (in
scribed lands are reserved
to the

State,

if

mmmmmmmmmm

FORD OWNERS Be Happy
GET A CHAMPION SPARK GENERATOR
For your cnr. .Save gasoline-- Start your car
easy. No kick. Also save plugs. Price $5.50.
.

I

Hardv &

I .pw5

Distributors for Curry County, New Mexico.

109 North Main St.,

at Ram

and Wllkertoo'

Office

3

THE CLOVIS NEWS,

I Pay Cash and Get Your Own co of Profit f

Tlio Clovis national Bank

This flora tails for auk realising that t it powibl. to tall for'
lata manar at I Kara are no dead accoantt to ba abterbed by ineraata
in par ent of profit.

J
T

(By R. KENNETH EVANS)

Tlu record established by the banking; institution! towards the development of the resources of this section has
shown them to be the leading factors and especially is this
true of the development of the agricultural, stock raising
and marketing conditions of Curry County and Clovis and
in this respect the Clovis National Bank has always sustained
a reputation of being behind every legitimate move far this
development, working unceasingly for maximum production
and always having money on hand for the furthering of
these conditions.

4.ft

NEW MEXICO

Building Is On The Boom In Clovis
And thit yard U equipped to furnlih everything in tha building
material linat. Wa own our own taw millt, timbar landt and equipment and furnitb building materialt to 121 yardt in tha great South-wat- t,
owned by thit company. Let ut figura with you on your
lumbar bill.

J

W. B. CRAMER, Manager.

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

The Oldest Established Grocery
In Clovis

The Clovis National Bank is one of the most unique
banks and best equipped financial institutions in the great
Southwest. The fixtures of imported French marble were
designed after the ideas of Mr. Shipley and are far different
than any other style bank. A neat ladies' rest room is provided with writing tables and an exceptionally large and
spacious lobby is one of the attractive features. Mahogany
benches, chairs and desks make up the office furniture.
This is the only bank in the state equipped with a burglar
alarm system with the American Bank protection clocks and
a Cramer safe of manganese steel, and is absolutely guaranteed to be burglar proof. A Mosler vault door with steel
Electric power booklining it provided at a protection.
keeping machines and other modern up to date equipment
makes this one of the most attractive banking houses west
of the Mississippi river. The idea of the bank cage has been
eliminated and one feels that they are not held in such reserve when they step into the Clovis National.

E. B. EASTHAM
WEST CRAND AVENUE

t

NEW MEXICO

j

Try Campbell's

I

GOLDEN GINGER ALE

t

Ice Cream is a Food, not a Summer Luxury.
have it at all times.

We

O. A. CAMPBELL

i
Easy Way

Electrically-T- he

Oar exteaiive Una of electrical appliance and fixture, will toon
ba Installed in oar new location, corner of Main and Monroe.. We
Will
will carry tha rnott extentivo line to ba found in New Mexico.
do contract wiring of hornet and intlallallon of electrical fixture!.
Call and vi.it ut.

The upstairs, or balcony, of the bank is equipped with,
a
vault with safety deposit vault above especially
for the use of customers. Here the customers have access
to their safety deposit boxes and have privacy, as well as
convenience in looking over their private business papers.
The bank's clerical force is just a efficient as you will find
in any city. They are young men with experience, ability
'
and training.
The Clovis National Bank has the largest cash and exchange in the county and is the only honor roll bank in
Clovis and upon the merits of the institution invito the public's attention in opening accounts. The bank maintains the
reputation of being the bank that accomodates.

The Nunn Electric Co. of Clovis

The Clovis National was organized in 1907 and Mr.
Alex Shipley has been president of the institution since 1912.
Prior to entering the bank he was in the stock business and
president of the Texico Nationnl Bank. Mr. Shipley is considered one of the most successful bankers in this section and
taken an activc interest in civic development. He is the
recognized authority on stock raising in this section and
takes an active interest in agricultural development.

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

WTTTTTTTTT,"T"

"The Store oí Qualify"

aland,
Carrying in lumen1, department all the nationally know.
up to date
of clothing and furni.hingt. A complete and
".adyto-weaClothing for tha children and an
ladle, department.
r
attentive dry goodt department.

Mandell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.
The Popular Shopping Center of Clovis
M'iV MlvML-CLOVIS
ttTttttTTTTTTTTTTTTT

'

i

J. C. Nelson, vice president, has been with the bank
since 1909 and was with the First National bank here for
two years prior to entering the Clovis National, and has had
several years of banking experience before coming to Clovis.
He is recognized as one of the best and most conservative
bank men in eastern New Mexico, and is very popular with
the people of Curry County and has been very instrumental
in building the Clovis National Bank to its present high
standing.
John T. Shipley, director, is president of the
Shipley Brothers Cattle Company and has been an importan
ll
factor in the development of local resources. A. W.
is also a director and is a prominent attorney of
Clovis, also extensively interested in the stock raising industry and an extensive lond owner. W. 0. Oldham, another
director, is a wealthy retired banker of Portales. J. W.
Board, practicing physician of Clovis is also a director. This
is the class of business men who shape the destiny of the
Clovis National and have shaped it so well that it is by far
ahead of the average banking institutions of New Mexico
and Western Texas.
Hock-enhu-

It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Man
malarial influence
But being well dnatt.d h a
have a pertonal identity f
bu.inei. way. You will alwayt
Our Gent, .lore
of
clothe..
toil
MRSCHBAUM
a
you drett in
Mexico,
New
in
complete
ono of tha noil
ry

eatt

In a

W.

I.

LUIKART & CO.

"THE BIG STORE"
CLOVIS
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DODCE AND PAIGE AUTOMOBILES
Automobile tuppliet of all kind, Including repair werfe ami.
electrical and ignition work. Curb tervice for gatolino and oils.

The Most Complete Garage In Thit Section of New Mexico
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

?

t

E. H. HURD, Proprietor.

The best

the market affords
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

i

1

Dr. C. O. WARRINER
CHIROPRACTOR

WARRINER

BUILDING
Phone

South Main

101

!
2--
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Plains Buying & Selling Assn.
With
for ut to
merchant.
tha mott
patronage

our three .torot our buying connection, maket It poitfble
carry an axtentiva lina at a lower price than tha one etorw
Our ttock of Coal, Grain, Implement, and Groceriea in
completo in thit taction of New Mexico. Wo want your
along with tha 400 of our ttockholderi.

;'
F. B. PAYNE, Manager

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

-

!-

Always Choose the Clothes of the Better

Grade

Our line of furnithlngt for men and young man it ona of the)
mott extentive in New Mexico and incorporate, all tha ttandard lioea
ona could detiro. We do cleaning and prat.ing that pleata., main-tainifree automobile delivery enrice. No matter how dainty tha
fabric wa can handle It tatitfactorily.

ng

SMITH & HYATT

"The House of Korrect Klothing"

A Live Bank in A Live, Progressive City

An inttitution ettabli.hed in Eattern New Mexico to meet If
needt of thoie living in thit tection and parti of Wait Texat. Eitcct-tiall- y
an agricultural and ttockman't bank. Depo.itory for tfeer
United State., State of New Mexico, County of Curry and City oí

t

Clovia.

The First National Bank

Deposits $706,000.00

Capital $100,000.00

Clovis, New Mexico.

?

Standi
First
Strength
We
of
Point
n

Railroad.
Depository for the Government, State of New Mexico, Curry County and the Santa Fe

TRULY THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES

The Clovis National.
"

í

Telephone 248

Wholesale and Retail

ftt,WWTTT.ilJixlliiiiii1iiUliliiii1imMmMmMM.M.tiM.MmWfr

Capital $25,000
Surplus $25,000

t

CLOVIS BAKERY

two-stor- y

?

Do It

?

service ti
inai serve s- NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY

113

Clovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works

I

t

ww

CAKES, PIES, BREAD

Carrying one of tha moil attentive linet of Staple and Fancy
Crocert and Meatt. Our meat market in connection it in charge of
experienced meat cuttert and wa handle only the beat.

CLOVIS

j

C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

The Clovis National Bank' since being under the active
management of Mr. Alex Shipley as president and Mr. J. C.
Nelson as vice president, has made a consistent endeafor to
let the people of this section know that anything this bunk
can do to better marketing conditions for the producer will
always be done by them. This bank has on hands a largo reserve of capital and willing to use it to loan to farmers whi
desire to hold grain for a better price. Mr. Shipley states
that he does not feel that the farmer is getting a fair deal
when he puys $3.50 per hundred for grain to make and harvest his crop and as soon as he gets his crop to have the
price reduced as bw as $1.40. This latter price is not in
keeping with the price the farmer has to pay for any commodity which he uses in the production of his crop.

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.
X

Heating Stove., Cook Stove., Rangas, all kinds, alt
S torea for everybody.
If yoa aro in need of any
kind ef etova call and lat at tbow you what wa have la oar
big stock.

Dry

WE SELL FOR CASH
CLOVIS

WE HAVE STOVES
price.

WHITING'S

The PpuUr shopping placo of ClovU for variety goodt
goodt and all haat of variety marchando.
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DO NOT FORGET
Our "Mail Order Shoppers Service"

llssi
WQift.Sriaaesiions
it is inconvenient fur you to inn into
town fur some of the Ilims you just must
have, then mall your shoppimr list and a'.out
what you want to pay. We'll do the rest.
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Only Eleven More Shopping Days Before Christmas!
Not a Great Many Shopping Hours If You Count Them Up.
!

Each day gone by makes gift seeking les3 the joyous task it should be and mere difficult of
fulfillment. While we are prepared for active selling, a good many stocks are bound to become
more or less depleted as Christmas approaches. That's why we advocate EARLY SHOPPING.

1'

BLOUSES

For Gift
Shoppers

I

mm
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Novelty

From those fascinating
assortments of beautiful blouses one
finds it a pleasure
1 to make gift so
1 lections.
Thev
j

-

Over-Blous-

trn
i
u
oi icih'u ..t

Dainty Gift Lingerie
Including

Camisoles. Bloomers.
Teddies.
and all those intímale hits of

it

finery for Milady.

Coats

Displays

.

St..

Suits

Kirschbaum Klothes

II,1

the Gift Supreme.

V

He'll be proud of one of these Hats. Soft
Felts, Velours. Derbies and Scratch Felts.

Children's Coats

Any man is simply sure to like one of these
handsome shirts.
'Bathrobes in uiiu.Mially attractive patterns
deserve a prominent place among your gift
selections.

5

House Slippers make the Home Cheerful.

on These Garments

Men's (il't Hosiery by the pair or by the box.

From the Fur Wrap or separate piece, that

W. L Luikart & Co.

Special new displays of. (lift Ties, (Moves,
Belts Handkerchiefs, Cuff Links, Collar Fins.

"If It's New We Have It"

SHOP EARLY
average, including
torio, records,
general exhibit, and percentage of
(From Farm Bureau News.)
membership finishing the work. The
The Trophy Cup Riven to the Boys' grades for the general average were
nd Girls' Clubs of Curry County by taken from the grade Hheet made by
'r.r.,e Skadu Hardware Company was the judges at the Club Bncampment.
warded this year on the best general
In the contest Tcxiro had the high- TEXICO WINS TROPHY CUP

m

est average; their general average
being 76. Ranchvale held them
LUKE McLUKE SAYS
cbe second with a general average
of 73, and Pleasant Hill following
A
clo.e behind Ranchvale with a record of 72.
A husband often gets the idea that
The basis of award next year will i the only time his wife (Joes not spend
be as follows:
00 per cent for the money foolishly is
when she is broke,
hiph'nt percent of enrollment, finishThe amount of hive a fell w has
ing.
That is, if one district hns
for a sister depends a great deal on
sewn enroll"d and px of tliem finish
whether she is his sister or rome other
the work it bus a greater rli;nco to
fellow's sister.
get the cup than one that h.i. an enWhy does a man cover the spot
rollment of twenty i.nd only t ,vc!V'.
his phie in an absent minded way
with
fi.esh.
"(i percent for best general nvernt',1 when be spit3 on the floor.
Is there a married man alive who
or li cord and story.
20 percent for bcJt general x'nt it ' Isn't tired j( hearing his wife tell
hus-- I
You crn bigin now to wor!
i the him how flood and Kind other
cup next year by talking with boys bands arc to their wives?
Another Ihing we can't understand
and girls about joining the club, select your prsject, etc., then when is why a Good Habit is so much easier
your county leader visits you to per to break than a Bad Habit.
feet the new organization yon will
You can make a woman believe a
be ready to begin work in nrnest.
lot of things. But you can't make her
Toxico says you cannot take the believe that shoes should be larger
cup away from them next year. than the feet that wear them.
What do you say about it. .'
Aftei he marries the One Girl in a
Millbi, he geti so he believes that he
For Sale Fourteen good burros, might havo done better with any one
from $2.00 to $10.00. Tame and well of the other 009,009.
trained. Leo O'Conncll, at Tennessee
The College Graduate who is stuffHotel, West Hagcrman.
2tc
ed full of Algebra discovers that his
greatest problem is how to live on the
I have a few White Orphington
salary he is getting.
Mrs.
E.
Peterson.
pullets for sale.
We arc g'ud the wet and dry struggle is over. The drys accused the
wets of everything except starting the
late war, and the wets accused the
drys of everything except the crime
NOTICE TO ALL
of '73.
PRATORIAN3
We do njt know much. But we do
know that the best way to encourYou will please pay your dues
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,
age anything ia to past laws forbid-inIt.
4 Recorder, at Clovii National 4
Bank.
What has become of o. f. shirt
4
H. E. Carlisle, Recorder
factory that used to give away 60
cents worth of pint with each dollar

DANCER IN RAW PORK

STATE

i

v.

Proprietor

I have recently

purchased the City Cafe and have
changed the name to White's Cafe. It is our plan to
give the public first class restaurant service and we
invite a share of your patronage. Regular meals wifl
be served for dinner and supper and short orders at
all hours during the day.
Make arrangements to take your Sunday Dinner
at our place. It will be better than preparing dinner
at home.

White's Ca fe

g

shirt?

(From Farm Bureau News.)
At this season there is especial danger of illness f jllowing the eating of
pork that is raw or only
conked. Of course, nu.:tt Ainerieai.s
do not knowingly consumed mri.i.l ed
pork, ulthough it is eaten
cither ns raw hi
r in sailsages that have been
'firiently
eool;id. At
ti.i. it
ularly there are ma: y Ir :e:irnle '
meat products prepared on the favni.l
and consequently special
ihnuld
lie taken In m.'ilie :tinv t
K,.
i,,,r'for" it is eaten, is suffiriei.tiy .'ooked.
The lisea.se known ua t iiinosis,
whieh may result from eati íg raw of
imperfectly ooked pork, is caused by
microscopic worms known as trichinae. These parasites in years past
have been found to be present in
out of 71 hogs, and if the presence of
dead trichinae and trirhiiia-likbodies is included in the count, an average of 1 out of every .'I!) hogs has
been found affected. Unlike many
sther infectious diseases, the severity
of the attack of trichinosis depends
upon the number of parasites swallowed.
Large quantities of slightly
infected pork must be eaten in order
to produce bud ef fuels; but, on Die
other hand, severe Jllnci muy be
caused by rating smull amount of
pork that is heavily infected.
infic-iiietitl- y

i

bog-kill-

;

,

i

lis--

'

I. V. WHITE,

m I

.,,.

Men's Dress Shoes in
Fine Leathers

Whether you choose a liittle girls just love
soft silk frock or a more pockets in their coats
practical one of wool, and many of these smart
there is pleasure in models have them. Some
choosing one of these even have fur collars.
ultra smart models.
Just the Ihing for uil'ts.

Gift Furs
will be wholly acceptable to wife, mother or
sweetheart, to the fluff v sets for tiny girls
here are (lift Furs well eliosen.

Whether yoiiarc plan
ning to iiivc him ay
J A H.
suit, an overco.it. nr a jjl,
v
liandkerclnet or collar
J 'fo?f''it$
oiitluii. our stocks are
vj
now most eoinplete
.j
y's,s
with the things vou K i t h i j
will

These ('oats are in style (General utility, as well
with the weather and as smart stvie entered
are suitable gifts. Of intv the designing
Flush. Velours, Silver-ton- e
of these handsome
and real seal.
winter suits.

Reduction of 20

--

Apparel

Willi the help of these delight fid offerings it is
easy to choose a gift that will be joyfully received
by any member of the family or your dearest
friends.

Dresses

es

Blouses and charmingly feminine Blouses of
Jcorgctte all colors.

.Ifobes-de-su-

Gift Suggestions From the

ftg

GIFTS
For Men

I

1

e

CLUB

E-

N-

(From Farm Bureau News.)
'Hi" Stall. Club Fneampment will
be held at the State Agricultural
g
from
12th to January
17th. The winners of fird prizes in
;ol-le-

Hie

varioii.i club projects, namely:
Maurine Wright, Ophelia Hutchins
l!ee lloliannan of Itanebvale, Henry
and Marie Mi Daniels, all of Texieo,
Slater of Frio Draw, Irene Dcl.ozier
mil Eugene Gallagher of Pleasant
Hill, from this county, will meet the
first prize winners from all the otWr
counties and compete for Slate prizes.
Curry Cjunty should be very proud
of this representation at tho State
Contest and lef us hope the Curry
County boys and girls return with a
State Championship.

&WvUrW

FREE PLANS FOR CRANARIES
"Knock-dawn- "

or portable granari-

es can be used to care for wheat on
the farm, plans for which have been
published by the United States Department ot Agriculture. Th use of
those store houses often enables the
grower to market hit produce with
better profit. The plana can be obtained free on request.

iiroc mi aii iinmi'iirlnMiw sin1 riinriii-tM
.riK i,nr li not Jiuiurcuir gnu mow
nwuimcuilf; 'l tn otlirni
kAiHtufMrl nevn ni it if rkv 'Mvl krm-i i lc ,i .in -- tin itmo ii intiuill
.l
im'ltn
Inn" mil bv

flhSHtfl
jri

mil1
Jin

riM Oiin'nc
Mu

KURiUMttW.

n

Of

an h.imii.m

41-

join oiotMi uaul

rii", c nut
ni
lililí... .M.inelii'ii
Un uui uo fcxlitf-

Southwestern Drug Co.
Clovis, N. M.
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"REV. CULPEPPER RESIGNS
TUBERCULOUS
Rev. S. B. Culpepper has resigned

NEED

ai pastor of the Baptist Church at

this Place Bm' na accepted the pastorate of the Baptist Church, at
He plani to move
Texai.
with hit family to that place the first
rf next week and will take up his
work there immediately.

Sal

Well-ingto-

Rev.

Turner

L. Smith of Hurley,

Texas, was a Clovis visitor Thursday.
Ki'v. Smith is the editor, of a monthly
paper culled "The Booster" that is
published for the people of Bailey
County. Mr. Smith says the peiple
are urging him to make his paper a
weekly and he may do so at a later
date.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

:

:

KATE
lc Per Word Per Usite

Kor Sale Corn and ull kinds of
12
bundle feed. Phone 304.
A
registered Poland
lust spring pig. Call on
or address W. F. Wugner, 3 mile
north and 1 east of Clovis. Phunc

Sule

For

China boar

423

K3.

For Sale Six room house on
North Mitchell. See W. H. Davis,
owner at 400 N. Mitchell.

Auto Jack.

at

Salt of Dembtr 1st to 10th
Furnish Sptoial Nursa for

BY RELIABLE

Pigures compiled by ths American
Red Cross show that 1,417 Now Mexico boys were discharged from the
army and uavy because of physical
defects, and that or this number 468
were tuberculous. This Is In addition
to the men who wwre rejected by tTie
draft boards. The figures given only
Include men discharged ufttir they entered the service.
That 408 New Mexicans should have
been discharged hecuuse of tuberculosis Is astonishing. This Is nearly
twice the proportion for Indiana, Illi
nois und similar stutes.
It shows
elctirly that tuberculoma is on the Increase among the native people of this
stale. Those afflicted were not easterners nor the children of people who
cume here fur lung trodble.
over 50
per cent are Spanish-Americanames.
Not a sliuile county escnied. The percentage was especially large In Taos
and Mo Arriba counties, which have
been shielded from healthseekcrs coming Into New Mexico from other states.
To slop this spread of the white
plague, the New Mexico Public Health
Association hopes to receive through
the sale of Ited Cross seals enough
money to hire a specially trained tu
berculosis nurse who will take up each
one of the 4IH eases among the soldiers
and see that these boys are not becoming a i nice to their community
and that they are receiving the care
whleh will enable them to regain tin
health they sacrificed In the defense
of (heir country.

Owner can

SEALS ARE ALWAYS
SIGNS OF HAPPINESS

Other Emblems Bring Thoughts of
Battles, Camags and Suffering.

y3v
lit

I'.OI

'

MONEY SPENT IN STATE SY DIRECTORS OF NEW MKXICO PUB.

UC HEALTH

ASSOCIATION.

Contrary to the general belief, tbe
money received from the sale of Bed
Cross Christinas Meals and Health
Bonds does not no to some organiza
Hon outside New Mexico, but Ul per
cent of It Is sneiit within the state
under the supervision of the officer
mid director of the New Mexico Pub
In the list of
lie Health Association.
üuvtiity dlructnrii nud officers uro In
clude! prominent citizens from all
parís of the slate whose honesty and
ability are universally recognized.
Governor O. A. Liirrnxoln. Is pu hoti
orury yjoe president of Ihu hssocIii
lion.
Lieutenant Governor ItenJ. 1"
Pankey, "Honest Uncle lien," Is rti.il r
mu ii of the state committee, h'olui
O, Biirsimi, Socorro stockman, Is prcs
Ident of the ussoclatiou. Nathan .laf
fa, president of tbe board of regents
of the suite university ami prominent
basinet; man of lloswell, Is treasurer

-

Mi'

ROUND OAK RANGES
ROUND OAK HEATERS

FLASHLIGHTS
POCKET KNIVES
RAZORS AND SHEARS
GLASSWARE
QUEENSWARE

mii--

Dr. r. N. (
?t Albi:".il"r(pie.
of Santa Hita Ik secretary of the
ussoclutlon, with Mrs. T. 0. Roger of
Lus Vpl'us as assistant.
On the hoard of directors are such
men as Dr. Duvld Boss Boyd, former
tirMluYnt of the slate university;
Frank 11. H. Huberts of the Las Vegal
Vnrni! Jonathan H. uglier, state
.rlntcndent of nubile Instruction:
H. J. Hagermun of tl State Taxpayer' Association i W. E. Llndsey of
Portales, Eduardo M. Otero, I'uui (j.
tiMttnitnn. Chss. Sorluner. Allien (.n
Wh. President A. D. Crlle, C. N. Cot
ton, Felix Garcia. Gherson Gusdorf,
Antnnln Lucero. Dr. C. K. Waller,
Hugh H. Williams. Archbishop Due- ger, Geo. L. Ulrick und Powhatau cur

SILVERWARE

r

BOYS WAGONS
BICYCLES

'

li

Red Cross Christmas seals hato on
characteristic which no other emblem
For Sale Four room modern ran claim. They have alway bton
house, barn, good out buildings, cbse associated with happiness and victory.
in, ideal location, 3 blocks from Main The flsgs of many natloua havo been
Street. E. Peterson; at Court House. lowered In defeat. They bring memories of battle and carnage. Even
the flaming symbol of the American
For Sale A new stock of Wall Bed Cross Is associated with sufferPaper t) elote out during December ing and privation. But the Christmas ter.
seal, which bears both the American
at Paint Shop on West Grand Ave
PANKEY WOULD HAVE
Bed Cross emblem and the doubl
nue,
Hed Cross of the National Tu- HEALTH CHRI8TMA8
has always
Good second hand clothinJ 'or sule horriihiaii Association,
at clothing shop on West Grand Ave- been the sign of cheer, of Christmas Chairman of Stat Seal Sal Commit
Joy, of success In the fight against
Would Qiv Human a Much
nue.
tuberculosis and other preventable dis
Protection a Cattle.
room to ease.
For Rent Furnished
"Let's make this a health Christ
ladies. 622 North Guiding St. Up
The Christmas seal Is s peculiarly
mas." says Lieutenant Governov B. K.
appropriate holiday greeting. It hears I'ankey, stale chairman of the ted
Wanted To buy second hund a mesage of "Peace on Knrth. (loud
Cross Christmas Seal Sale Commit
Phone Will Toward Men," but also carriel tee. Here
clothing in good condition,
the way the chairman
277.
the emblems which mena an end to bulks at It :
,iu,.i. Tim two crosses It bears re
"In 11H7. we bad a war Christmns;
For Sale Pigs, weighing from 40 mind lboe who see It Ihut In Jhe In V.MS, we bud a peuce Christmas.
to
It
well
Is
Clovis,
Bickley,
M.
to 60 lbs. Jas.
midst of holiday cheer
Isn't It time now to begin conxlilenn::
remember those unfortunates who are health? The war taught us how In
New Mexico.
suffering from tuberculosis and those Vortaiit health Is In the life of any
of health matters nation. It showed us also innr
Wanted Three furnished rooms, whose Ignorance
may make them early victims of the
of our young men In the prlim
Wjlkcr-son- ,
W.
three-roiW.
house.
or
disease.
life were unfit for tullltur.v
their
of
Vkpne 232 at Commercial Hotel.
The same percentage, pro)
service.
The seals will make possible
nmong women
ngalnst tuberculosis
. Lost On Main St. or Grand Ave., strong campaign since HI per cent of ably appliesLettos neniin
change this anil give
Elrls.
and
Mexico
New
In
silk crepo do chine shirt waist. Findthe money received from their sale every boy and girl n fair Marl In life
er please leave at News office and re- will remain In the state for heulth
Sheeo Levy Five Mill.
ltc work.
ceive reward.
in the cattle business I have found
that It Is economy to spend ;i0 cent'
For Sale 1016 Model Ford, reii head look In u after the health of m
ARE
BONOS
steers. I don't see why we shouldn't
cently overhauled. First class shape HEALTH
STRONGLY ENDORSED
spend ns much for ourselves, They
for $250. Ask Fred M. Murphy at
tell fue n human life Is worth M.o.Vi.
Postoff- iLarraiolo, Pankey, Bursum and Jaffa t tlitnlc It's worth much more, but
..v.mi ni iimt low fluure n mill levy
of Bond Payable
A(
Signers
Wanted A womnn or girl to tuke
would produ
on liUl.tSK) people
Effort
Call
duy.
Health
Public
the
Only in
care of sick lady during
That Isn't u, ble
$MK),iKXI
nnnmill.v.
2tp
'
at 114 N. Csnnelly.
lew. The lew on entile Is one mill
it.,,, in, Bonds Issued In the coming
,,n Mimen n ml irimts. five mills, unit
Bed Cross Christmas seal campaign
in hogs, three and a half mills. Surcl
will
one mill Isn't too much, for hiuuii
SEAL to large contributors to the fund

ltc

wm-

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
ELECTRIC GRILLS
HOT POINT ELECTRIC IRON
WESTERN ELECTRIC WASHER
ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES
ELECTRIC RANGES
ELECTRIC ROOM HEATERS
ELECTRIC CURLING IRONS

These nun have signed the health
bonds as their endorsement of the
camlialu'li of December 1st to 101 li.
The three active vice presidents are
W. D. Murray, Silver City Imniier;
Col. Kronson M. Cutting, owner of
the Santa Fe New Mexican und donor
of the new gymnasium at the lloswell
Dr. O. T. Hyde
Military Institute,
medical director of SI. Joseph's llos
rii--

News office

and paying for this ad.

ii

SPENT IN STATE

Work Among Discharged
Soldiers,

Gilli-lan-

Found

I

SEAL SALE l.'.OÜEY

Will

Wanted To trade a new set of double buggy harness, only used once,
for a second hand burgy. J. G.
14 blocks west of old Sunshine
Bakery.
have aamt by calling

SOLDIERS
SPECIAL NURSING

Wrl

I

c

NOTICE

one-thir-

ÍíEGE

RíD CROSS

DAY

IÍÍ

ALL

SCHOOLS

Surgeon Oeneral Blue Asks
Churches Alao J..i I"
to Further Salo

That

Movo-"me-

I

ha
Surgeon General Rupert Bin
an appeal to' observe Christmas Seal Day In the schools and In
II places of worship In the United
Rtates, December 5, t and T. The appeal follows:
"Over ono hundred and fifty thousand Americans dlH annually from
tuberculosis. This Is un appalling
waste of life when we consider that
toWfuliMtn I classed as a prevent
able disease. Moreover, because, thle
loss of life occurs almost entirely In
the ranks of the young adult popular
the world
lion, health authorities
over have como to consider tho con-

trol of tubmctilosls as still the most

pressing health problem confronting
them. Every year the National Tuberculosis Association, by selling Red
Cross Christmas seals, rulses a considerable sum of money to be used In a
tunation wldo campaign to combat
efspocliU
a
year
This
berculosis.
fort la being made to Interest school
children Ir this work and December
llfth, sixth and aeventh have been
on whlch
designated a
th!
Mia ara to "be sold In thn piibuo
achoola, aynagognM and churches.
Because of the aerlousnas of th
situation, I trust that the campaign
fu
wlU bo particularly
this

yr
Cessful.

"RUPERT BLüK, Bargeon Oeneral,
Jalted State Publlo HUh Bervloo".

.intiirKcnifttt of Governor O.
Lieutenant (lovemor B.
Lnrrniolo,
A.
aocor-...- .i
V. Pankey, Holm O. Bursum or
Knitmn Jaffa of lloswell. Gov
ernor Pankey Is state chnlrman of the
men
seal sale, while the other three
ure officers of the New Mexico
in u..niih Association, which will su
money
pervlse the expenditure of the
raised by the campaign of December

liclnns.

"The Christmns seal sale Isn't foi
It's way below une mill
It's onlv JiWUKK) In New Mexico. Paint
your town red with Hed Cross Christ
Each one Is n penny
mas spiiIm.
Itu.v
.vnrili nf n, mention mill cure.
in is iihernllv. Make this a heulil
SX00.IHMI.

C

8HOPPINQ

I

rlstnm."

1st to 10th.
Governor Larraiolo

strongly supported the campulgn for the creation
of a state department of health and
lilfctter.
Is deeply Interested In health
He has voiced hi approval of the
will
Heal sale since the money raised
expended within the stute and will
furnish help to the state department
outlined,
of health In the work It ha
of the
ii. iiiirumn Is now presidentAssocla
New Mexico Public Heulth
tlon, while Mr. Jaffa is treasurer ano
wiib the first president.

Notice is hereby giv(n to all tax payers of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, that the Assessor or a Deputy will be in the respective precincts of the
County at the following named places anil dates, for the purpose of assessing
the taxable property of said county as provided by law for the year. 1920.

SIGNS

OF THE TIMES.

Holly, mistletoe and Red Cross
Christmas Senla.

FOR HEALTH ANO HAPPINESS

AMERICAN RED CROSS

Taxpayers of each precinct are hereby notified not to fail on said days to
immake their returns of property in order to avoid the 25 per cent penalty
heads
to
posed by law and in order that you may secure the exemption granted

f0

of families.

Sing a song of six pence,
Pocketful of each.
Four and twenty present
Carjful, don't lie rush.
Before your shopping's ended
He careful of your wealth.
Buy plenty of Red Cros Christmas

feals

tuberculosis
War Increase
ten fold, but the prlc of a Rod
Seal romalaf
Cros Christina
cent.

to
Persons absent from their precincts are notified to make their returns
county
and
said
the Assessor's Office at the Court House in the City of Clovis,
state on or before the first day of March, 1920.
y

health.

A BARGAIN.

1

J

-

IN 1919.

They gmird your children'

TEXICO, Jan. 6th and 7th Tripletf s Store.
BLACKTOWER, Jan. 12th L. J. Sparks home.
HAVENER, Jan. 14th Post Office.
ST. VRAIN, Jan. 16th Hollifiled Store.
MELROSE, Jan. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 Melrose Hotel.
FIELD, Jan. 26th. Post Office.
CLAUDE, Jan. 28th Post Office.
GRADY, Feb. 9th and 10th Smithson's Store.
Z. Isler's home.
BONEY, Feb 12th
'
BELLVIEW, Feb. 13thr Post Office.
HOLLENE, Feb. 16th Manning's Store.
.
HILOH, Feb. 17th Pleasant Hill Store.
Tax Assessor's office will be open to accept rendition of
taxes every week day, beginnig January 2nd, until February 28th, 1920.

George Roach, County AssV

(tI
y health and a It
HAPPY NEW YEARVi

till A!j
pr-!iT- ?ie

m

lli...JII
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Curry County
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Mail
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Alistín

re-

mittance given special attention.

Co.

122

N.Main St. Phone 49

222 S. Main St. Phone 52
(

Offers Some Exceptional Bargains for Christmas Shoppers
CANDY

SPECIALS

We have one of the largest stocks of Candies
to be found in Clovis.
(iuntlier'8 Chocolate Candv, 2 lb. box...65c
hinther's Chocolate Candy, 1 lb. box. $1.25
6 pounds Mixod Candy
$2.00

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday Specials on
Staples. We offer the following for December

APPLES
('of feet, per lm. box
Hen Pavis, por bu. box
Staymans Wine Sap, por dozen

$2.50
$2.75
40c

We have every fruit the market affords

NUTS
Pecans, per pound

25c

Knglish Walnuts, Xo.

grade, per lb

45c

Brazil Nuts, por lb

45c

Almonds, por

45c

11).

5

pounds Mixed Xuts

1

pound Mixod Xuts

$1.75
40c

$6.25

1

cans Justice Corn for

(i

lb. pail Criseo for

$1.00

Palm Olive Soap, per bar

35c

-

Armour's Star Breakfast Bacon, per lb

STEAK
Loin

$2.10

-

Remember we handle Chase and Kandborn's
Seal Brand Coffee and refund your money if
you are not pleased.

Steak per lb

Round Steak, per lb.
Shoulder Steak, per lb.

Per lb 20c

25c
25c
20c

10c
50c

PORK
Ham or side pork bv chunk per

.

lb.

I
I

30c

222 S. MAIN

I

PHONE 52

I

ij

f

ship guaranteed

THE CHURCH OF CHRIST

I Progressive
Shoe Shop
"Solicits your Business.
-

I

I

Si

f

If t

i

-

f

r

MB

Whether Cotter Pin or Complete
Overhaul

Material and workman-

-

I

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

"The Miracle man" is a powerful
pifturcsation of flesh and blind, men
and women, sinning, struggling, lov
ing, rising from the underworld into
the light. It is the story of crooked
lives made straight, of sordid lives
made bright, by the Bway of the coun
try and an old man's trust in men.
No propaganda, no creed. No "ism."
A vivid story of human hearts, told
on the screen in scenes of marvelous
variety.
Driving ahead with action
that grips and holds. Softened with
humor so true that it laughs with all
all mankind, so deep that it starts the
tears. A tale that will go straight to
your heart. See it and you'll say its
the best picture you ever saw. Pre
sented at the Lyceum Theatre, Tues
day, Wednesday, and Thursday, Do
cember 18th. 17th, and 18th.

,

l

TP"

V t
received cable from Edward
English
promoter,
"Onchran, the
one hundred and seventy-fiv- e
tJroosand djllais to meet Carpentier
hete. Also have offer from Tortor-- )
ch, the New Orleans promoter, of
en hundred and fifty thousand dollars for Dcmpsey's end to box Carpentier. Dcmpsey is making motion
Thomas Meiqhan A.
aicures here but is daing light trainTHE
MIRACLE MAN
ing every day and will be willing and
cnuij to defend his title as quick as
A 200
DRAMATIC
"'jirpi-ntie-r
or any other suitable
ENTERTAINMENT
the public demands to meet
Would
lempsey can be arranged.
"nucih prefer fighting in America than 100
100
Dramatic
Entertainoíng to Europe, but will accept the
ment.. And a Heartful Inspiration
rvst offer. With best wishes."
To Boot. That's "The Miracle
Man."
Thorn- - No. 97 for job printing.
"Just

Simple heartfelt worship, and
Rii.jere service will characterize
our work next Lord's Day. We have
planned preuching for Saturday night
at 0:30. Bible School at 10:00 Sun-daPreaching at 11:00,
morning.
and again In the evening at 6:30. All
members are especially requested to
be with us, and others will find
most hearty welcjme.
G. F. MICKEY, Minister.
y

105 S. Main Street

(i

rrervm

Trent:

Proprietor

$1.00

21

"THE PRICE IS THE THING"

Two flattering
between Jack
f'empsoy, heavyweight champion it
the world and Georges Carpentier,
European heavy weight champion,
""ve .,pt-- received by Jack Kearns,
lOempsoy's manager.
The following
fü)iBram was received today from
TJempsey's manager by the Associated

ÍF.E. Wilkerson

bars for

Swift's White Soap,

A. B. AUSTIN & CO. Inc.

I

The New

$2.40

Cudahy's Puritan Hams, lb.

BRISKIT ROAST

49

Cudahy's Compound, large pail

Dried Prunes, Apricots, Raisins, Poaches and
Figs, just arrived.

PLATE BIB ROAST
Per lb. 15c

i'hicago, I'ec. 8.
ffer for h match

ii

Sunlight Flour, per owt.

BEEF,

ACK DEMPSEY OFFERED
$175,000 FOR GREAT BOUT

J

$6.50

BEEF

I PHONE

i

Baker's Pride Flour, Per owt.

With each order for $5.00 or more of groceries
wo will soil nine pounds of suga'for $1.00.
Only $1.00 to each customer.

50c

Filbovls. per lb.

122 N. MAIN

,

1

13th, 15th and 16th.

1--

You oan 't it in mir Sales and Service Station. We are Authorized
yt
Dealers. In our stockroom, we carry every part tliat nies in to a Ford car or
Ford truck. They're genuine Ford parts too each made of the same louyh,

durahle Vanadium steel as it counterpart in the Ford car. Our special Ford
repair shop is thoroughly equipped with specially designed tools and
minute machinery ho that repairs, adjustments, or complete overalls for Ford
cars can be handled promptly and efficiently.
Our mechanics who will do the work on your Ford earn, or trucks, understand
the Ford mechanism and know the right way to tune it up. And for the work
you will pay only the reasonable Ford prices.
up-to-t-

We arc a part of the Rig Ford Family and not only repair Fords hut sell
them as well. Wo have more than a passing interest in the service we g".ve you.
Drive to our garage when your Ford needs repairing. For safety's sake íia ,o
the Authorized Ford dealer do it.

Jones & Lindley
Agents

'

OPERATING HIGHWAY GARAGE
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afternoon at the home of Mrs.
An interesting program was
carried out.
Subject:
New Mexici.
Roll cull wus answered with artists
and writers of New Mexico.
Mrs. McCullough gave a brief history of New Mexico.
Natural resources Mrs. Board.
Mrs. Young gave a review of Ben
Hur.
At the close of the meeting the
club sang "Oh. Fair New Mexico."
The club adjourned to meet Do;.
23rd with Mrs. Kuykendull.
Holl-fiel-

ixtures For Sale!
All Fixtures Now In Store at

JACKMAN'S

Make This An Old
Fashioned Christmas
'Lot the jovous, unselfish spirit of this hallowed period
spread broadcast as a token of our reverence for Peace.
We have Prosperity and Peace! What a time for the
cheery warmth, the wholesome gayety, of the older Yule-tid- e
lays the joy of giving; the happiness of home; the
cordiality of greeting; the atmosphere of life in its exuberance and plenty.
t,,e.i
Let us have a Christmas
and merrv.

ARE ON SALE, CONSISTING OF
CARMEN HAVE

Safe

1

ENTERTAINMENT

Cash uYtfstor, National
ó Silent Show Cases
1

ed

last Saturday evening the
Brotherhood of Railway Carmen gave
a
Meeting," inviting
the families of all the members. The
entertainment committee prepared a
delicious luncheon composed of sand
wiches, pickles, coffee, cake, pie and!
chewing gum, the men preparing and
serving the lunch themselves.
The
entertainment was' held at the Labjr
.Temple and a large crowd was in at- tendance.
All reported a most en
Joyablo time. There was such an
abundance of food left over that it
was decided to distribute it among
the needy so the committee got the
names rom the local Associated
Charity organization and distributed
the food.
On

Clothinji Cases
Tripplo Mirror
1 Single Mirror
22 Counters and Tahles
7."0 Dollars worth of Shelving
:
Paper Hacks
1 Hevolving Rack
1 Clothing
ack
2 '.oiling Ladders
1 Stove

2
1

,

1

HatCase

:l

Chairs

1

High Ol'fir,. Chair,

L

,
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MERRY MATRONS CLUB
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YOUNG MATRONS

BRIDGE CLUB

The Merry Matrons Club met with
The Young Matrons Bridge Club
Mn. Jno. O. Pritchard Tuesday aft- will meet Friday afternoon with Mrs.
ernoon of this week. Dainty refresh- Joe Skarda.
ments were served.
THURSDAY AUCTION CLUB
FRIDAY EVENING AUCTION
The Thursday Auction Club met
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Scheurich were with Mrs. F. B. Herod last week with
tí for the Friday Evening Auction Mrs. Hackney the only club guest.
ub last week.
Dinner was served Mrs. John Barry won the prize.
.' 7:00 o'clock, after which all en-- j Painty refreshments were served.
i'il cards.
Mr. J. II. Harry and
PROGRESS CLUB
Vr. W. H. Duckworth being the for-- i
unite players for the evening were
The Progress Club met Tuesduy
l1. recipients of the prizes.
V

I

M.w

jT- -

J. A. Kelsey and Miss Verna Ward
of Vaughn were married at that place
last Friday by the pastor of the Bap
list Church of Vaughn. Mr. Kelsey
is well known In Clovis as he formerly
worked for the Santa Fe here. The
young couple will move to Clovis
after the 15th and Mr. Kelsey will
be employed with the Santa Fe at
this place.

Lost Oo;d watch, hunting case
Finder please return to News office,
Up
M. W. Puge.

No

able you to make a selection that will characterize style,

comfort, service and distinction; yet at a price that is
tirely reiisonablc.
in a good

Let ns fit each

pair of shoes before the holidays; it will make

von have a happier Christmas.

Shoes Make Excellent Christmas Gifts

Clovis, N. M.

Shoe Repairing A Speciality

DAY JUST

Festivities

or

UKE ANY OTHER

Somewhat Better for Young-ite- r
New Amsterdam Holiday
Observance Toyleia In the Colonies In Seventeenth Century

Condition

In

en-

member of your family

Christmas

Gifts for Children in Massachusetts in Early Days

What is more useful than a good pair of solid comfort
en-

y ft

Our Toyland is a veritable paradise for the children,
with its hundreds of toys and playthings from which they
get so much pleasure and profit.
There are real educational toys such as mechanical, construction or builder outfits. There are nursery toys for
the tiny tots, and dolls for the little girl. Besides there are
games, wagons, buggies, tutos, children's books 'n

For Sale Fourteen geod burros,
from $2.00 to $10.00. Tame and well
trained. Luo O'Connell, at Tennessee
2tc
Hotel, West Hagernian,

Our constantly increasing stock of shoes will

rr,

Children miist nave to jrs to play with
that is the way their minds are developed.

PURITAN FATHERS

shoes?

,

Toy Are an Essential To Childhood Life

What better Christmas present for
year's suba friend this year than
Send It to the
scription to the New
folks back yonder. It will be 52 let
ten from Gov' and they will ap
prcciate it.
tf

SAIITA BAliílED BY

Cross

J.

r 3 A:

RODES-BRADLE-

y--:

- -

em.
Km

MARRIED AT VAUGHN

"
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In the early lny of tills country'
history Clirlstimi festivities were not
generally observed mid poor nlil "Snn-t- u
Clans," muí nil lie represents, hud
a linril time of it.
In Massiiclinsetts the observation nf
:
Christum wns utterly denounced ns
I
mi evil, ungodly mid pernicious cus
tom, nnd nny child dnrltik' to think of
ns much ns ft plum pudilliiK on that
'
tiny would niiikc herself llnhle to re
along;
All
proof liy the authorities.
e
const,
the stern nnd rock-hounAmes writes In the Chiirchnimi,
the only OirlNttnus trees In the duys
nf the I'urltnn domination were those
that nature had plnntetl titer nnd had
adorned with fleecy snow. The fli
burned brightly on the open hearths,
but as far as the children knew
Christmas wa just like any other day
Kven after the l'ur-Ito-n
tu the rale'-dur- .
reaction aun Inst the forms and
customs of the old church had spent

Itself to some extent the children of
the seventeenth century still expected
no lilfts In honor of the birth of Christ.
In New AniNterdmn the outlook wns
little better for the children. The
Hollanders had brought with tliein
their St. Nicholas, and his hlrthdny
was celebrated Joyously by youmt mid
old Just before Christmas, but Christ-inn- s
Of course,
wa also observed.
they had not muny real toys as we
know them today, but In the shoe
that the little Hollander set by the
fireplace In the shining kitchen, which
was also the living room, were homemade gifts. Many of these were of
useful character, such as hand knit
cap and mittens, but now aod then
skillful Hollander would carve
boat such as that which
model of

t

CO.

Y

A beautiful assortment of rug at
Clovis Furniture Co., successors to
R. H. Crook.

had firoiik'ht them uTííew Amsterdam,
or a miniature chest df drawers, an!f
one can fancy the recipients showing
these with pride to the wondering
little Indian boys and girls when they
came to be on terms of sufficient amity with them for such conferences.
In Virginia, where the church of

England was strong and Its adherent
steadfastly observed the holidays a
In the home country, there was alway
more of the Christinas spirit and abundant cheer and merrymaking than
Here the
elsewhere at this season.
Yule log held Its place dnd here were
the cuines and the feasting that made
It Indeed the merry season of the year.
Later when New Amsterdam became
New York and the Kngllsh enme Into power the character nf the Christina holiday was changed somewhat,
nlthouiih the Ititch Inlliieure continued dominant for many year.
Throughout the colonies in the sevcenturies
enteenth nnd eighteenth
toys were tin almost unknown factor,
but wherever Christmas observations
were not frowned upon by religion,
feasting and good cheer were aliiin- (In nt, and bond and free, rich mid poor,
old mid young, shared In the games,
iihiindmit fooil and genial atmosphere.
In the eighteenth century toys began
to make their nppcurnncc In the col- - j
mile. Some of them were brought
from over sens and had the enchant
ing quality of novelty. Mttle girls
who had helped to mother their younger brothers and sister were delighted
with doll that were all Jhelr own,
to fondle and coddle. A toy wa
thing to be cherished In those days.
Rome of the gifts were of real Intrinsic value, for the (hipping and
trading were growing to be Important
factors In the colonies, and uien
brought treasures of all kind from
the far Kast to the seaports, whence
flicy were distributed to other parts
of the colonies. The war for Independence Interrupted this and the chilnnd
dren shared In the
deprivations that were undergone by
II the families living In the colonies
at that time. When soldiers were
starving at Valley Forge there was
little thought In their homes of Christmas merrymakings and little out of
which to provide It.
After the wnr there were still lean
years, but by the opening of the nineteenth century peace and plenty
rolled upon the land and Santa Claus
found It safe to resume his visit ind
make hit distributions.

NOTICE TO ALL
PRATOR1ANS
You will please pay your due
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,

Recorder,
Bank.

H. E. Cnrlisle, Recorder
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The Japanese Give Good Example
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Job Printing at the Newt Office.

at Clovis National

that beauty uf
fuco and figuro dupe ml
womanly
.'h'stsv mi ii on
health.
What is it
that inukos our
American women often pole,
sallow-face-

1

I'll

d,

with dark circles under the
eves, and very
oiten old at

they should bo
in their ptimeT
Women suf-

fer in girlhood

from back

ache, spine-ac- he
and headaches, followed
by irregularities and as a result disease
of the womanly organs are more common
than any one but a physician in active
practice could suppose.
After long experience in the treatment
of women's diseases. Dr. 1'ieree evolved a
vegetable tonio and corrective which ha
called Dr. Pierce's Favorite Proscription.
This is a purely vcgetnble preparation,
without a particle of alcohol contained

bit:

When a woman complains of backache,
dizziness or pain when everything looks
black before her eyes a dragging feeling,
or bearing-dowwith nervousness, aiie
should turn to this "temperance" herbal
tonio. It can be obtained in almost every
drug store in the land and the ir jnxlionw
are printed in plain KnglLtb. on tlia
Put up in tablets or liquid.
wrapper.
Dr. Pierce, of Invalida Hotel, Búllalo,
N. Y., will send a trial aiM gi tla
tftlleU for toa oeaU..
. .

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
follows:
To procure a judgment of said
íñ"thí District Court of Curry Coun- Court finding and declaring the plainof
Skarda Hardware Company of Clovis
tiff to be the owner in
ty, New Mexico.
The
It Taken Ovar by CarUbad Con- C. F. Doughton, Plaintiff.
the following
and
cern Thirty Tousand Dollar Deal
East half of Section Twenty-nin'
No. 1555
vs
Gao. O. Robarti to ba Manager.
the South half of Section Twenty, all
The Socarro State Bank, of Socorro,
in Township Four North of Range
of the County of Socorro, State of Thirty-on- e
this
town
reached
The new has
East of the New Mexico
New Mexico, a corporation, Rob- c
week that the
Principal Meridian in Curry County,
. 1 rpi
1.
am
Hardware Company has purchased a
A. Thomas,
third store to add to their string,
ulling a mortgage made and execut- Fred K Caok. lso
A. Thomas
ComHardware
Skarda
of
the
that
chareí g c,ark and Mee
known a. F. K. Cook, Charle
pany, at Clovis, New Mexico.
Clark also known as Chas. S. Bank and mortgaKng the Sauth East
The deal was closed last week at
Clark, Millie Clark, also known as,quartcr of Md Scction Twenty-nin- e
Cbvis, during a conference between
Mrs. Millie Clark, Joseph G. Shrum whch 8ai(, mort(fnKC d!ed
S. I. Roberts, F. L. Dearborns and
t rcc0rded
also known as J. G. Shrum, Fbyd jn Book
George L. Roberts, who will be the
pft(fe 33 of the rccordg of
Shrum, Mattie Shrum, Mrs. A. C. Mortpae Deeds of Curry County,
manager for the concern, and the
Shrum, also know as Attic C. Ncw Mt.xic0( and annunngr ana
Skarda Brothers, present proprietors.
Maude Shrum, the un- - '
The stock and fixtures arc valued at
1n(f a mortgage deed made and
of any deceased per- - execuU,d by Oharlt-sPossession
heirs
known
thirty thousand dollars.
S. Clark and
son, and the unknown claimants of M(,,lie clark( hjg wifC) to Fred K
will not be given until the first day of
.
interest in me premises auverse to,- - .
the new year, nlthiugh George RobRobert
Thomas mort
plaintiff, Defendants,
erts will shortly return to Clovis and
gaging said South cast quarter of
become one of the working force in
To the defendants Robert A. Thom said Section Twenty-nin- e
which said
Jhe store with the Skarda Hardware as, also known as R. A. Thomas, also mortgage deed is recorded in Book
Company.
known as Robt. A. Thomas, Fred K. a( paK0 75 of the Records of Mort- came about pri- Cook, also known as F. K. Cook,1Ka(?e Deeds of Curry County, New
This purchase
marily through the desire of the
Charks S. Clark, also known as Chas. Mexico, and correcting the certifiCompany to secure an S. Clark, Mellie Clark, also known as cate of acknowledgement attached
outlet for the sale of the Moline Mrs. Mellie Clark, Joseph G. Shrum, to a deed made and ekecuted by Chas.
Tractor in the wheat country of east- also known as J. G. Shrum, Floyd S. Clark and Mellie Clark, his wife,
ern New Mexico. George Roberts has Shrum, Muttie Shrum, Mrs. A. C. conveying the said South east quarter
'teen in Clovis for several months, Shrum, also known as Attie C. Shrum, of said Section Twenty-nin- e
to J. G.
pushing the sale of the
Maude Shrum, the unknown heirs of Shrum which said deed is recorded in
steel mule, and soon found that a por- - any diseased person and the un- - Book 10, page 540 of the records of
manent agency should be maintained known claimants oi interests in tns Deeds of Curry County, Ncw MexThe Skarda premises adverse to the plaintiff in ico; and to procure a further judgIn that r.cighborhoDd.
Company wishing to sell its hardware the above suit:
ment of said Court finding that the
Jmsinoss, the opportunity to secure
also
You will take notice that a suit has defendant Mrs. A. C. Shrum,
this entry into a big farming district been filed against you and is now known as Attie C. Shrum is and was
was readily grasped, and the pur- pending in the District Court of the at all times when her name appears
ttin
thá v.v.w nf
chase of the business followed. Due Fifth Judicial District 'in and for mw
.ti.. ..Mtk
tl.li niv title
to the recent rains the dry farmers Curry County, New Mexico, in which foregoing
e
or any part
.
a
Ml '
...a
ll
In that neighborhood look f Dr a good C. F. Doughton
is plaintm ano i ne thereof, the wne oi me
aeienaani
growing season in 1920 and the pur- Socorro State Bank, of Socorro, of Joseph G. Shrum, and also finding
chase seems to have been made at a the County of Socorro, State of New that the names Robert A. Thomas, R.
good time.
Robert A. A. Thomas and Robt. A. Thomas
corporation,
Mexico,
The company plans an extension of
also known as R. A. Thomas, fer to, mean and are one and the
g
their saddlery business in the
also known as Robt.A.Thomas.Fred K. same identical person, that the
regions along the cut off as Cook, also known as F. K. Cook, names Fred K. Cook, and F. K. Cook
toon as they can obtain a sufficient Charles S. Clark, also known as Chas, refer to, mean and are one and the
number of saddles to supply the de- S. Clark, Mellie Clark, also known as same Identical person, that the names
mand, which is steadily increasing Mrs. Mellie Clark, Joseph G. Shruih, Charles S. Clark and Chas. S. Clark
locally, three men now being employ- also known as J. G. Shrum, Floyd refer to, mean and are one and the
ed In the saddlery shop of the con- Shrum. Mattie Shrum, Mrs. A. C. same Identical person, that the names
cern. Carlsbad Current.
Shrum, also known as Attie C. Shrum, Mellie Clark and Mrs. Mellie Clark
Maude Shrum, the unknown heirs of refer to, mean and are one and the
NOTICE
any deceased person, and the un- - same identical epraon, that the names
known claimants of interests in the Joseph G. Shrum and J. G. Shrum
There will be an election of officers
premises adverse to the plaintiff are refer to, mean and are one and the
of the Order of Eastern Star at the defendants and Numbered 1555 on same identical person, that the names
Masonic Hall, Friday night, Dec. 12.
A. C. Shrum and Attie C.
Mrs.
the Docket of said Court.
All members are requested to attend.
You are further notified that the Shrum refer to, mean and are one
general objects of said suit are as and same Identical person, th?
Phone No. 97 for job printing.
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NOTICE OF SUIT

CO.
ROBERTSDEARBORNE
BUYS THIRD STORE
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stock-raisin-

Every member of the family will get the enjoyment out of the useful presents you ran get at our store. This would be a most appropriate time to seleet
that 'choice piece of furniture for the home. We offer the following suggestions
and have many, many other things justas appropriate.
Dining Koom Tables
Dining Koom Chairs
Cedar Chests in endless variety
Workers, all styles and prices
High Chairs and Small Rockers for the
Children.
Hugs, in all sizes
Dressers completed suits or odd suits.
sc.

,

Our reputation of cloven years dealing in Clovis is behind everything we
The verv best values for your money can be depended on when you buy

of us.

real-estat-

m

1

SPECIAL We have a fine line of baby carriages on which we will give 20
per cent off.

!

Magic City Furniture

!

& Undertaking Co.
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"THE HOUSE THAT QUALITY BUILT"
Johnson Brothers

Everything New

61

eese Bros. Africanders.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH
wife of the defendant Joseph G.
Shrum, whenever and whccvir snid
HAVENER ITEMS
names are used in connection with the
At the regular monthly meeting of
fallowing
to
the
title
the hoard of ciders mid (It aeons hint
The Eust half of Section
Tweiity-ninand the South half of Lord's Day a resolution was passed
Mr. I'hnrley Salyer ot Springfield,
Section Twenty, all in Township Four recommending that the Christiun Mo., who formerly lived near
here.
East of Standard be taken by eaeh family of is
North of Range Thirty-on- e
visiting ol'l friends and looking
Meridian,
the New Mexico Principal
the congregation. J. T. Stalcup was 'after his farm interests.
in Curry County, New Mexico, or any
made chairman of the committee hav
Born To Mr. and Mrs. Ben Chrispart thereof and to procure a furthtian, a baby girl.
ing this in charge,
establishing
plaintiff's
judgment
er
A giod sized crowd attended tho
The Y. P. S. C. E. held an enthus-- '
and his estate in
titl; in
singing
at the school house Sunday
p.
meeting
ftfIS
helpful
and
iastlc
at
the
against
property
said
and to
real
night.
advorsc claims of defendants, and m. Plan to attend these meetings.
A number of girl friends took din
Although some of the Juniors were
barring and forever estopping de-- j
fondants from having or claiming any pick, we had eight boys and ten girls ner with the Minses Eula and Rcnu
right or title to said real property in attendance at 3:00 p. m. lust Sun- Mickey last Sunday.
A debate, "Resolved that the world
adverso to uluintif f anil forever day.
is
School,
growing better" will be given at
effithe
under
Bible
plaintiff's
The
rest
setting
at
and
quieting
cient leadership of Mr. Harrison, de- - the si'hool honre next Saturday night.
title it snid rcnl property.
Henry and Hewey fohelman arrivYou are further notified that if cided to give a program and Christ- ed home list Friday night from their
and $100 to
you fail to appear or plead in this mas Tree on He c.
trip to Pudental, N. M.
on or before the 2nd day of vide for this was raised.
Preparations are being made for a
will
bej Wc can't tell very far ahend
February, 1920, judgment
apain"t you in raid cause by er services will be "r"d hot" or nut, Christmas tree and program to bo
default, and the plaintiff will apply while coal is scarce. Dut we promise given on Christmas Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Horn gave a party
to the Court for the relief sought in to have it warm next Sunday at all
the services and you are welcome. At- for the young people last Saturday
the complaint herein.
night, which was much enjoyed by
is Attorney for tendance is growing steadily.
W. A. Havener
I. N. JETT, Minister.
all attending.
and busiPlaintiff, and his
ness address is Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof, I have here
unto set my hand und affixed the seal
of said Court this 10th day of December, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
real-estat-
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DELUXE THEATRE
TWO-NIGHT-

12-ll--

DE LUXE THEATRE
Reese Bros. Africanders, an all col
ored minstrel show will came to the
Do Luxe Theatre next Wednesday
A show
and Thursday, Dec.
that will take you back' to the South
before the war. Real harmony singing in good old plantation melodies
Real
nn well as uo to date songs.
dancing, ns only real darkies can
dance. And jokes that will make yju
forget your troubles, laugh till your
sides ache. Not old stale jokes but
right up to the minute clean jokes.
Popular prices will prevail. If you
like a real all colored minstrel show,
real darkies, real singing, real dancing, real comedy, don't miss Reese
Remember the
Africanders.
Bros.
dale, Wednesday and Thursday, Dec.
17 and 18.
17-1-

Wednesday and Thursday, December 17th and 18th

The Classy, Clean,
Colored Minstrel Shqw.
Up-To-The-Min-

ute

All

Real Southern Plantation Songs

Real Dancing

Up-To-Da-

Dont Miss This

Popular Prices.
"WSF"

--

te

Jokes.

The Best of The Season

Remember The Date

I have started my Raloigh wagon
and will be on the road at all times
with a full line f goods. R. H. Snol-lln218 North Connelly St., Phone
278.
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Wc liavc a nico wlcHinn of cniuly, nuts ntul fruits
fur the holiday trade and you can find just what you
want for the Christmas stocking here. Wo have reMeat Market to our
cently added an
(Iroccry and solicit n share of your patronage.
up-to-da- te

Guy & Anderson
Successors to O. E. Klien
GROCERIES AND MEATS
Phone 22

THURSDAY,' DECEMBER

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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the Burnett-Johr.ao- n
Company machine was threshing, but it is operated
with a gasoline engine.
J. H. Heliley took a share in the
company thresher last week. The
machine is a "Reeves" 36 inch.
, There was singing at J. W. Shaver's Sunday night.
J. C. Woods and son, Leo, made a
trip to Hereford this week with two
wagon loads of wheat.
Each were
e
driving
teams
J. W. Shaver and family intend to
move tq the B. L. Hawk place in the
near future.
Just ico Leach is working for Mr.

I
raraiei

We buy your produce at the highest market price
and will absolutely sell you your groceries at a figure

that will save you money. This is not idle
,

can do it, simply because we sell for cash.. When
you come to town with a load of wheat, let us load

Co,

lililí

Mml-

Mrs.. L. C. Tillman visited Mrs.
Ialer Monday.
Will Brown and Coida Martin left
Monday morning in a Ford for Elephant Butte Dum. They were going
via El Paso.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Leach spent
Saturday nk'ht with their daughter.
Mios Ruby Hendrix, at Clovia. They
report a fine baby girl at the Hendrix
home.
Messrs. Will Johnston, Foster Scott
Charley Yell and Kenneth Vandeven-dc- r
each bought a new truck at Clo-vlast week.
Bert Sharp, Sam Jennings, F. M.
Blair and Ami Rodgers each made a
trip to Tucumcari and brought home
coal.
is

McFARLIN OLD STAND

L

b

CamerDn.

you out with a fall bill of groceries.

M.

191

four-hors-

talkwe

I

Phone 43

II,

Joseph j. dovlingw betty compsonu
George LoaneTuckers'The Miracle .Man1
JlQaramouny&rtcrafl Qiclm

'

and James Miller sold their
Rose, assuming the role of a sweet
Ford car last week to some boys, who j "The Miracle Mun" crowds Into ono
gave them a check for $350 on a bank picture more experience, good and innocent, pretends to be a distant
at Lubbock. They took the car tli bad, than moat people know in a life relative of the healer and goes to live
Grady and traded it to Standf ield's . time. The story begins in New York's in his cottage. The "Frog", a
cripple, crawls to the patriarch
for another car. giving another check ( Chinatown, where a gang of clever
of $150 for difference, on the same crooks the "Frog" the "Dope", Tom untwists himself before a gaping
bank. The Miller boys and Mr. Stan-fiel- d Burke and his girl, Rose conduct a crowd and walks. The "Dope" acts
sent their checks to the bank at thriving business fleecing slumming as "promoter of miracles" and Burke
accepts the contributions.
Lubbock and received word that there parties.
But to the amazement of the rog- One day Búrke reads of an aged
was no such named persons with money in their bank. They also bought blind and deaf man up in the coun- ues, the old man's simple belief works
about $25 worth of repairs at the try, who is said to heal the ailing by wonders. They find their faith bringgarage at Grady and gave another faith. He decides to exploit the ing happiness to hundreds. One by
'
check on the same bank. The 'one "fake" and, with the help of his pals, one, Burke loses his own gang. The
who signed the checks gave his name make rich pickings from the "Miracle girl pretending to be good, becomes
i good.
In their new surroundings,
as Harper.
Man's" gullible patients.
Lee

(Luther) Lynn

coun-erfe-

CAMERON

NEWS

Lee Watkins told
half section of
land to Mr. Bunch for $4,000, and
bought
section from Mr, Blair for
$15 per acre or $9,600.
Rev. Hatfiled of San Jon attended

J. Z. Isler's ia)c Monday.
Quite a number of loads of wheat
were taken to Hereford Monday from
here.
Mr. and Mrt. Lee Watkini, and Mr.
and Mrs. Reid Ialer took dinner Sunday with Mr. and Mra. Height.
Notwithstanding the scarcity of
coal, this week opened with two big
coal engines threshing wheat. Also

it

the "Frog" and the "Dope" grow
of their old selves sito Men. Throve
jealously and suffering and the gea '
tie influence of the "Miracle Maa"
even hardened cynical Burke lean,
that monty and vice are not enoutk.
The end is a happy beginning
and Rose, for the "Dope" and
bride, for the '"Frog" and hsa.
war
little "adopted mother" ol
''
road that goes, straight
"The "Miracle Man" Is a pictur it;
the greatest sense great. See it sua I
you'll say its the best picture yea i
ever saw. Presented at tbe Ljrwsa:
Theatre, Tuesday. Wednesday aasV
Thursday, December 16, 17, and ML.
foe-To- m
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It is very earnestly desired that aK
those who have not yet paid
made in the recent Salvar!
Army Home Service drive in
see Mr. Armond MamfeU
his store and pay the amount pfcd(reL
State headquarters must be closest
before the 20th of this month.
T. J. MABRY.
State Chairman, Albuquerque
theit-pledg-

Corry-Count-

y,

at

.

Job Prlntlug at the News

Office--.

Ten Commandments

f

RESENTS THAT VILL PLEASE
You will find them at our store

Yon know from

L

i'c

'

that nothing really takes the la'0 of Jcwolry as
a rciiicinhrani c.

-

JJ

m
m

is

Jfor nges it has hvvn recognized as the

gift of all gifts. This year we can please the most exacting
in

giftsor hig.jili le,(il(l

and young. Our sto''k of watches

wnsMvtchcs, cut glass, enihleni pins, china. Ivory goods,
toilet sets and .Jewel rv Novelties.

We have the most

17-2-

com- -

plcte stock ever brought to Clovis and insist that you buy

9?

now and let us lay aside your gift until Christmas.

f

A Suitable Present
for EveryMember of
the Family
112

N.MAIN ST.

CLOVIS, N. MEX.

mi'

Why do bankers, en
Question.
dorse life insurance? Answer. Be
cause it stabilizes business and protects homes.
Q. Why do so many people carry
their insurance with the Kansas. City- Life? A. Because it is one of
progressive, well established legat
reserve old line companies.
Q. What amount of business d&
the Ranpos City Life do in New Me- aico last year (1918)? A. 1,00,0OQll
Q. What amount of insurance has
this company in force today in thaUnited States. A. $175,000,000.
Q. Of the eighty western old ITn
C' mpank'S (located west of the Mis
sissippi), whut company W in tbsr- production of new business Inst yearf"
A. The Kansna City Life, with a production of $41,695,627.
Q. If I have a policy with one
old line comthose
panies, can I better myself by dropping It and taking one with another-companyA. No. Stay with what yosv
have and buy more as you are able.
Q. What forms of policy does tha-C. Life issue? Ten, Fifteen and)'
Twenty-yea- r
Endowment; Ten, Fifteen and twenty Pay Life; Ordinary-Life- ,
etc. Family Income Policy thatr
pays your family $100.00 per montas,
for ten years,
W will be glad to furnish yos
information opon request.

tto

A Beautiful Selection of Diamonds

Where Quality
is the Motto.

Drawn by a committee of the Na
tional Bankers Association for
of one's financial life ait
St. Louis, Oct. 18, 1919.
1. Make a budget.
2. Keep an intelligent record ot
expenditures.
3. Have a bank account.
4. CARRY LIFE INSURANCE.".
5. Make a will.
6. Own your own home eventually
7. Pay your bills promptly.
8. Invest in War Savings Stamp
and other govemnv nt securities.
9. Spend less than you earn,
10. Share with others. Thrift without benovelence is a doubtful blcaa
ing.
(The bankers have also designated!
1920, as NATIONAL
January
THRIFT WEEK, when special strews
will be given these ten commandments throughout the United States.

?

1m

al

R. M. HALL
62
Phone 173

N. Aileir

CbU, tL Kt.
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Christmas
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i CHOOSING GIFTS is very perplexing, yet it is a very satisfying
pleasure, because of the knowledge that each selection will be
your private messenger of good will and what would Christmas
be without that.
Each article in' this list of Christmas remembrances will strike
the chord of the Christmas spirit in the heart of every recipient.
Have You Seen the

Christmas Sale

Newest Sweaters?

Suits
Coats, Dresses
and Blouses

If you have recently

in-

spected our display, you can
confidently answer "Yes."
For the newest winter styles
are shown here, in an abundance that assures every woman an individually becoming and wholly satisfactory
model. Many women are
going to give and receive a
new sweater as a Christmas
present. Those who will be
most satisfied are those
whose sweaters will have
been purchased here.

Negligees
FOR GIFTS
Elcpant Silk Filet Lace
e
with yellow
georgette under waist aril
accordian pleated crepe de
chine skirt. A gift that will
please the most particular
Over-Blous-

woman.

Silk Kimonas

New Ideas in Silk
and Dress Goods for
Gift Giving
The gift of a dress pattern
of fine silks or dress goods
is both sensible and practical
and it is one that is sure of a
libarty! welcome. We have a
superior collection of fine
fabrics for your selection.
Every desirable weave, pattern and coloring is here.
Materials for every purse
and purpose arc here, and
prices are pleasingly reasonable.

This will enable you to
purchase what you need to
finish out your Christmas
list at a big saving These
garments are all of the very
newest styles. They will
give complete satisfaction
and make gifts that will
please.

Turquoise blue crepe de
chine and flowered silk .kimonas just arrived.

Silk Pajamas and
Billis Burkes

Ba'oies may not know that
Christmas is being celebrat-cd- ,

Crepe d elüne pajamas,
lace trimmed. Just what the
young lady wants for Christmas.
Pink Satin Billv

Burke's.

Satin and crepe de chine
Teddies; prices ijsi.50 to $9.00
Crepe de chine (Jowns;
pretty enough for "My
Lady's Hope Chest.". '
A wonderful assortment
of Camisoles in flesh ami the
rich dark colors.
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Handkerchiefs
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OOBBS' STÜTEMENT

1 ll

SITUATION

City Manager Oscar Dobbi is now

completely in charge of the coal situation In Clovis and has been since
last Friday morning when he was appointed local fuel administrator. Mr.
Pobbs gives the News the following
statement in regard to fuel conditions
Clovis News,

dovis,

New Mexico.
Jentlemen :
I hand you herewith report of coal
applications rcceiwl and permits
granted for the week ending Decera-te- r
9th, 1919.
Applications received, 236.
Applications denied, 8.
Applications granted for reduced
mount, 62.
Applications granted as receiv- -

a.

i7.

Total

inn

,

applications granted, 228.

FOR GIFTS

Of Excellent Yarns
Another mighty pleasant
and sensible gift for the

-

i

Hose

Sweater Coats

Our handkerchief section
is all a flutter with myriads
of dainty little squares. And
they make- such practical
gifts for sending away.
Many a foreign country is
represented in this extensive
collection. There are dainty
lace and
kerchiefs, some machine

I

hÁÜ

lPMVmiWPi
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and coat.

Does Not Include

hahd-embroider-

HI.
ii'

But priced so moderately
as to call forth comment in
the way of a denial by women who have heard so much
about the high cost of dress,
when these evening dresses
and dinner gowns have been
seen and examined. These
dresses should be of special
interest to those making preparation for the coming social festivities.

Are calling for sweater
suits for the little tots. This
store completed early its selection of sweaters and
sweater suits. Keach set is
complete with rap, leggins

What Christmas

but mothers do; and anything you give baby on
Christmas wilt certainly receive its due share of appreciation from the mother. We
have plenty of useful gifts
for Baby things that are
dainty and attractive afid
that need not be expensive.

Kvery woman appreciates
for a gift. Silk hose, all
colors and all prices. V.'e
have silk hose for the baby
and the girl as well as the
grown woman.
hose

child who loves to play outdoors on bright winter days.
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with
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deli-
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cate colored hems, some with
prints over the fabric in different motifs and many
other effects.
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Of the 228 permits granted 121
were granted for delivery within the
city for a total 107,950 pounds or an
average of 892.15 pounds for each
permit granted in the city, and 107
permita were granted for delivery
outside the city for a total of 95,150
'pounds or an average of 880.84
pounds for each permit granted outside the city, or a total or all permits granted of 203,100 pounds.
An alphabetical list of all permits
granted la being kept and no additional permit will be granted until a
reasonable time has elapsed since the
last permit was granted, which time
shall be based on the use of not more
than 75 psunds of coal per day for
residence use, and for office or business places it shall be optional as to
the amount, if any, which shall be
permitted, but in no case, either' for
residence or business hoiibes will a
permit be issued lor moro than 1000
pounds, and persons living within the
city ha in as n.uch as 600 pound
on hand Muld rot ask for a permit
for more, but persons living a considerable distanco from town who

rr

,

r
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have not more than 500 on hand ninv
be allowed an amount sufficient to
make them 1000 pounds.
There is no coal for sale in the
city today, nor has there been any
for several days. All the 'lumber
yards have coal in transit but it is
impossible to ay when It will arrive
here, and furt&er it is impossibto to
say when it will be released when it
does arrive, so verything considered
it cannot be laid that the coal situation is any better than it has been.
The coal aopply of the water and
light plant is only sufficient for 5 or
6 days, and more coal Is having to be
used than should be on account of so
much water being wasted, and all
consumers' attention is called to the
fact that their service will be discontinued if it is found that they nre
wasting water.
OSCAR DO BBS.
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METHODIST CHURCH
At the Methodist Church, Dec. 14,
1919. Sunday morning 9:45. Last
Sunday we had a great school, the report showed 855, come and help make
It 400 this Sunday.
If you don't believe the men and women are somlng
just come and see.
Preaching morning and evening by
the Pastor, Rev. R. B. Freeman. Subject at 11 a. m., "Is Christianity Real
or Imaginary?" Subject at 7 p. m.
"Three Things Necessary." 6 p. m.
League.
Senior Epworth
Prayer
meeting Wednesday evening at 7 p.
m. Choir practice at 8 p. m. Good
music and a hearty welcome awaits
you at all these services.

NOTICE
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Jiienaall Dry Goods Co.
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of True Elegance

Days

Don't Forget the
Baby at Christmas
Time

1.

Fashionable
Gowns

These Brisk Winter

FOR GIFTS

'

J

u

u

TO OUR PATRONS

I

.

We have sold our Dry Goods estabRaiular Communication
lishment to the parties now in charge,
CLOVIS LODGE, A. F, A A. M.
and take this opportunity to thank
Tuuday, De. 16th
you for your loyal and highly appreDfr Work '
ciated patronage while we were In
A., J. Whiting, Secretary.
business. We strived hard to make it
possible for you to buy at our store
the most for your money, and the
way yju responded
was clearly
shown by the amount of business we
were doing before selling out. We
RtuUr Meeting
hope again in the future, and not far
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
we
distant
trust, that we again will
Will be held at Masonic Hatl
be in business to serve you and on a
Monday Evening, Dae 15th
much larger scalo.
at 8:00 O'clock.
Extending to you our frrcat annrn.
All Sir KnlKhta residing In
i
ciation of your past patronage, and
this jurisdiction
- IN
- Invitad
.vu.
wisning you a happy Christmas and
R. J. Ncal, Recorder.
WOVEN PICKET FENCE FOR prosperous Now Year, we are,
STACK LOTS, THREE AND FOUR
Yours truly,
FOOT HEICHTS.
Jackman Dry Goods Co.
Why is it that a working girl will
By W. T. Jackman.
Mrs R. F. pixu.y ipont '
go on a strike for an eight-hou- r
day
of this week in Por! ales.
until she wins her fight and will then
V. Tete resumed Thursday from a
go and marry and work eighteen
If its news The News wants it trip to Oklahoma, when he has been
HAND
'
LAMPS
day?
hours
AT
BARRY
Phont ts. No. 97.
to attend tko bedoide of a relative.
HARDWARE CO.
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